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A large amount of the work on mechanisms done in this country has 
been done in the area of planar mechanisms. Mechanisms consist of 
links, gears, chains and springs which are connected by joints. These 
joints include ball joints (spherical pairs), hinge joints (revolute 
pairs), screw (threaded) joints and others. Planar mechanisms are the 
simplest class and are distinguished by all parts of the mechanism tran~ 
slating and rotating in the same plane or parallel planes. This re-
striction is what makes planar mechanisms the simplest type. 
In the past few years interest has been increasing in the two 
other basic types of linkages, spherical and spatial. Spherical mech-
anisms are the class of mechanisms in which all the elements of the 
mechanism have only rotational motion about axes which intersect in a 
common point. That is, the elements all move on spheres which have a 
common center. The last category, spatial mechanisms, includes all the 
mechanisms which do not fall into one of the other categories. The 
motions of these mechanisms can be resolved into rotations about and 
translations along three orthogonal axes; the elements have general 
motion in space. Spatial mechanisms have received the least amount of 




The subject of this thesis is a spherical mechanism, specifically 
a geared spherical cycloidal crank mechanism. As shown in Figure 1, 
this mechanism consists of two conical gears and attaching hardware. 
All of the work of this thesis deals with points on the unit sphere, a 
sphere located at the origin with a radius of one unit. So any refer-
ence to a point refers to the intersection of the unit sphere and the 
vector from the origin, 0, to that point. The center of the fixed sun 
gear is at M, i.e., the axis of the fixed gear, gear 1, intersects the 
unit sphere at point M. Similarly the center of the revolving gear, 
gear 2, is at A. These two gears are connected by a rigid link MA 
which restrains the moving gear to always be in mesh with the station-
ary gear. This allows angles of motion measured through the centers of 
the gears to be related by the gear ratio, GR, which is the radius of 
the sun gear divided by the radius of the revolving planet gear. 
To completely define a geared spherical cycloidal crank mechanism 
only a few parameters are required. One possibility for defining a 
given linkage is to give the location of M, the location of A in one 
position, and the gear ratio. Another set of sufficient parameters is 
the location of M, the gear ratio, and the included angle between the 
axes of the gears. In this work, the first of these two methods is 
used. 
In conclusion, this thesis examines one of the large class of 
spherical mechanisms. The particular mechanism under study is a 
geared spherical cycloidal crank mechanism. This is a physically 
simple mechanism consisting of two conical gears and a connecting link. 
X 
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Taking a given mechanism with defined proportions and finding the 
motions of all the various parts for a given motion of one part is the 
basis of kinematic analysis. This analysis has been done by graphical 
methods which are fast for some simple cases but have limited accuracy. 
An example of this type of analysis is given in Chapter 5 of a text on 
machine design by Martin [5]. 1 Chapter 5 of the same text also explains 
how to analyze plane mechanisms using the instant center technique. A 
number of analytical methods have been developed to handle more compli-
cated mechanisms quickly and accurately. Dr. A. T. Yang uses dual vec-
tors for analysis as in a paper on spatial four bar mechanisms [2]. 
Successive screw rotations are used for analysis by Mike McKee in 
his thesis on a geared spherical five link mechanism [3]. C. H. Suh and 
C. W. Radcliffe use rotation matrices in their paper on synthesis of 
spherical linkages both to synthesize and to analyze a spherical four-
bar.linkage [4]. The basic approach to analysis used in this thesis has 
the same basis as the one used in the above paper by Radcliffe and Suh. 
1Numbers in brackets designate references in the bibliography. 
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2.2 Development of Equations for Analysis 
Procedures 
This approach uses 3 x 3 rotation matrices which transform the 
coordinates of a point to yield the coordinates of that point when it 
is rotated about a given axis through a given angle. If the direction 
cosines of the rotation axis are Ux, UY, and Uz and the rotation angle 
is cp, then the rotation matrix has the following form as presented by 
Suh and Radcliffe [4]: 
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[R]- = u2 vers <P + cos <P U,cp X 
U U vers <P + U sin cp 
X Y Z 
uxuy vers <P - uz sin <P 
U~ vers <P + cos <P 
U U vers <P + U sin <P y Z X 
where: 
vers <P = 1 - cos cp. 
UxUz vers <P + UY sin <P 
U U vers <P - U sin <P y Z X 
u; vers <P + cos <P 
To find P2 the coordinates of a given point P1 after being rotated 
about an axis U through an angle cp, the rotation matrix of Equation 
(2.1) can be used as follows: 
P2x Plx 
p2y = [R)u,cp ply 
P2z Plz 




·rotations about the axes of the various gears, the entire analysis pro-
cedure is carried out. 
As explained in Chapter I and shown in Figure 1 the intersection of 
the axis of the fixed gear and the unit sphere is point M. Similarly 
point A is the intersection of the unit sphere and the axis of the 
rotating gear. As shown in Figure 1, 81 is the rotation of the arm and 
is measured CCW from a plane through OM and the x axis, about the axis 
OM. 82 is measured CCW about OA relative to the link MA; by definition 
82 is zero when 81 is zero. For this work only changes in 81 and 82 
will be considered. The change in 81 when the mechanism goes from 
position one to position two is 812 • Similarly the change in 82 when 
the mechanism goes from position one to position two is 822 • For the 
doubly subscripted 8's the first subscript denotes the 8 under discus-
sion, and the second subscript denotes which position is taken as the 
second position. Finally, to define the motions of the planet gear 
three arbitrary points on the planet gear are necessary. These three 
points are labeled P, Q, and R and are on the unit sphere. 
Before plunging into the analysis, a brief section to orient the 
reader will be included. This section defines the given input parame-
ters and the necessary output parameters for this analysis. The input 
parameters chosen are the location of points M, A, P and Q in their 
first positions; the gear ratio GR, and 812 the desired increment in 
81. The first position of R is found by rotating Q about P through an 
angle of ninety degrees. Output consists of the second positions of 
points A, P, Q, and R. This defines the goal of kinematic analysis of 
a geared spherical cycloidal crank mechanism. 
The first step is to find the first position of point R. The 
following_equation is used to accomplish this: 
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. {Rl }. = [RJop 90° {Ql} (2.4) 
1 ' 
To find the second position of point A a single rotation is required • 
. {A2}. = [R]OM 8 . {Al} 
' ln 
The change in 82 is the gear ratio times the change in 81. 
82 ::: GR 81 n · n (2.5) 
The second positions of points P, Q, and R can be found by a tota 1 : 
of two rotations.- The first of these rotations is about point A1 
through an angle: of 82n. The resulting points are then rotated about 
point M through an angle of 8ln" The equations for these transforma-
tions are: 
. {P 2} = [R]OM 8 [R]OA 8 . {Pl} (2.6) 
' 1 n ' 2n 
. {Q2} = [R]OM 8 [R]OA 8 . {Ql} (2. 7) 
' ln ' 2n 
. {R } = [R]OM e . [Rlo.zr,e2n. {Rl} (2.8) 2. 
' ln 
At this point an the information required for analysis of the mech-
anism has been found. 
2.3 Computer Program 
A computer :Pro_gram was written to perform the above analysis and 
is included in Appendix A. The input of data into the program is ex-
plained in the comment cards at the first of the program. The output 
is set up to be self.,.exp 1 ana tory. 
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The following set of input data was used for a demonstration of 
the analysis program: 
POINT COORDINATES. 
X y z 
M . 1 ,5 + 
A . 2 .6 + 
p 
-.2 .3 + 
Q -.3 .4 
GR = 2.0,812 = 15° 
The resulting initial positions were: 
POINT COORDINATES 
X y z 
M . 1 . 5 .860233 
A .2 .6 . 774597 
p 
-.2 .3 .932738 
Q -.3 .4 -.866025 
R -.507348 -.641359 -.575549 
The program computed the following second positions: 
POINT COORDINATES 
X y z 
A . 163199 . 620841 . 766761 
p 
. 108740 . 146311 .983244 
Q 
-.814562 • 123531 -.566770 
R -. 272650 -. 831133 -.484643 
CHAPTER I II 
DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL SYNTHESIS EQUATION 
3.1 Introduction 
As explained in the introduction of Chapter II a wide range of 
methods have been used in the analysis of mechanisms. All of these 
methods have also been used for synthesis. The procedures developed 
in this thesis are based on the use of the rotation matrix developed 
by Suh and Radcliffe [4]. The remainder of this chapter will be de-
voted to explaining the procedures used to take the basic rotation 
matrix of Equation (2.1) and develop the desired design equation for 
the problem at hand. This equation is used as the heart of the analy-
sis of the two, three, four, and five position rigid body synthesis 
problems. 
3.2 The Displacement Matrix 
The displacement matrix is a (3 x 3) matrix which, when multi- . 
plied times any point on the planet gear in its first position, yields 
the coordinates of that point after the mechanism has gone through a 
finite rotatJon. Then, if three points P, Q, and R are given, which 
move from a given position one to a given position n, the following 
equations can be written: 
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.{Pln} = [Dln] {Pl} ( 3. 1 ) 
{Ql n} = [Dln]. {Ql} (3.2) 
{R } = [Dlnr {Ql} (3 .3) ln 
where [D1n] is the rotation matrix from position one to position n. 
These equations can be expanded to give nine equations in terms of the 
nine unknown elements of the rotation matrix. The three equations con-
taining the elements of the first row are as follows where the lower 
case d's are the elements of o1n : 
Plxdll + Plydl2 + Plzdl3 = Pnz 
Qlxdll + Qlydl2 + Qlzdl3 = Qnz 




For Equations (3.4) through (3.6) to have a unique solution for d11 , 
d12 , and d13 , the matrix 
T [PQR]l = Plxplyplz 
QlxQlyQlz ( 3. 7) 
must be nonsingular, since at least one of the right hand sides of 
Equations (3.4) through (3.6) is nonzero. This is guaranteed by making 
point R the result of rotating Q about P through an angle of ninety 
degrees, which forces P, Q, and R not to be in one plane. 
Equations (3.1) through (3 .. 3) can be rewritten as: 
[PQR]n = [D1n] [PQR] 1 
This equation can be solved for the rotation matrix. 




It is seen that the requirements for Equations (3.4) through (3.6) 
to have a unique solution and for Equation (3.9) to be solvable are the 
same. So, if the rotation matrix can be found from Equation (3.9), then 
from Equations (3.4) through (3.6), and from similar equations for the 
other two rows of the rotation matrix, the elements of the rotation 
matrix are uniquely determined. · This step is critical to the remaining 
discussion of this chapter. 
Since t:he displacement matri.x has uniquely determined elements, any 
matrix which satisfies Equations (3.1) through (3.6) can be equated to 
o1n element by element. Equation (2.6) contains a matrix which meets 
this criterion. Therefore, the following equality holds. 
[Dln] = [R]OM e [R]OA 8 
' 1 n ' 2n (3.10) 
The elements of the matrices on each side of Equation (3.10) can be 
equated to yield: 
vers e1n vers e2n (M2A2 + M M A A + M M A A ) X X X y X y X Z X Z 
+ vers e1n cos e2nM; + vers e1n sin e2n (MxMyAz 
2 
- MxMzAy) + cos e1n cos e2n + cos e1n vers e2nAx 
·+sin e1n vers e2n (MyAxAz- M2AxAy) 
(3.11) 
d12 = vers 81n vers 82n (M~AxAy + MxMyA~ + MxMzAyAz 
+ vers 81n cos 82nMxMy) 
+ vers 81n sin 82n (MxMzAx - M~Az) 
+ cos 81n vers 82nAxAy 
+ sin 81n vers 82n (MyAyAz - MZA;) 
+ sin 81n sin 82nMyAx - sin 81n cos 82nMz 
- cos 81n sin 82nAz 
vers 81n vers 82 (M2A A + M M A A + M M A2) n X X Z X y y Z X Z Z 
12 
(3.12) 
+ vers 81n cos 820MxMz + vers 81 sin 82 (M~AY- MxMyAx) 
+ cos 81n vers 82nAxAz + sin 81n vers 82n (MYA~ 
- MzAyAz} + sin 81n sin 82nMzAx + sin 81n cos 82nMy 
= vers 81 vers 82 (M M A2 + MfA A + M M A A ) n n X y X y X y y Z X Z 
d22 = 
+ vers 81n cos 82nMxMy + vers 81n sin 82n (M~Az 
- MyMzAy} + cos 81 n vers 820AxAy 
2 . 
+ sin 81n vers 82n (MzAx ..., MxAxAz} 
+ sin 81n sin 82 M A + cos n x y 81n sin 82nAz 
+ sin 81n cos 82nMz 
vers e1 n vers e2n (MxMyAxAy + M;A; + MyMzAyAz) 
+ vers 81n cos 82nM; + vers 81n sin 82n (MyMzAx 
- MxMyAz) + cos 81n cos82n + cos 81n vers 82nA; 
(3.13} 
(3.14) 
+ sin 61n vers 62n (MzAxAy - MxAyAz) 
+ sin 6ln sin e2n (-MzAz - MxAx) 
d23 = vers 61n vers 62n (M M A A + M2A A + M M A2) xyxz yyz yzz 
+ vers 61 cos e2 M M n n y z 
+ vers e1n sin e2n (MxMyAy - ~;Ax) 
+ cos e1 vers 62 A A n n y z 
+ sin e1n vers 62n (MzAxAz - MxA~) 
- cos e1n sin e2nAx 




+ vers 61n cos e2nMxMz + vers e1n sin 62n (MyMzAz 
- ~A ) + cos e1 vers e2 A A x y n n x z 
+ sin e1n vers 82 (M A A - M A2) 
· n X X Y Y X 
+ sin 61n sin e2nMxAz - cos 81n sin e2nAy 
- s i n e 1 n cos e 2nMy ( 3. 17) 
d32 = . vers 81 n vers 6 2n (MxMzAxAy + MyMzA~ + ~.zAyAz) 
+ vers 61n cos e2nMyMz + vers 8ln sin 82n (M;Ax 
- MxMzAz) + cos 81 n vers 8 2nAyAz 
+ sin 8ln vers 62n (MxA~ - MyAxAy) 
+ sin e10 sin 62nMyAz + cos 6ln sin 62nAx 
+ sin 61 cos 62 M n . n x (3.18) 
.. 
d33 = vers e1n vers e2n (MxMzAxAz 
2 2 2 
+ MyMzAyAz + MzAz) + vers e1n cos e2nMz 
+ vers eln sin e2n (MxMzAy - MyMzAx 
+ cos e1n cose 2n + cos e1n vers e 2nA~ 
+ sin e1n vers e2n (M A A - M A A ) xyz yxz 
+ sin e1 sin e2 (-M A - A M ) n n y y x x (3.19) 
where: 
vers e = 1 - cos e. 
The nine Equations (3.11) through (3.19) are the equations which form 
the basic building blocks used in the derivative of the design 
equation. 
The nine equations formed from the elements of the rotation 
matrices are obviously dependent since there are only six unknowns, 
the coordinates of points M and A. These nine dependent equations will 
be reduced to one independent equation which is linear in the coordi-
nates of points M and A. Three intermediate equations will be derived 
first. Adding together the three equations formed from main diagonal 
terms, Equations (3.11), (3.15), and (3.19), yields the first of the 
three intermediate equations. After simplification and using the fa~t 





Kl = !OM X OAI 2 
K2 = OM • OA 
15 
To eliminate K1 and K2, which are highly nonlinear terms, the 
other two intermediate equations are needed. The next intermediate 
equation is found by adding Ax times the result of subtracting Equation 
(3.18) from Equation (3. 16), AY times the result of subtracting 
Equation (3.13) from Equation (3.17), and Az times the result of sub-
tracting Equation (3. 12) from Equation (3.14). After simplification 
this yields 
( 3. 21) 
The third and last intermediate equation is similar to the second 
except that the differences above are multiplied by the coordinates of 
M instead of the coordinates of A. This yields the following equation. 
sin a1n vers a2nKl + 2 cos a1n sin a2n K2 
+My (d31 - d 13) + Mz (dl2- d21) = O (3.22) 
With the three Equations (3.20) through (3.22), the unknowns K1 
and K2 can be eliminated. Solving Equation (3.20) for K2 and substi-
tuting in Equations (3.21) and (3.22) yields the following two 
equations: 
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vers e1n vers e2nKl + 2 cos e1n 
+cos e2n (1 - dll - d22 - d33) 
+ Ax sin e2n {d23 - d32 ) + AY sin e2n (d31 - d13 ) 
+ Az sin e2n (d12 - d21 ) = 0 {3.23) 
and 
vers e1n vers e2nKl + 2 cos e2n 
+ cos e1n (1 - d11 - d22 - d33 ) + Mx sin e1n (d23 
- d32 ) + MY sin e1n (d31 - d13 ) + Mz sin e1n (d12 
- d21) (3.24) 
By subtracting Equation (3.24) from Equation (3.23), the final design 
equation is found, which is: 
Ax sin e2n (d23 - d32 ) + AY sin e2n (d31 - d13 ) 
+ Az sin e2n (d12 - d21 )- Mx sin e1n (d 23 - d32 ) 
-MY sin e1n (d 31 - d13)- Mz sin e1n (d12 - d21 ) 
+ (cos e1n - cos e2n) (1 + d11 + d22 + d33 ) = 0 
(3.25) 
This is the design, or synthesis, equation which is used in Chapter IV 
to design geared spherical cycloidal crank mechanisms which will move a 
rigid body through given positions. 
In conclusion, the nine equations derived from the basic rotation 
matrix have been combined to yield one equation which is linear in the 
coordinates of points M and A. This design equation is sufficient when 
combined with a constraint to keep the points A and M on the unit 
sphere, to constrain points M and A to satisfy the design goals. That 
17 





As referred to before, synthesis is the process used to find the 
proportions of a mechanism which will satisfy given criter1a. In this 
thesis the design criteria is a series of positions of two points which 
are located on the surface of the unit sphere. The series of positions 
are transformed into rotation matrices, one matrix for the rotation 
from position one to each of the other positions~ as explained in 
Chapter II I. These rotation matrices are then used to define design 
equations; one design equation for each rotation matrix. Besides the 
design equations, the points MandA must be constrained to lie on the 
unit sphere. The methods used to accomplish this are the subject of 
the remainder of this chapter. 
4.2 Determination of.Rotation Angles 
After the rotation matrix Dln has been found for each n from two 
to the total number of positions specified, the desired rotation angles 
can be determined. The rotation matrix is explained in Chapter III. 
The sum of the main diagonal elements yields an equation which contains 
only known rotation matrix elements and the cosine of the total rotation 
angle. Solving this equation yields the total rotation angle of the 
18 
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planet gear, when the mechanism goes from position one to position n, 
(4.1} 
The angles 61 and 62 can be determined from the following two equa-
.tions. 
8 = 1 ~ln (4.2) ln 1 + GR 
6 = GR ~ln (4.3) 2n 1 + GR 
The rationale for these two equations is actually rather simple. Obvi-
ously for a change in 61 of 612 the second gear rotates through an 
angle of 612 times the gear ratio, relative to the arm MA. However, 
the planet gear rotates through a total angle, ~ln' of 812 , plus 822 . 
This can be written as an equation: 
(4.4) 
It can be seen that Equations (4.2) and (4.3) follow immediately from 
Equation (4.4) and the preceding discussion. 
4.3 Input to Synthesis Programs 
The requirements which input points P and Q must fulfill are fairly 
restrictive. A computer program to help accurately specify the input 
points is included in Appendix B. This program takes a given P1, P2, 
Q1, and Q2x and finds the other coordinates of Q2. The computed Q2 
must be such that the length of P1Q1 is equal to the length of P2Q2 and 
Q2 must be on the unit sphere. First the length of P1Q1 is 
IPlQl I = [(Plx - Qlx) 2 + (Ply - Qly) 2 + (Plz - Qlz) 2J112 
(4.5) 
A similar equation holds for the second positions of P and Q. This 
equation and the equation 
20 
Q2 + Q2 + Q2 - 1 2x , 2y 2z - (4.6) 




This equation is then solved to yield two possibilities for Q22• Q2Y 
is found for each of these Q22 from 
(4.8) 
Another feature of the computer program in Appendix B is the option of 
not inputting Q2x. Under this option, as explained in the comment cards 
of the program, the maximum possible range for the coordinates of Q2 is 
given as output. 
4.4 Two Position Synthesis 
In two position synthesis only two rigid body positions are given. 
The rotation matrix from position one to two is found as explained in 
Chapter III. Then a12 and a22 are found using the equations of paragraph 
4.2. The equations which must be satisfied are: 
and, 
where: 
c21 = sin 822 (d23 - d32) 
c22 = sin 822 (d31 - dl3) 
c23 = Alz sin 822 (dl2- d21) - Mx sin 812 (d23 ~ d32) 
-MY sin 812 (d31 - d13 ) - Mz sin 812 Cd12 - d21 ) 





At this point there are three equations, Equations (4.9) through (4.11), 
which must be satisfied. There are also six unknowns, the coordinates 
of points M and A. The gear ratio, Mx, MY, Alz' and the sign of Mz 
are assumed. Mz is found from Equation (4.9) and is 
2 2 M = + (1 - M - M ) Z - X y (4.12) 
where the sign take,S the assumed value. The coefficients c21 , c22 , 










This equation is solved to give two roots for Alx" If the two roots 
are real and equal, then one solution has been found. If the roots are 
real and unequal, then one or two solutions have been found. If the 
roots are imaginary, then no solutions are possible and either the 
rigid body positions or one of the assumed values must be changed to 
reach a solution. Solutions for Alx are substituted in Equation (4.13) 
to find the corresponding value or values for Aly" The sets of possible 
M and A values are then used in the analysis program to find which 
values are good values and which are extraneous values introduced by 
squaring Equation (4.13). 
A computer program to perform the above analysis, but not to sub-
stitute back in the analysis program, is included in Appendix C. The 
input procedures for the program are explained in the comment cards at 
the first of the program and the output is self-explanatory. An 
example problem is solved using the computer. The results of this 











TWO POSITION SYNTHESIS, EXAMPLE PROBLEM, 




.6 • 31 



















4.5 Three Position Synthesis 
M2 + M2 + M2 = 
X y Z 1 (4. 15) 
A2 + A2 + A2 = 1 lx ly lz (4.16) 
c21 Alx + c22 Aly + c23 Alz + c24 = 0 (4.17) 
c31 Alx + c32 Aly + c33 Alz + c34 = 0 ( 4. 18) 
cnl = sin 62n (dn23 - dn32) for n = 2, 3 
cn2 = sin 62n (dn31 - dn 13) for n = 2, 3 
cn3 = sin 62n (dnl2 - dn21) for n = 2~ 3 
cn4 = -Mx sin 61n (dn23 - dn32) for n = 2~ 3 
-MY sin 6ln (dn31 - dnl3) - Mz sin 6ln (dnl2 - dn21) 
+ (cos eln - cos e2n) (1 + dnll + dn22 + dn33) 
At this point there are four equations and six unknowns. Therefore, 
two of the unknowns can take on assumed values. The value~ to be 
25 
assumed are Mx, MY, and the gear ratio. Mz is calculated from Equation 
(4.12). This leaves Equations (4.16) through (4.18) to be solved. 
Equation (4.17) is first solved for Alz' which gives: 
where: 
Alz = gll Alx + g12 Aly + ·g13 
gll = -c21/c23 
g12 = -c22/c23 
g13 = -c24/c23 
(4.19) 





h21 = g31 + g33 gll 
h22 = g32 + g33 g12 
h23 = g34 + g33 gl3 
2 a1 = g11 + 1 
2 
a2 = g12 + 1 
a3 = 2 g11 gl2 
a4 = 2 g11 g13 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
a5 = 2 gl2 gl3 
2 
a6 = gl3 - 1 
26 








Substituting this in Equation (4.20) yields the final design quadratic. 
where: 
b2 = a4 + 2k11 kl2 a2 + kl2 a3 + ell a5 
2 b3 = a6 + kl2 a2 + kl2 a5 
(4.23) 
The quadratic equation is then solved for A1x. If the imaginary parts 
of the two roots of Equation (4.23) are zero, then at least'one solu-






The sets of values for point A must be checked for extraneous roots by 
substituting in the analysis program. This way, extraneous roots can 
be eliminated. If no roots with zero imaginary parts are found by using 
this method, then one of the input parameters must be changed to reach 
a solution. 
A computer program is presented in Appendix D which solves the 
above equations but does not substitute in the analysis program to check 
for extraneous roots. The input to this program is explained in the 
corrment cards at the first of the program. The output from the program 
is self-explanatory. An example problem has been solved on. the com-
puter. The results of this example are given in Table II. 
4.6 Four Position Synthesis 
Four rigid body positions increase the complexity of the problem 
considerably over the three position problem. The reason for the 
greater complexity is that after the linear substitutions, there are 
two second order equations which must be solved. Proceeding with the 
derivation, three rotation matrices are found _using the procedures of 
Chapter III. ·The three rotation matrices are for rotations from posi-
tion one to positions two~ three,_ and four. The subscripts on the e•s 
and the elements of the rotation matrices are the same as that used in 
paragraph 4.5, three position synthesis. The equations necessary for 
synthesis are equations to insure M and A are on the unit sphere, and 
equations derived from Equation (3.25). Equation (3.25) yields one 
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. 1 .5 
-.2 .3 
-.113094 .226181 
-.00757381 . 173646 
-.3 .4 
-.503378 • 350705 
-.679041 .256321 
Output 














M2 +M2 +M2 =1 
X y Z 
2 2 2 
Alx + Aly + Alz = l 
c21 Alx + c22 Aly + c23 Alz + c24 Mx + G25 MY + c26 = 0 
cnl = sin 82n ( dn23 - dn32) for n = 2, 3, 4 
cn2 = sin 82n ( dn 31 - d~ 13) for n = 2, 3, 4 
cn3 = sin 82n (dnl2 - dn21) for n = 2, 3, 4 
cn4 = -sin eln (dn23 - dn32) for n = 2, 3, 4 
ens = -sin eln ( dn·31 - dnl3) for n = 2, 3, 4 
cn6 = -Mz sin 8ln (dnl2 - dn21) 
+ (cos e1n - cos e2n) ( 1 + dnll + dn22 + dn33) 







The above equations, Equations (4.26) through (4.30), are the equations 
which must be satisfied. These five equations have·six unknowns, the 
coordinates of points M and A. Therefore, the z component of M can be 
assumed. Equation (4.28) is solved for MY, yielding 
My = hll Alx + hl2 Aly + hl3 Alz + hl4 Mx + hl5 (4.31) 
where: 
hll = -c21/c25 
hl2 = -c22/c25 
hl3 = -c23/c25 
hl4 = -c24/c25 
hl5 ;, -c26/c25 
This equation is then substituted in Equations (4.26), (4.29) and 
(4.30), giving the next set of equations. 
where: 
2 2 2 2 
el Alx + e2 Aly + e3 Alz + e4 Mx + e5 Alx Aly 
+ e6 Alx Alz + e7 Alx Mx + e8 Alx + eg Aly Alz 
+ elO Aly Mx + ell Aly + el2 Alz Mx + el3 Alz 
+ el4 Mx + el5 = 0 
2 
e1 = h11 
2 
e2 = hl2 
2 
e3 = hl3 
2 
e4 = hl4 + 1 
e5 = 2 h11 hl2 
e6 = 2 hll hl3 
e7 = 2 hll hl4 
e8 = 2 hll hl5 






elO = 2 hl2 h14 
ell = 2 hl2 h15 
el2 = 2 hl3 hl4 
e13 = 2 hl3 h15 
el4 = 2 h14 hl5 
2 2 
e15 = Mz - 1 + hl5 
h21 Alx + h22 Aly + h23 Alz + h24 Mx + h25 = O 
h21 = c31 + c35 ell 
h22 = c32 + c35 cl2 
h23 = c33 + c35 cl3 
h24 = c34 + c35 cl4 
h25 = c36 + c35 cl5 
h31 Alx + h32 Aly + h33 Alz + h34 Mx + h35 = O 
h31 = c41 + c45 ell 
h32 = c42 + c45 c12 
h33 = c43 + c45 cl3 
h34 = c44 + c45 cl4 
h35 = c46 + c45 cl5 
Equation (4.33) is solved for Mx. 







kll = -h21/h24 
kl2 = -h22/h24 
k13 = h23/h24 
kl4 = h25/h24 
32 
Then this equation is substituted in Equations (4.32) and (4.34) with 
the following results. 
where: 
fl A~x + f2 A~y + f3 Aiz + f4 Alx Aly 
+ fs Alx Alz + f6 Alx + f7 Aly Alz + fa Aly 
+ f 9 A1z + flO = 0 
2 . 
fl = el + kll e4 + kll e7 
2 f2 = e2 + kl2 e4 + kl2 elO 
2 f3 = e3 + kl3 e4 + kl3 el2 
f4 = e5 + 2 kll kl2 e4 + kll elO + kl2 e7 
fs = e6 + 2 kll kl3 e4 + kll el2 + kl3 e7 
f6 = ea + 2 kll kl4 e4 + kll el4 + kl4 e7 
f7 = eg + 2 kl2 kl3 e4 + kl2 el2 + kl3 elO 
fa = ell + 2 kl2 kl4 e4 + kl2 el4 + kl4 elO 
fg = el3 + 2 kl3 kl4 e4 + kl3 el4 + kl4 el2 
2 flo = el5 + kl4 e4 + kl4 el4 




k21 = h31 + h34 hll 
k22 = h32 + h34 hl2 
k23 = h33 + h34 hl3 
k24 = h35 + h34 hl4 
... 33 
· The next substitution eliminates Alz" Solving Equation (4.37) for Az 
yields the following equation. 
where: 
Alz = sll Alx + sl2 Aly + sl3 <4· 38) 
. sll = -k21 /k23 
sl2 = -k22/k23 
sl3 = -k24/k23 
Substituting Equation (4.38) in Equations (4.36) and (4.27) yields the 
two second order equations in Alx and Aly which must be solved to find 
a solution for this case. 
(4.39) 
where: 
a3 = f4 + 2 sll f3 + sll f7 + sl2 f5 
where: 
a5 = fg + 2 sl2 sl3 f3 + sl2 fg + sl3 f7 
2 
a6 = flo + sl3 f3 + sl3 fg 
2 b2 = s,2 + 1 
b3 = 2 s, sl2 
b4 = 2 s,, sl3 
b5 = 2 sl2 sl3 
2 b6 = sl3 - 1 
34 
(4.40) 
Equations (4.39) and (4.40) can be combined into one fourth order equa-
tion in only one unknown. The first step is to combine the two equa-
tions to eliminate the Alx Aly terms. 
where: 
2 2 
cl Alx + c2 Aly + c3 Alx + c4 Aly + c5 = 0 
c1 = a1 b3 - a3 b1 
c2 = a2 b3 - a3 b2 
c3 = a4 b3 - a3 b4 
c4 = a5 b3 - a3 b5 
c5 = a6 b3 - a3 b6 




To get this in a simpler form, the following transformation is made. 
and, 
c A~ = £, Alx + _3_ 2£, 
These can be rearranged as: 
A1 c X 3 A =---lx rc: 2c1 
1 
Equation (4.42) can be rewritten as follows: 









( 4. 47) 
Substituting Equations (4.45) and (4.46) in Equation (4.39) yields the 
following equation: 
d A12 + d A12 + d A1 A1 + d A1 + d A1 + d = 0 1 X 2 y 3 X y 4 X 5 y 6 (4.48) 
where: 
where: 
d1 = a1/c1 
d2 = a2/c2 
d3 = a3/lc1c2 
36 
·• 
To combine Equations (4.47) and (4.48), the latter must be rearranged 
and squared. 
d1 A' 2 + d A' 2 + d A' + d - d A' A' - d A' x 2y 4x 6 3xy 5y (4.49) 
Squaring this gives an equation which contains only even powers of A~. 
This allows substitution for A~2 from Equation (4.47) which results in 
the following fourth order equation. 
e A' 4 + e A' 3 + e A' 2 + e A' + e = 0 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 (4.50) 
where: 
2 2 2 e1 = d1 + d2 - 2 d1 d2 + d3 
e2 = 2 d1 d4 - 2 d2 d4 + 2 d3 d5 
2 2 e3 = 2 d2 R1 + d4 - 2 dl d2 R1 + 2 dl d6 - 2 d2 d6 
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-.134274 . 102227 
-.0312716 -.0852917 




-.745965 . 495813 
Output 




.619970 • 404184 
.692129 .431593 






















e4 = -2 d2 d4 R1 + 2 d4 d6 + 2 d3 ds R1 
2 2 2 2 e5 = d2 R1 + d6 - 2 d2 d6 R1 + d5 R1 
This polynomial is then solved using a standard polynomial ~solving rou-
tine. Any of .the roots o~ the polynomial which have zero imaginary 
parts are possible solutions. ·For each of these possible solutions, 
the following equations are used to find the other coordinates of points 
A and M. 
A• = (-A• 2 - R )~ y X 1 
A~ c3 
A =-· --1 x .;c: 2c2 
1 
A• c 
- v 4 A _ __J_ __ 
ly ..;c: 2c2 
2 






These coordinates are then used as inputs into the analysis program to 
sort extraneous roots from the sQlutions. A program to carry out the 
above comptitations is included as Appendix E. This program is used to 
work an example problem, with the results given in Table III. 
4.7 Five Position Synthesis 
When five rigid body positions are specified, the problem is an 
extension of the four position synthesis problem. Four rotation 
39 
matrices and linear design equations must be found using the methods of 
Chapter III, one design equation for each of the rotations from posi-
tion one to position two, three, four, and five. In addition, the 
two equations to constrain points M and A to be on the unit sphere 
are necessary. The six design equations are listed below: ' 
where: 
A2 + A2 + A2 = 1 1 X ly 1 Z 
c21 Alx + c22 Aly + c23 Alz + c24 Mx + c25 MY 
+ c26 Mz + c27 = 0 
c31 Alx + c32 Aly + c33 Alz + c34 Mx + c35 MY 
+ c36 Mz + c37 = 0 
c41 Alx + c42 Aly + c43 Alz + C44 Mx + C45 MY 
+ c46 Mz + c47 = 0 
c51 Alx + c52 Aly + c53 Alz + c54 Mx + c55 MY 
+ c56 Mz + c57 = 0 
.. 
c = nl . sin 82n (dn23 - dn32) for n = 2, 
cn2 = sin 82n (dn31 dnl3) for n = 2, 
c = n3 sin 82n (dnl2· dn21) for n = 2, 
c = n4 -sin 8ln ( dn23 ~ dn32) for n = 2, 
ens = -sin 8ln (dn31 - dnl3) for n = 2, 







3, 4, 5 
3, 4, 5 
3, 4, 5 
3, 4, 5 
3, 4, 5 
3, 4, 5 
for n = 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 
The solution of these equations for the coordinates of points M and A 
is similar to the procedure used for four positions. First solve 
Equation (4.59) for Mz and substitute in Equations (4.57) and (4.60) 
through (4.62). 
Mz = gll Alx + gl2 Aly + 913 Alz + 914 Mx + gl5 My+ gl6 
40 
( 4 .63) 
where: 
911 = -c21 /c26 
912 = -c22/c26 
gl3 = -c2/C26 
gl4 = -c24/c26 
gl5 = -c25/c26 
916 = -c27/c26 
After substitution, the following equations are generated: 
where: 
g21 Alx + 922 Aly + 923 Alz + 924 Mx + g25 My + g26 = O 
(4.64). 
g21 = c31 + gll c36 
922 = c32 + 912 c36 
923 = c33 + 913 c36 
924 = c34 + 914 c36 
where: 
where: 
926 = c37 + 916 c36 
931 A1x + 932 A1y + 933 Alz + 934 Mx + 935 My + 936 = O 
936 = c47 + 916 c46 
941 Alx + 942 Aly + 943 Alz + 944 Mx + 945 My + 946 = O 
941 = c51 + 911 c56 
942 = c52 + 912 c56 
943 = c53 + 913 c56 
944 = c54 + 914 c56 




+ d7 Alx Aly + d8 A1x A1z + dg Alx Mx + d10 A1x My 
where: 
+ d11 A1x + d12 A1y A1z + d13 A1y Mx + d14 A1y My 
+ d15 A1y + dl6 Alz Mx + d17 Alz My + dl8 A1z 
42 
(4.67} 
2 d1 = 911 
2 
d2 = 912 
2 
d3 = 913 
2 d4 = 914 + 1 
2 d5 = 915 + 1 
2 d6 = 916 - 1 
d7 = 2 911 912 
da = 2 9n 913 
dg = 2 911 914 
d10 = 2 911 915 
dll = 2 911 916 
d12 = 2 912 913 
d13 = 2 912 914 
d14 = 2 912 915 
d15 = 2 912 916 
d16 = 2 913 914 
d17 = 2 913 915 
dl8 = 2 913 916 
dl9 = 2 914 915 
d20 = 2 914 916 
d21 = 2 915 916 
43 
The next step in the synthesis procedure is to solve Equation (4.64) 
for My, yielding Equation (4.68). Equation (4.68) is then substituted 
in Equations (4.65) and (4.66) yielding Equations (4.69) and (4.70). 
where: 
where: 
My = hll Alx + hl2 Aly + hl3 Alz + h14 Mx + hl5 (4•68 ) 
hll = -g2l /g25 
hl2 = -g22/g25 
hl3 = -92/925 
hl4 = -g24/g25 
hl5 = -g26/g25 
h21 = 931 + hll 935 
h22 = 932 + hl2 935 
h23 = 933 + hl3 935 
h24 = 934 + hl4 935 
h25 = 936 + hl5 935 




h31 = 941 + hll 945 
h32 = 942 + hl2 945 
h33 = 943 + hl3 945 
h34 = 944 + hl4 945 
h35 = 945 + hl5 945 
44 
Equation (4.68) is also substituted in Equation (4.67) with the follow-
i ng result. 
where: 
A2 + A2 + A2 + M2 el lx e2 ly e3 lz e4 x 
+ e5 Alx Aly + e6 Alx Alz + e7 Alx Mlx + e8 Alx 
+ eg Aly Alz + elO Aly Mx +ell Aly + el2 Alz Mx 
2 
el = dl + hll d5 + hll dla 
2 
e2 = d2 + hl2 d5 + hl2 dl4 
2 
e3 = d3 + hl3 d5 + hl3 dl7 
2 . 
e4 = d4 + hl4 d5 + hl4 dl9 
e5 = d7 + 2 hll hl2 d5 + hll dl4 + hl2 dlO 
e6 = da + 2 hll hl3 ds + hll dl7 + hl3 dlO 
e7 = dg + 2 hll hl4 d5 + hll dl9 + hl4 dlO 
e8 = dll + 2 hll hl5 d5 + hll d21 + h15 dlO · 
e~ = dl2 + 2 h12 hl3 d5 + h12 d17 + h13 d14 
(4.71) 
elO = dl3 + 2 hl2 hl4 d5 + hl2 dl9 + hl4 dl4 
ell = dl5 + 2 hl2 hl5 d5 + hl2 d21 + hl5 dl4 
el2 = dl6 + 2 hl3 hl4 d5 + hl3 dl9 + hl4 dl7 
el3 = dl8 + 2 hl3 hl5 d5 + hl3 d21 + hl5 dl7 
el4 = d20 + 2 hl4 hl5 d5 + hl4 d21 + hl5 dl9 
2 . 
el5 = d6 + hl5 d5 + hl5 d21 
45 
Next, Equation (4.72) is solved for Mx to yield Equation (4.35). This 
equation is substituted in Equations (4.70) and (4.71), yielding Equa-
tions (4.37) and (4.36), respectively. Then Equation (4.37) is solved 
for Alz which yields Equation (4.38). This value of A1z is substituted 
in Equations (4.36) and (4.58), resulting in Equations (4.39) and (4.40), 
respectively. These two equations are then solved exactly as in the 
four position synthesis. Equations (4.41) through (4.56) are valid. 
One additional equation is necessary to define Mz in terms of the other 
variables. 
(4.72) 
As before, the analysis program must be employed at this point to sort 
out the extraneous roots. Appendix F contains a computer program to 
perform the above synthesis. This computer program is used to work an 
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-.00757381 . 173646 












. 100053 .637487 

























This thesis presents a method for simplifying the nonlinear equa-
tions derived from rotation matrices. This procedure is illustrated 
by applying it to a specific spherical mechanism. The mechanism 
chosen as an example is a spherical cycloidal crank mechanism as de-
fined in Chapter I. The kinematic analysis of the selected mechanism 
is explained in Chapter II. Chapter III is devoted to dev~lopment of 
the major synthesis equation. This design, or synthesis, equation is 
then used for designing mechanisms, given various sets of design cri-
teria. The design procedures for two, three, four and five rigid body 
positions are given in Chapter IV. Computer programs to perform the 
analysis and synthesis described above are included in the Appendices. 
The advantage of this method is that it yields a closed form solution, 
eliminating the convergence problems associated with numerical 
techniques .. 
The use of rotation matricies for synthesis may be extended to 
three rotation matrices by using the methods outlined in this thesis. 
Using three rotation matrices would allow the synthesis of more complex 
mechanisms. However, several problems must first be confronted. 
First, the nonlinearity of the equations which result from multiplying 
three rotation matrices together is at least sixth order. Also, there 
are nine unknowns, which greatly increase the size of. the equations. 
47 
48 
Determining the proper sequence of operations to manipulate the origi-
nal nonlinear equations into the desired number of linear equations 
is a large and rather time-consuming task. With three rotation 
matrices there will be three equations necessary to insure that the 
·rotation vectors remain on the unit sphere. While this would be a 
useful extension of the present problem, the difference mentioned 
would be formidable. 
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80/80 LIST PAGE 001 
ooooooooo1111111111222222222233333333334444444444o~55555555666666&66677777777778 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234?6789012.;~>678901234567890 
C** THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO PEPFDRM A DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF~ ** 
C** SPHERICAL CYCLOIDAL CRANK MECHANISM wHICH IS LOCATED ON A SPHERE ** 
C** WHOSE CENTER IS AT THE ORIGIN. THE VARIABLES APE AS FOLLOWS.· ** 
C** IC - INPUT DATA CHOICE PARAMETER; (FIRST DATA CARD WITH AN ** 
C ** I 1 FORMATI *"' 
C** IC=1, COORDINATES GIVEN A~E ASSUMED TO LIE ON .~ UNIT SPHERE. ** 
C** IC=2, THE X AND Y COORDINATES OF EACH PCINT ARE GIVEN IN THE ** 
C** FIRST 20 COLUMNS WITH A +1. OR A -1. IN THE NEXT 10 "'* 
C** COLUMNS TO GIVE THE SIGN JF THE Z COOPOINATEo ** 
C** GR - THE GEAR RAT! 0 N = I THE RADIUS GF THE SUN GEAR Jf(TH!: RADIUS ** 
C** OF THE PLANET GEA~ l; I SECOND DATA CARD WITH AN F10o0 FORMATJ ** 
C** M- A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE AXIS OF THE ** 
C** FIXED SUN GEAR; (THIRD DATA CARD WITH I 3F10o0 FORMAT) ** 
C** A - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COURDIN!\TES OF ThE AXIS OF ** 
C** THE PLANET GEAR IN ITS ORIGINAL POSIT ION IN COLUM~ 1. THE ** 
C** SUBSEQUENT POSITIONS OF A ARE IN THE SECOND COLUMN OF A: ** 
C** !FOURTH DATA CARD WITH A 3Fl0o0 FORMAT FOR POSITION 11 "'* 
C** P,Q- VECTORS CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDif>IATES OF TIICJ POINTS ** 
C** ON THE PLANET GEAKo THE FIRST COLUMN CG~T~INS THe FIRST ** 
C** POSITIONS OF THE POINTS ANO SUBSEQUENT POSITIONS I".E IN ** 
C** COLUMN THREE. IP1 AND Q1 ARE ON TH£ FIFTH DATA CARD WITH A ** 
C** 6F10.0 FORMATJ ** 
C** R- A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE ~* 
C** RESULT OF ROTATING Q ABOUT P THROUGH AN ANGLE OF *" 
C** NINETY DEGREES. ** 
C** PQ~ - A MATRIX -WHOSE COLUMNS APE THE VECTOFS p, Q, AND ?. ** 
C** PORZ - A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE ** 
C** SECOND POSITIONS OF P,O, AND R. ** 
C** POT - THE POTATION MATRIX FROM POSITION ONE TO POSITION TWO. ** 
C** ~ - THE NUMBER OF SECOND PoSITIONS OF THE ~ECHANISM; (SIXTH DATA ** 
C** CARD WITH AN I2 FORMATl ** 
C** PHI - THE TOTAL ROTATION ANGLE REQUIRED TO GO FROM POSITION ONE TO ** 
C** POSIT ION TWO. ** 
C** THl - THE ROTATION OF A ABOUT M WHEN THE t'ECHAI<I SM GOES F~.OM ** 
C** POSITION ONE TO EACH SECOND POSITION. (STARTS ON SEVENTH ** 
C** DATA CARD WITH AN F10o0 FORMAT; IN DEG~EESJ ** 
C** TH2 - THE ROTATION OF P ABOUT A WHEN THE MECH~NISM GOES FROM ** 
C** POSITION ONE TO EACH SECCND POSITION. ** C********************************************~****************~*****~*~********* C***********************************************•******************************* 
REAL M( 31 
DIMENSION A(3,2J,P(3,3J,Q(3,3),R(3,3ltPOR(3,3J,PQR213,3l,KOTA(3,3l 
1,ROTM(3,31 ,POTTI3,3l 
C** READ IN DATA ** 
KCOUNT = 0 
READ 100, IC 
100 FORMAT( Ill 
PRINT 101, IC 
101 FORMATI1H1,37H THE INPUT DATA CHOICE PARA~ETEF = ,121 
READ 102, GR 
102 FORMATI8F10o0l 
PRINT 103, GR 
103 FORMATI///,28H THE INPUT GEAR RATIO IS: ,/,G15o6l 
U"' 
__. 
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80/80 LIST PAGe '!02 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445~55555555666666666677777777776 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123455799012345678901234567890 
READ 102, 1MIIItl=1,31 
PRINT 104, IMIII,I=1,::11 
104 FORMATI///,31H THE INPUT SUN GEAR AXIS IS: ,/,3G15.61 
READ 102, 1AIItlltl=l,31 
PRINT 105, IAiltllti•1,31 
105 FORMATI///,34H THE INPUT PLAN[T GE~R AXIS IS: ,/,3Gl5.61 
~EAD 106, I PI I ,l) ,!=1,31, I011,11.I=1,31 
106 FORMATI6FlO.OI 
PRINT 101, 1PIIt1l,lal,3l,IOIIt11,I=l,31 
107 FORMATI///,50H THE FIRST RIGID BODY POSIT lOIIlS ARc AS FOLLOWS: , 
l/,12H POINT P: t3X,3G15.6,/,12H POINT 0: ,3X,3G15.61 
PI = 355o/l113o*180ol 
GO TCI I 5, 10 I , I C 
5 CP = RADI P11tl It Pl2, U,PI3, lll - 1. 
CA = RADIAI1,li,AI2tlltAI3tlll - 1. 
CM =· RADIMili,MI21,MI311- 1. 
CO = RADCQI1,llt012tli.,QI3tl II - 1. 
CHECK = ABSCCPI + ABSCCAI + ABSICMI + ABS I COl 
IFCCHECK.LT.Oo011 GO TO 20 
PRINT 108, CP,CA,CM,tO 
108 FOR!'liTC///,64H SSSSTHIS JOB ABORTED, THE INPUT VALUES A'<E NOT 0 
1N A UNITSSSS ,/,75H SSSSSPHERE. THE AMOUNTS EACH POINT (P,A,M,A 
2ND 01 ARE TOO LARGE ARE:SSSS ,/,4G15o6l 
GO TO 2000 
10 CONTINUE 
C** CALCULATE THE Z COORDINATE OF M.A.P. AND 0 
CP "' CHKCPI1tli,PI2tlll 
CA = CHKIAC1,11,AI2t111 
CO z CHK(Q(1,11t012tlll 
CM = CHKCMI11,MC211 
IFICP.GToOol GC TO 15 
IFCCA.GToOol GO TO 15 
IFICO.GT.Ool GO TO 15 
IFICMoGToOol GO TO 15 
Pl3,11 = RA021PC1.11 ,P(2,11 ,P(3,111 
013tll = RAD210Cltllo012tllt013tlll 
Al3tll = RAD21AI1,11 ,AI2,11,AI3,111 
Ml31 = PAD21MilltMI2l,MI311 
GO TO 20 
15 CONTINUE 
PRINT 109, CP,CA,CM,CO 
109 FORMATI///,68H SSSSTHIS JOB A!lORTEO, TI1E INPUT VALUES X <\NO Y A 
lRE TOO LARGESSS$ ,/,a7H SSSSTO BE ON THE UNIT SPHERE. THE AMOUN 
2T THEY IP,A,M, AIIIO 01 ARE TOJ LARGE ARE:SUS .1,4G15.61 
GO TO 2000 
20 CONTINUE 
Rlltll = Plltli*Pil,1l*Oil.ll + 1Pil,ll*P12tli-P13,lli'>'Q(2,11 
1 + IPI1,li*PI3tli+PI2,111"013,11 
Rl2.11 = IPI 1,1 l*P(2,1l+PI3tl) 1*011,11 + P12.1PPI2.1 1*012.11 
1 + IP12tll*PI3tli-Pil,111*013,11 
Rl3tll = 1Pil,li*P13,li-PI2,lii•Cil,ll 
1 + IPI2tll*PI3tli+PI1.lii*OI2.11 + P13tl)''D(3,l)O<Q(3,ll 
C** F UD IN IIIUMBER OF SECOND PUS IT IONS 
PRINT 116,CMIJ),J=1,31,(4(!,llol=1,31,(PII,l),!=ldl, 




























































80/80 LIST Pt.GE 003 
0000000001llll1111122222222223333333333it-444it-4it-it-4it-55555~555566A666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901231t-56789012j4567890l2345678901234567890 
116 FO!IMATI/I/,37H THE ORIGINAL M,A,P,Q, AND F, t.'E: ,/, 
l6H '1: ,3Gl5.6,/,6H A: ,3G15.;,,/, 
26H P: ,3Gl5.6,/,6H Q: ,3G15.6,/,_ 
36H ~: ,3G15.61 
READ 110, N 
110 FOIIMAT I 121 
PRINT 117,N 
117 FORMATI///,35H THE NU~BER OF SECOND P8SITIONS: ,!51 
25 CONTINUE 
READ 102, THlD 
THl = TH1D*PI 
TH2 = TH1*GR 
C** NEXT FINO THE MATRIX FOR RDTATION5 ABOUT A 
CALL ROTIA11r1ltAI2,11,A(3,1ltTH2,ROTAI 
TH20 = TH2/PI 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT Tt<E ROTATION 
C MATRIX ABOUT A FOR EACH POSITION 
C PRINT 111r11RQTAII,JI,J=l,31,[z1,3J,TH2D 
C 111 FORMATI///,35H THE ROTATION MATRIK ABOUT A IS: ,/, 313G15.6,/), 
C 126H FOR A ROTATION ANGlE OF: ,Gl5.6,8H DEGREES I 
C** NEXT FINO THE NEW POSITIONS OF P,Q, At\ID R AFTEP A ROTAfl::JN ABOUT A 
D030I=lt3 
Pllr21 = o.o 
Oil r21 = 0.0 
Rllr21 = 0.0 
30 CONTINUE 
00 35 I = 1, 3 
DO H J = 1,3 
PII ,21 = ROTAII,JI*PIJ,ll + PII,21 
OII,21 = ROTAII,Jl*OIJ,11 .+ OII,21 
R II , 2 I = ROT A I I , J I *R I J, 11 + R I I , 21 
35 CONTINUE 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE INTERMEDIATE 
C POSITIONS OF ALL THE POINTS; AFTER THE ROTATION ABOUT POINTA 
C PRINT 112,1PII,21ti=1t31, (QII,21 .1=1,31,( Rl lt21, I=l,31 
C 112 FORMATI/1/t* AFTER THE FIRST ROTATION ABOUT A THE RIGID BODY PO 
C !POINTS AP.E: ,t,6H P: , 3Gl5.6/, 6H Q: , 3Gl5. 6,/,6H ~: 
C 23Gl5. 61 
C** FIND THE ROTATION "'ATRIK ABOUT 1'. 
CALL ROTI14111,HI21,MI3l,THl,ROTHl 
DO 40 I = 1,3 
P1Ir31 " OoO 
QII,31 = 0.0 
R II t3 I = 0. 0 
A(I,ZI = 0.0 
40 CONTINUE 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT CUT THE ROTATION 
C MATRIX ABOUT PcJ !NT "l 
C PRINT ll3tiiPCT~II,J),J=1,3ltl=l,31,TH1D 
C 113 FORMATI/I/,35H THE ROTATION M~.HIX ABOUT I' IS: ,/, 313Gl5o6tllt 
C 12811 FOR A ROTATION ANGLE OF: oGl5o6,aH D!:GP.EES ) 
DO 45 I = 1,3 
DO 45 J = 1,3 
Pllt3l = ROTM(l,JI*P(J,21 + Pllt31 






























































80/80 LIST D.!IGF. ,104 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555~5566666>666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567BS012345678901234567R9012345t>7890 
RII,31 = ROTM!I,JI*RIJo21 + R(!dl 
A I I , 2 I = ROT M ( I , J I *A ( J , 11 + A I I , 2 I 
45 CONTINUE 
PRINT 114, I AI I, 2 I, I= 1o 3 I , I PI I , 3 I ,I = 1, 3 I , I 0 I I ,3 I , I =1 o3 I , I P I I d I, 1= 1 
l.o31 , THl 0 
114 FORMATI///,58H AFTER THE TOTAL t<OTATION Ti-<E PIGIO BODY POSITIJN 
1S ARE: o/o6H A: , 3G15,6o/,6H P: o3G15,6 o/o6H Q: ,3G15,6 
2,/,6H R: ,3G15,6.!,28H FOR A ROTATION ~NGLE OF: ,G15,6, 
38HDEGREES I 
DO 50 I = lo 3 
DO 50 J = 1 ,3 
50 ROTTII,JI = 0. 
DO 55 I = 1,3 
DO 55 J = 1 ,3 
DO 55 K = 1o3 
55 ROTTIIoJI = ROTMCI,KI*ROTAIK,JI + flDTTII,JI 
P R I NT 115 , I I R OTT I I , J I , J = 1 , 3 I , I= 1 , 3 I 
115 FORMATI///58H THE TOTAL ROTATICN MATRIX FPCM POSITION ONE TD TW 
10 IS: ,t, 313Gl5.6o/ II 
KCOUNT = KCCUNT + 1 






C = COSIPHII 
v = 1. - c 
S = S!NIPHII 
011,11 = UX*UX*V + C 
D(2,21 = UV*UY*V + C 
Dl3,31 = UZ*UZ*V + C 
DXY = UX*UY*V 
DXZ = ux•uz•v 
DYZ • UY*UZ*V 
Dl1.21 = oxv- uz•s 
on ,31 = oxz + uv•s 
Dl 2,11 = DXV + lJZ*S 
Dl2t31 = DYZ- UX*S 
0(3,11 = DXZ- UY*S 




ll = 1. - A*A - B*B 




0 = A*A + B*B + C*C 



























ol> oll 1. 
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INPUT DATA PROGRAM 
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SJOB Ll H 14:~9:49,030 Te/)3/28 VO,vLOJOO~ 
80/80 L1 ST P4.GE 001 
OOOOOOOOOll1111111122222222223333lHH,444444441t45·55 ~55555 5f>f>f>6obbo(>6 1117 7111718 





0003 c ······-·················••*******. *** ••• *.-....... ** .......... **** •• ot• ********c.-a* •• c .................................................. ,...*~ ••••••••• ········---•***'**•• 
0004 C** THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO TAKE TMQ,~OSITICNS OF POINT P, ONE 
0005 C** THIS 1(0UT1NE IS DESIGNED TO TAKEN P0..1TIOII:S OF POINT P, ONE ** 
... 
0006 C•• THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO TAKE N POSI-,T!CI\S OF POINT Po ONE ** 
0007 C** POSITION OF POINT Q WHICH CJRRESPONDS 'Tt VNE POSITION OF P AND ** 
0008 C** FINO THE SECOND POSITION OF POINT Q, THE.J'IlOGRAM IS DESIGl\IED TO ** 
0009 C** EITHER GIVE THE TOTAL RANGE OF THE X,Y, Afll) l COMPONLNTS GF THE ** 
0010 C** SECCND POSifiON OF Q FOR EACH SECOND POSITION OF Po 0~ WITH THE ** 
0011 C** SECOND POSITION OF Q,X COORDINATE GIVEN, TO .fiND THE OTHER ** 
OOlZ C** COORDINATES Of Q, THE FIRST POSITIIlNS JF P AVo 0 AI'.E TAKE-. AS THE ** 
0013 C"'* REFERENCE POSITION FOR ALL OF THE OTtiER INPUT P'S AIIID Q'S• ** 
OOlott C** THE VARIABLES USED ARE AS FOLLOIIS: ** 
0015 C"'* N- THE TOTAL NU~BER OF- P,Q CARDS, :IIOT COU~>;Tt~G THE INITIAL ** 
0016 t•• It - CHOICE OF OPTIONS PARAMETER ** 
0017 C** IC * 1; THE RANGES OF POSIBLE Q VALUES MILl BE CALCULATED, ** 
0018 C** tC s 2; WITH THE GIVEN SECOND QCX!o THE OTtER POSSIBlE VALUES ** 
0019 C** FOR QCYI AND OCZI ARE CAlCULATED ** 
OD20 C•• POSITION P1 AND 01 ** 
0021 C** P1 - A VECTOR WHICH CONTAINS THE CARTES IAN COOP,DJNATES OF THE F H ST ** 
0022 C** POINT Po ** 
0023 t•• 01 - A VECTOR WHICH CJNTAfljS THE CAIITESIAti COCJRDJNATES !F THE FIF:ST ** 
002(t C** POl NT Q ** 
0025 C** P - A VECTOR IIHICH CONTAINS CONSECUTIVELY THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES ** 
002f> C** OF EACH OF THE SECOND POINTS P ** 
0027 C.. 0 - A VECTOR MHICH CONTIIINS CONSECUTIVELY THE CARTESIAN CJIJROINATES ** 
0028 C** OF EACH OF THE SECOND POINTS 0 ** 
0029 C****.. DATA INPUT INSTRUCTIONS ******* 
0030 C** OATil. CARD VARIABLE FORMAT ** 
oon c•• 1 N 12 •• 
oo32 c•• 2 tc 12 •• 
0033 C ** l Pl,01 61'10,0 ** 
0034 C** It P,Q -.F 10.0 "* 
0035 C** 5 P,Q 4Fl0o0 ** 
0036 C"'* THE P'S AND O'S ARE ENTERED WtTI< THE X At-;1) V COMPONENTS E'IIH:RED IN ** 
0037 C** TWENTV COLUMNS AND THE SIGN OF THe l CJI'IPD~Er:T GIVEN BY A +1. OR A ** 
0038 C** -1. IN THE NEXT TEll COLUMNS. ** 
oo39 c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•*•••••••***••••••*•••**~*** 
0040 C*********************•*********************• ** *** *$**************-************** 
OOitl DIMENSION 1'131 .Cf31oPli3I.OlC31,Q2Cll 
0042 READ lOOo N 
0043 100 FORMATIIZI 
0044 READ 100, lt 
001t5 READ 10lr1Pllllot•lr~lo1011IIol•lo31 
0046 101 FCRMATI6FlO.OI 
0047 PRINT 102oNoiCoCPlCIIol=lrlloi01Cllol•1o31 
0048 102 FORIIATUH1,///,38H TH!: -.uMBER OF SECOND PC:S!T!ONS IS: ollo/1 
0049 125H THE CHOICE OPTION IS: ol2rlo 
0050 23TH THE FIRST POSITION IS AS FOLLOWS: o/o7H Pl: 1 3t;!.Se6tlt 
0051 37H Ql: o3Gl5o6l 
0052 C** COMPUTE THE LENGTH CF P1-01 •• 
0053 C** FIND THE l COORDIN4.ES OF Pl A'Hl 01 
U"l 
00 




0054 D113} = KAC2IP111J,P112J,Pl(3}} 
J0~5 Qll3l = ,.A02(Q1(U,Ol{2},Q11311 
JJ56 XL=P1(ll-Q1(l} 
C057 YL = P112l - 01121 
0058 Zl = P1(3J - 01(3) 
0059 FLS = SEGIXL,YL,ZLI 
0060 PP!NT 107,(P11!1,!=1,3J,IQ1(!J,l=1,3l,FLS 
0061 107 FOR~ATI///,48H THE CO•PUT~n FIRST POS!TIC~S A•E AS FCLLOWS 
0062 1,/,7H P1: ,3015.6,/, 7H 01: ,3G15.6,/,27H THE lf'lGTH OF 
0063 2P1-Q1 IS: ,Gl5.i>l 
0064 !COU'lT = 1 












































"C** Fl~D THE POSSIBLE RA"JGE FOk THf CC'-':POr'-J~NTS UF Trlt: Stc,_-,;jq Q FJR tJ. 
C** G!V<'N SECOND P. 
C CNT! NU E 
READ 101, (P(!},!=1,JJ 
C** FIRST FI:w P!31 
P !3 l = PAD2 ( P ( ll, P (2 l, P ( 3 ll 
RX1 =Pill- FLS 
RX2 = P(1J + FLS 
RY1 = Pl2l ~ FLS 
RY2 = P!2l + FLS 
RZ1 = PI3J - FLS 
RZ2 = Pl3l + FLS 
PRINT 103,(P( I ),!=1, 31 ,R.X1,RX2,RYl,RY2,RZl ,PZ2 
103 FOR!olAT (///,40H FOR THE ABOVE P1 AND Ql, AND FOR P2: , /, 3Gl5.6, 
1/38H THE X COORDINATE OF 02 IS RcTWEO:N ,/,G15.So3HANO,G15.6, 
2/38H THEY COORDINATE OF 02 IS BET~EEN ,/,Gl5.6,3HANO,G15.6, 
3/38H THE l CCCRCIMTE OF Q2 IS 5ETWEEN ,/,G15.!>,31-AND,G15.6J 
ICOU~T = !COUNT + 1 
IF( !COUNT .LE.Nl GO TO 5 
GO TO 35 
10 CONTINUE 
READ 101, IPIIl.I=l,3J,Q(lJ 
P13l = RA02(P(1},P(2J,PI3ll 
C** NOW FIND THE OTHER COOkO!NATES nF Q 
C1 = -2.*PI21 
C2 = -2.*PI3l 
FLS = FLS*F LS 
C3 = -FLS + IP!ll-Q(lll*!P(ll-Oilll + Pl2l*P!21 + P(3l*PI31 
C4 = 1. - Olll*Oill 
C 5 = C3 + C 4 
CHK = ABS ICZ I 
CHK2 = ABS!Cll 
!FICHK.GE.1.E-61 GO TO 20 
!FICHK2.GE.1.E-4l GO TO 15 
PPII\T 104,(P(ll.I=1.3),C1,C2,C3,C4,C 
104 FORMAT!///.11H FOR PZ= ,/, 3~15.b,/,31H Tf,E :cEFFICic''cTS Cl 
l-C5 ARE: tf,'3G15.6,4dH THESF: CUEFFICIE'I.!TS tX' "-lOT YIELJ _•, SOld 
2TION I 
!COUNT = !COUNT + 1 
IF ( I COUNT • LE • N I G 0 T C 10 
GO TJ 35 
15 CCNTI'JUE 































































SJ/60 L!ST PAGE OJ3 
ooooooo0011ll1111112222222222333333333344444444445~55~5~5556666o66o6o77777777r7a 
123456789012345678901234567B901234567H~Ol2l45b7890!234!67dq01234567890123~~67R90 
0( 31 = 1o 
0 I 3 I = f<A 02 I 0 I 1 I. 0 ( 2 It 0 I 311 
02111 = Oil I 
02121 = 0121 
02131 = -0(3) 
PRINT 105 ,(Pill ol=1o31, (Q(!J, 1=1,3), (Q2( llo 1=1 0 31 
105 FORMAT(///,40H FOR THE ABOVE Pl AND Olo A~D FOR P2: o/o 3G15o6o 
1/o31H THE COPRESPONIJING 02 1 5 ARE: /oi3Gl5,611 
!COUNT = ICCUNT + 1 
IFI ICOUNT,LE,NI ~0 TO 10 
GO TO 35 
20 CONTINUE 
C** ' SET UP COEFFICIENTS FOR QUADRtr.TIC 
C2S = C2*C2 
C6 = 1. + 1Cl*C11/C2S 
C7 = 2o*C5*C1/C2S 
CB = C5*C5/C2S - C4 
C 9 = C 7*C 7 - 4, *C 6*C 8 
IFIC9,GT,Ool GO TO 25 
PRINT 106,(PIIlol=1o31,Qili,CloC2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C6,C9 
106 FORMAT(///,40H FOR THE ABOVE P1 AND Ql, liND FOR P2: ,/, 3Gl!:j,6, 
1/o35H THERE IS NO SOLUTION WITh OIXI= oloG15,6,/, 
231H THE COEFFICIENTS C1-C9·ARE: ,/,(3G15.bll 
ICOU"'T = !COUNT + 1 
IFIICOUNT,LE,NI GO TO 10 
GO TO 35 
25 COOTINUE 
C9 ~ SORTIC91 
CHK =. ABSI C61 
IFICHK,GE.1.E-bl GO TO 30 
0131 = -C5/C2 
0(21 z 1. 
Ql21 = RAD21Q(l),QI3J,OI211 
02111 =Qlll 
02121 = -QI21 
QZ Ill = 0111 
02(21 = -0121 
02131 = 0131 
!COUNT = !COUNT + l 
IFIICOUNT, LEo Nl GO TO 10 
GO TO 35 
30 CONTINUE 
0121 = I-C7 + C91/12,*C61 
02111 = Q( 11 
02121 = I-C7 - C91/12o*C61 
021 31 = 1o 
0131 = 1. 
Q2131 z RAD21Q21li,Q2121,Q21311 
0131 = RAD21Qillo0121o01311 
PRINT 105oiPIIJ,I=1o31,1QI!I,I=l,3l,CQ21II,l=lo31 
!COUNT = ICOUNT +1 




































D = 1.- A*A- 8*8 




D = A~A + B*B + C*C 






































































14:59:56.550 7t/03/28 VDJJLOJ006 






C** THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO TAKe H':') GIVEN RIG!ll BUOY PIJSITIONS ** 
C** WHICH LIE ON A SPHEQ.E AND COMPUTE A GEARED SPhElliCAL GYCLJIOAL *" 
C** CRANK MEGHANI SM WHICH WILL GU!Oc A RlGl 0 l:i[OY CONNECTED El THE ** 
C** PlANET GEAR t THROUGH THE TWO Gl VfN P~SI Tl ON~. =* 
C•* ThE VARIABLES USED 4RE AS FOLLOWS : ** 
C** IC - INPUT D4TA CHOICE PARA"4ETE~; IFI!>ST [AT/I CARll WITH A"! ** 
C** 11 FORMAT I ** 
C** IC=l 1 COORDINATES GIVEN ARE ASU:-IED TO LIE ON A UNIT SPHERE. ** 
C** IC=2, THE X AND Y COORuiNATES' OF EACH PCINT IHS G!Vt:N IN THE "* 
·C** FIRST 20 COLU'INS WITh A +lo 0~ A -1. IN ThE '<EXT 10 '"" 
G** COLUMNS TO Gl VE THE SIGN OF THE Z COORDINATE. "* 
C** GR- THE GEAR RATION= ITHE RADIUS OF THE SU~ GcA~J/ITHE ** 
C** RADIUS OF TliE PLANET GEAR); ISECCNIJ OAH C4.RD WITH A:\1 ** 
C** FlOoO FORMATI ** 
C** M - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COOI"DTMTES OF THE AXIS ** 
C** OF THE FIXED SUN ~EAP; ISECOND DATA CA~D WITH A ** 
C** 3F10o0 FORMAT) ** 
G** A- A~ECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COOP.DINATES OF THE AXIS OF "'* 
C<'* THE PLANET GEAR IN ITS OPIGINAL POSITION; (TH!fdl DAH CA~IJ "* 
C** WITH AN FlO.O FORMAT, ONLY THE TH!R[' Ctt l COORDINATE IS ** 
C** INPUT IN THIS CASEI ** 
C** P,Q - VECTORS CONTAINING THE CADTES IAN COOFOINATES OF TWJ ** 
C** POINTS ON THE PLANET GEAP; FIFTH DATA CARD--PI: ** 
C** SIXTH DATA CARD-~P2 2* 
G** SEVENTH DATA CARD--Ql ** 
C** EIGHTH DATA CARD--Q2; All W[TH A 3Fl0o0 FO~MAT AS ** 
C** EXPLAINED UNDER !Co ** 
G** R - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CART!;SIAt; COORtfNATES OF THE ** 
C** RESULT OF ROTATING Q ABOUT P THROUGH AN ANGLE OF ** 
G** NINETY CEGREES. ~= 
C** PQR - A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE VECTf.!PS P, :J, AND R. ** 
G** PINY - A MATRIX WHICH IS THE INVERSE OF POP. ~• 
C** PQR2 - A .... ATRIX wHOSE COLUMNS ~RE THE CAI<T fS 14N CUORDI:\1/ITES OF THE ** 
G** SECOND POSITIONS OF P,Q, AND .R. "* 
G** ROT12- THE RGTATIGN M4TRIX FROM PJSITION ONE TO PCSITJON TWO •. IT "* 
G** IS THE P.ROOvCT OF POP2 AND PINY ** 
G** PHI -THE TOTAL ROTATION ANGLE REQUIRED TO GC FRO! POSiTION ONt Tfl ** 
C** POSITION TWO. •~ 
C '"* TH 1 - THE ROTA Tl ON OF A ABOUT " WHEN THE "" Ct-i~NI SM GOES FROM ** 
C** POSITIO~ ON~ TO POSITION TWO; THETA ONE. ** 
C** TH2 -THE ROTATION OF P ABOUT A WHEN THE MECHANISM GOES fll.OM ** 




DIMENSION A(31, P( 3,2 ),Q(3,ZloRI3o2l,PQR(3,31 ,PI NVI 3,3), 
1 POR213o31 oRCT1213,31oCHKlt2l 
C** READ IN DATA ** 




























































!lCI/80 LIST PAGE 0-02 
OOOC000001111111111222222222233333333334~444444~4"55;5555556~6~66666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345b7B90123~567890l234~6789012345678901234567B~O 
100 FORMA Tllll 
PRINT 10lolC 
101 FORMATI1H1t37H THE INPUT OATil CHOICE PlRt'·cTi:> = !ZI 
REAO 102 , GR 
PRINT 103,GR 
103 FORMATl///,28H THE INPUT GEAR PATIO IS: .lo'>1~.6) 
READ 102, M(11,MI21oMI31 
PRINT 104 ,M 11 I ,~12 I, ~13 I 
104 FORMAT(/// t31H THE INPUT SUN GfAR AXIS IS: ,/,3G~5.61 
READ 102,AI31 
PRINT 105,AI31 
105 FORMATI///o47H THE l\IPUT PLANET GEAR ~XIS l CCQRrl!NATC: IS: .;,G 
115.61 
READ l 02 , I I PI I , J I , I= 1o 31 , J= l, 2 I , I I Q I I, J I, I= 1 , 3 It J= 1, 2 I 
102 FORMATI3F10.01 
PRINT 106,(1PI!,JI,J=l,2l,t=1o3l,IIQI loJl,J=1,2ltl=1,31 
106 FORMATl///o50H THE INPUT RIGID BODY POSITIGNS AR.E AS FOLL:JWS:,/ 
146H POINTS P; WHERE EACH COLUMN lS rJNE PC!NT, ,/,312G1::>.6,/I, 
211 45H POINTS O; WHERE EACH CJLJMN IS CINE POINT, ,/, 
3 31 2G 15. b, /II 
C** CALCULATE THE Z COOil.DINATE OF P, Q, AND M 
PI = 355o/ll13.*1BO.l 
GO TO I 5,201, !C 
5 CPS = 0 0 0 
cos = o.o 
DO 10 J = lo2 
CP = RADIPil,JioPI2,JioPI3tJII - 1. 
CO,. RADIQil,Jl,QI2oJI,QI3,JII- lo 
CPS = CPS + ABSICPI 
COS = COS + ABSICOI 
10 CONTINUE 
CM = RADIM1ll,M12l,MI311 - 1. 
CHECK= ABSICPSI + AeSCCOSl + ABSICMI 
IF ICHECK.GT. 0.011 GO TO 180 
GO TO 30 
20 DO 25 J = 1,2 
CP = CHKIPil,JI ,P(2,Jil 
CO = CHK I Q 11o J I, 0( z, J l I 
IF ICP.GT.O.I GO TO 185 
IF ICO.GT,O.I GC TC 185 
PI3,JI = RAD21P(l,Jl,PI2,JI ,PI3,JII 
013,JI = RAD21011oJI,012,JI o013,Jll 
25 CONTINUE 
PRINT 106,(1PiloJl,J=lo21ti=lo31,1101I,JI,J=1,21.I=1o31 
CM = CHKI M( 11, Ml211 
IF ICM.GT.O.I GG TO 185 
Ml3) = RAD21MI 11,MI2l,MI311 
30 CONTINUE 
C ** NEXT FIND THE COORD! NATES OF PO I NT R 
DC 35 I = 1, 2 
Rl1,11 = Pl1oli*Pil.li*OI1.II + IP!l.II«P(2,! 1-PI3,! 11*012,! I 
1 t- 1Pil.II*PI3,!1t-P(2tlli"'Q(3,!1 
R(2,11 = 1Pfl,II*PI2tli+P13.IIl*OI1tll + f'l2oii*PI2.!1"'012.tl 
1 + IPI2tii*P13oii-Pil.III*OI3,JI 





























































80/80 liST P~Gt 10~ 
000000000llllllllll222222222233333333334444444444!5555~5555b6666b666677777177778 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234~67890123456789012345t7890 
1 + (?12.ll*P(3, ll+P(1.!1l*l.l(2.ll + P(3tll*P13tll*QI3,Il 
PRINT 107,((R(!,Jl oJ=1t2l,Y=lo31 
107 FORMATI///,68H THE COORDINATES OF THE CCMFUTEC R1 S AR~ 45 fOLLO 
HIS. EACH C:JLUMN ,/, 17H IS O'IE POI'! To ,/,1 2t;15o6l l 
C** NEXT SET UP THE FIRST PQR MATRIX 
DO 40 I : lo 3 
PQR(I,ll = PII,11 
PORI! ,2) = 011 ,1) 
40 PQRCI,3l = RCI,ll 
C** CHECK THE LENGTH OF PIIIQIII 
00411=1.2 
DX = PC1.II- 011,[1 
DY = Pl2,!1- 012,11 
Dl = Pl3,11- 0(3,11 
CHKll !I = RAO I OX, OY, Cll 
41 CONTINUE 
CHK2 = CHKLI2l - CHKL(ll 
CHK2 = ABS ( CHK2 l 
IFICHKZ.GToloE-31 GO TO 186 
C** NEXT FIND THE INVERSE OF POR 
IS = 2 
CALL AINIPQR,PI~V,PH~G,ISI 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE ~AGNITUDE 
C OF THE MATRIX PQR, AND ITS INVERSE 
C PRINT lOOl,PHAG,IIPINVII ,JI ,J=1 ,31 ,!=1,31 
ClOOl FORMATI///,28H THE MAGNITUDE OF PQR IS: ,/,Gl5.6, 
C l/t26H THE INVERSE OF POF IS: ,/,313Gl5.6,/ll 
lF(iSoEOolOll GO TO 187 
C** NEXT FINO THE ROTATION ~ATRIX FROM POSI TtCN O•JE Ta TWO 
C** NEXT SET UP THE SECOND POR MATRIX. 
DO 45 I = 1, 3 
POR2 II .II = PI I, 2l 
PQR21I,21 = Q(I,21 
45 POR21 1,31 = R( lo21 
C** FIRST ZERO THE ROT~TION MATRIX 
DO 50 1 = 1, 3 
DO 50 J = l, 3 
50 ROTl21I,JI = 0.0 
00 55 J = 1 '3 
DO 55 K = 1, 3 
DO 55 L = 1 ,3 
55 ROTl21K,JI = POR2(K,Ll * PINV(L,JI + ROT12(K,JI 
PRINT 1DD2ti1ROT12(1,JI,J=1o3l,I=lo3l 
1002 FORMATI///,63H THE COMPUTFO ROTATIONAL MATqx FCJ"! PJSITION ciNE 
1 TO TWO IS: ,/,3(3Gl5o6tlll 
C** NEXT FIND THE ROTATiuN ANGlE PHI 
PHI = o5*1ROTI211tll + ROTI212t21 + RQTl213,31 - l.l 
PHI = ACOSIPHI l 
PHID = P11I I Pi 
PRINT lOB, PHID 
108 FORMATI///,72H THE ROTATION ANGLE FRO~ POSIT!8N GNE TO P~SITION 
1 TWO, IN DEGREES IS: ,/,G15.61 
C** NEXT FlND THE OTHER ANGLES 
THl = PHI I ll. + GRI 
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C** NEXT DEFINE THE DESIGN FQU.TION PAR~METERS 
·Cl = SINITHll 
CZ = S TN IT H2 I 
C3 = COS! THll 
C4 = COSITH21 
C5 = ROT1212t31 - RCT12(3,21 
C6 = ROT1213t11 - ROT1211o31. 
C7 = RCT12(1,21 - RUT1212oll 
ca = c2 * cs 
C9=C2*C6 
C10 = AI31*C2*C7- Mlli*C1*C5- "1(21•C1*C6- '~13l*C1*C7 
1 + C3- C4 + IPCT1211,1l+ROT12!2,2l+ROT121J,311*1C3-C41 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE INTERMEDIATE 
C COEFFICIENTS CL THROUGH ClO 
C PRINT 1003, CL,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,CB,C9,Cl0 
Cl003 FORMATI///,43H THE FIRST TEN COEFFICIENTS, Cl-CLO ARE: ,/,(3G15 
c 1.611 
IF!ABSIC91eGToe0011 GO TO 70 
C11 = C8 * C10 • 0.001 
IF!ABSIC9l.GT.Clll GC TO 70 
IFI AB Sf C81.GT .1.E-8l GO TO 65 
60 CONTINUE 
PRINT 109,CB,C9,C10 
GO TO 170 
65 Afll = C10 I CB 
KCOUNT = KCCUNT + 1 
GO TO 150 
70 CONTINUE 
C** AT THIS POINT THERE ARE TWO EQUATIONS: 
C** C8*AI11 + C9*Af2l +'ClO = 0 AND 
C** Al11**2 + Al21**2 + Al31**2 = 1 
C** NEXT FINO THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE QUADRATIC TO FIND Al11 
IFIABS!C9l.LT.1.E-Sl GO TO 60 
C9S = C9*C9 
C12 = 1. + C8*C8/C9S 
C13 = 2o*C8*C10/C9S 
C14 = ClO*ClO/C'lS + H31"'AI31 - 1. 
· 109 FOR~ATI///,66H THIS JOB ABORTED, THE SOLUTION ~AY BE FOUND FROM 
1 THE EQUATION: ,/, 55H C8 A!li+C9 Al21+(10 = 0. SOLVI'IG THIS 
2EQUATION AND: /39H ~Ill 2 + A121 121 + A131 2 = l , ,/, 
351H THE COEFFICIENTS C8,C9, AND C10 AR~ AS FOLLOWS: ,/, 3GH~6 
41 
IFIARS!C12J.GToloE-61 GO TO 75 
PRINT llOt C12,Cl3,C 14 
110 FORMATf///,66H THIS JOB AEIOHEC, THE SOLUTION MAY BE FOUND FP.OM 
1 THE EQUATION: ti,36H Cl2 Al11 2 + Cl3 ~Ill + C14 = 0 ,/, 
253H THE COEFFICIENTS Cl2,Cl3, AND C14 ARE AS FOLLO-S: ,/, 3G15o 
361 
75 CONTINUE 
C** NEXT FIND THE DISCRIMINANT FOR THE All! OUAD~hTIC 
C15 = C13*Cl3 - 4.•C12*Cl4 
C15 = SQRTIC151 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENTS 
C OF THE FINAL QUADRATIC EQUATION 
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Cl004 FORMI.T(///,52H THE CJ;oFFICl"'HS JF Tht QUtO<,i\TlC (Cl2-Cl5) AqE: 
C 1 ,/,(3Gl5.611 
C** TEST DISCRIMINANT TO SEE IF THERE: ARE ANY SOLUTIONS 
!FlC15.GE.Ool GO TO 80 
PRINT 111 
111 FORMATl///,54H THERE IS NO SOLUTION FOR T~E G!V~N !~PUT CONDIT! 
IONS ,/,83H ThE GEAR RATIO GR INPUT ASSU~FO COC•RDII><ATES ~UST BE 
2CHANGED TO YIELD A SOLUTION I 




IF ( Cl5o EQ.O .0 I GO TO 160 
IFlABS<ClZl.GT.l.E-61 GO TO 90 
!FlABSfC13l.GT.l.E-61 GO TO 85 
PRINT llO,Cl2,Cl3,Cl4 
GO TO 170 
85 CONTINUE 
Alll = -Cl4/Cl3 
KCOUNT = KCOUNT + 1 
GO Ta 150 
90 C IJNTI NUE 
C** SOLVE FOR Alll 
AUI = (-Cl3 + Cl51/l2o*Cl2l 
GO TO 150 
95 CONTINUE 
Alll = hC13- Cl51/12o*Cl21 
·150 CCJNTINUE 
Af2l =l-ClO- C8*Ailii/C9 
C** FIND THE INCLUDED ANGLE BETwEEN M AND A 
TH = Alli*Mill + Al21*Ml21 + Al31*Ml31 
!FlABSITHI.GTo1ol GO TO 155 
TH = ACOS IT HI 
THO = TH/PI 
TI-ll D = THl/ PI 
PRINT 112,(M(II,!=l,3),(Alli,I=l,3I,GR,TH1D,THO 
GO TO 160 
112 FGRMATllh1,//,66H THE FOLLOWING ARE THE PESUL TS FOR THE INPUT 0 
lATA L I STEO ABOVE. , I ,561-i THE COORlJI NAT !'S OF THE SUN GEAR AX IS 
2ARE AS FOLLOWS: ,/,3Gl5.6,//, 
365H THE COORDINATES OF THE AXIS OF THE PLANET GEA~ ARE AS FOLLOW 
45: ,/,3Gi5.6,//, 39H THE GEAR RATIO CF THE MECHANIS~ !S: , 
5Gl5.6,//,78H THE ROTATION OF THE CONNECTING ~~~ IN GOI~G FRO~ P 
63SITION ONE TO TWO IS: ,/,Gl5,6,7HDEGREES ,//, 55H THE ANGLE 
7BETWEEN THE AXIS OF THE SUN GEAR AND THE ,/,31H AXIS DF THE PL 




KCOUNT = KCOUNT + 1 
IFIKCOUNT.EQ.2) GO TO 95 
GO TO 190 
186 PRINT 115,( CHKU I l ,I =1,21 
115 FORMAT(///,70H $$$$THIS JOB l80RTEO, THE LENGTHS UF THE INPUT P 
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2: r/ r2G15o6) 
GO TO 190 
187 PRINT 116 
11~ FORMAT(///r66H I$S$THE INITIAL POINTS PhN8 0 •PE SUCM T~AT THE 
1 MAGNITUUE$$$$ /,51H $$$$OF THE MhP IX FOF IS ESSENTI ~LLY ZH 
zo.nu 1 
170 CONTINUE 
GO TO 190 
175 CONTINUE 
KCOUNT = KCGUNT + 1 
GO TO 150 
18D PR !NT 113 
113 FORMAT(///o51H SIS$ INPUT DATA POINTS NOT ON UNIT SPHERE. $$$$ 
1/,42H $$IS INPUT DATA UNDeR OPTION TWO. t$11 I 
GO TJ 190 .. 
1 85 PRINT 114 
114 FORMATI/f/o83H $$$S THE INPUT DATA POINT [QCRD!NATES AP~ TOG LAR 
lG~ TO BE ON A UNIT SPHERE. $$$$ I 




D = 1,. - A*A - B"'B 




D = A*A + B*B + C*C 
RAD = SQP. T( 01 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION CH Kl A, B I 




C** FIRST FIND THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MATRIX 
C** THIS POUT!NE IS DESIGNED TO FINO THE INVER SF OF A 13,31 '1ATRI X A, 
C** THE INVERSE IS RETURNEU IN AINV ANlJ THE MAGr.IJTUO>E IN AMAG. !F ONLY 
C** THE MAGNITUDE OF T~E MUR!X A IS DESI~ED, IS Sf<O'JLO RE SeT TO 1, 
C** BOTH THE MAGNITUDE AND THE INV::'F,SE APE DES IR~O, IS SHCLJLO Bt: SET 
DIMENSION A(3,3lrAINV(3,31 
AMAG = All.II*AI2r2l*A(3,31 + A(l,ZI*i\12o3l<··t(3,U 
1 + 4( 1r3l*A(2.ll*AI3,21 - A13tll*A12r21"AI!,31 
l. - l\(2tll*A(1,2l*A(3,31- A(l.li*AI3,21*~(2,31 
IFIIS.EQ.ll GO TO 150 
A1 = lo/AMAG 
AINV(l,ll = (A(2,2l*A(3,31- A(3,2l*A(2r311*A1 
AINVI1r2l = IAI3,2I*AC1,31 - Allr21*A(3dll•Al 
AINVI 1.31 = (A(lr2l*A(2,31- A(2,21*Ail,31l"'Al 
AINV(2,11 = IA(3,11*AI2.31- A12rli*AI3.3li*A1 
AlNV(2,2l = IA(lrli*A(3,3)- AUrll*Ail,31l*A1 
AINVI2,31 = IAI2rli*Ail.31- Al1oll*A(2,3)1~A1 
AINVC3r1) = IA(2,11*AI3,21 - A(3, li*A(2,211•A1 
Ait;V(3,21 "IA(3,li*Ail.ZI- ~Cl,li*AC3,21l~A! 
*"' 
** ... 
l F "* 
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PROGRAM SC 3P I INPUT ,O LIP UT) 
C**********************•*****«***~*~******~*******~~*•$*********~*****~~***~-~~•* 
C~******************************~******~«**********~•~************~*•**~~~*~*«* 
C** THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO TAKe THREE GIVfN RIGID BODY POSITIONS ** 
C** WHICH LIE ON A SPHE~E AND COMPUTE A GEARED S0 HEAIC!L CYCLJIOAL ~• 
C ** CRANK 1-IECHANI S"' loH ICH WILL GUIDE A RIG! 0 f>CDY, CCNNECTEIJ TO THe ** 
C** PLANET G~AR, THROUGH THE THREE GIV~N POSITIONS. :* 
C** THE VARIABLES USED ARE AS FOLlOWS : '"' 
C** IC - INPUT DATA CHOICE PARAMET~R; (FIRST CAT,;. CAR[) wiTH ~N ** 
C** I 1 FORMAT l ** 
C** IC=lo CCCRDJNATES GIVEN AP.f: ASSUMED TG liE ON A UNIT SPHERE. "'* 
C** JC=2, THE X AND Y COORDINATeS CF EACH PC!NT A'l.E GIVE~ IN THE "'* 
C** FIRST 20 COLUMNS WITH A +1. OR A -1. IN ThE NEXT 10 ** 
C** COlUMNS TO GIVE THi SIGN OF THE l CCO~DlNAT~. ** 
C** GR - THE GEAR RATION ; I THE "-AD IUS OF THEe S!JN GEAFl/ITHc ** 
C** RADIUS OF ThE PLANET GEAF l; I SECOND DATA CA~D WITH AN ~* 
C** F10o0 FORMATl ** 
C** M - A VECTOR CO~TAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES QF THE AXIS ** 
C** Of THE FIXED SUN GEAP.; !NINTH DATA f~~D WITH A 3FlO.O FOF~AT; ** 
C** ONLY THe X AND Y COORDINATES OF M APf It<Pl.JTI ** 
C** A '- A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAI'< COORDINATES OF THE AXIS OF ** 
C** THE PLANET GEAR IN ITS ORIGINAL POSIT!Ol'c. ** 
C** P.Q - VECTORS CONTAINING THE CARTESI~N COOPDI~~TES CF TWO n* 
C** POINTS ON Tt.E PLANET GEAR; THJRO DHA CARD--Pl; ** 
C** FOURTH DATA CARD--P2 ** 
C** FIFTH DATA CARD--P3 #* 
C** SIXTH DATA CARD--Ql ** 
C** SEVENTH DATA CARD--02 "'* 
C** EIGHTH DATA CARD--Q3 "* 
C** FORMATTED AS EXPLAINED UNDER VA0. !ABlE IC ABOVE. ** 
C** R - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORCINATES OF TH~ ** 
C** ReSULT OF ROTATING Q ABOUT P THROUGH AN ANGLE OF ** 
C "'* Nl P,ETY DEGREES. ** 
C** PQR - A MATRIX wHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE VECTC'<S P, Q, AND ~. *"' 
C** PI NV -·A MATRIX WHICH IS THE INVERSE OF PQf. ** 
C** PQR2- A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE CARTESIA~ CJGR[;JN~TES OF THE ** 
C** SECOND POSl liONS OF P,Q, A·No R. ** 
C*>l< ROT12 -ThE ROTATION MATRIX FROM POSITION UNE TO POSITION TWO. IT "'* 
C** IS THE PRODUCT OF PQRZ A'JD PINV ** 
C** PHI - THE TOTAl ROTATION ANGLE REQUIRED W GO FR'JM POSIT! ON CNE TC ** 
C** POSIT JCN TWC. ** 
C** THllll -THE ROTATION OF A ABOUT~ WHEN THE MECHANIS~ G8~S FROM •* 
C** POSITJCN ONE TO PQSITIO~· J, THETA C~E. ** 
C** TH21 I l - THE RCTAT ICN OF P ABOUT A WHEN THE MECH4NJSM GOES FROM "'* 
C** POSITION ONE TO POSJ TION I, THETA T"clo '"* 
c ** ******************* ************* -"~-* JJ*-* * ****** *** !lr:"' ~****** **•**ic *********t;- *** ** 
C****~**********************•********~~************~***********~************~~~* 
REAL M(3l "'* 
vi MENS ION A(3l, Pl3o3l,QI3,J ),Q (3,3l,PORI3, 3l ,PINVI3, 3lrP\FZI 3,3) 
1 ,ROT121 3o3.3loTHl(3l ,TH2(3l ,C!iKL(3), PHI !3l ,PHIOI3l 
2 ,F(10l.C(3,7) 
C*"' REAO IN CATA ** 
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100 FOR"'ATI Ill 
PfllNT 101, IC 
101 FORMATilH1o37H THE INPUT DATA C~OICE P~~AV[T~F; ,121 
~EAD 102 , GR 
PRINT 103tGR 
103 FORMATI///,28H THE INPUT GEAR RATIO IS: ,/,Gl~.~~ 
READ 102,11PII,JI,I=lt3l,J=1,31,11QII,JI,I=l,3l,J=l,3l 
PRINT 104,( (P( I ,J) ,J=lt3l ,1=1,31, I 101 [,JI oJ=lo31tl=1r31 
102 FORMATI3FlO.OI 
104 FORMATI///,SOH THE INPUT RIGID HODY POSITIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
1tlr45H POINTS P; ltiERE EACH COLU'IN IS ONE PD!NT • .Ir313G15o6rllr 
2//,45H POINTS Q; oHERE !:ACH COLUMN IS ONE PO!NT.o/o313Gl5o6,/ll 
PI = 355.11113.*160.) 
REAL' 102,(M( II ,1=1,31 
PRINT l05,(M( Il.l=1, 3) 
105 FORMATI///,41H THE INPUT SUN GEAR AXIS (PCINT Ml IS: ,/,3Gl5o6l 
GO TO ( 5 r 151, I C 
5 CPS = 0.0 
DO 10 J = 1 ,3 
CP = RAOIP(l,J),P(2,JI,PI3,Jil- lo 
CQ = RADIQfl,JI,Q12rJl,QI3,Jil- 1. 
CPS = CPS + ABSICPI + ABSICQI 
10 CONTINUE 
CM = RADIM(1l,M121,MI311 - 1. 
CPS = CPS + ABSICMI 
IFICPS.LTo0o031 GO TG 30 
PRINT 106 
106 FORMATI///,51H SSSS INPUT DATA POINTS NOT ON UN!T SPHERE. $$$$ 
1 ,/,&OH SS$$ INPUT OAT~ US!NG INPUT DATA OPTION NUMBER TWO. 5$$ 
2$ ' 
GO TO 2000 
C** CALCULATE THE Z COORDINATES OF THE P A•W Q POINTS 
15 CONTINUE . . 
DO 25 J = 1t3 
CP = CHKIP11,JJ,PI2rJil 
CQ = CHKICI1,Jl ,Q(2,Jil 
IF I CP olE • Oo I GO TO 2 C 
IFICO.LE.O.I GO TO 20 
PRINT 115,J,CPrCC 
115 FORMAT(///, 73H $$$$ THE INPUT P,AND Q ftOE TOO LARGE TO BE ON T 
1HE UNIT SPHERE. $$$$ o/o4X,2HJ; tl2tlt4X, 3HCP=tG15.6, 
2 /,4Xo3HCQ=,G15.61 . 
GO TO 2000 
20 CONTINUE 
P(3,JI = RA02(P( l.JI ,P(2,JI ,P(3,Jil 
013.J l = RAD21CI 1,JJ,QI2,JI,Q13,Jil 
25 CONTINUE 
Ml3l = RADZIMI 11 ,MI21oMI31l 
30 CONTINUE 
PRINT 105,(MIIltl=1,31 
PRH;T 104,IIPII,JI,J=l,31.J=lt31 ,((QII,JI oJ=1,3l,I=l,31 
C** NEXT FINO THE COORCINATES OF POINT R 
DO 35 I = 1,3 
RI1.Xl = P(1tli*Piltll*OI1tll + (P(ltii*P(Z,Jl-P13,Ili*OIZ,II 
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PI2.II = 1Pil.II.>P(2,!l+PU.JII*QCl,II + P(2,II*PI2.II•012.II 
1 + IP!2.Il*P(3,II-PI1.!11*013,II 
35 Rl3oll = 1Pil.II*PI3.11-PIZ.III*CI1.11 
1 + IPI2.II*PI3,II+Pil.!II*OI2,!1 + PI3,II*I'13,II*OI3oll 
PRINT 107tiiRI loJI,J=1,31.I=1o31 
107 FORMATI///o68H THE COORDINATES CF THE COMPUTED~ S ARE AS FOLLO 
C** CHECK THE LENGTH OF PIIIOI I I 
1WS. EACH COLUMN ,/,17H IS ONE POINT. ,/,13G15.6)J 
0 0 40 I = 1 ,3 
OX= Pll.Il- 011.!1 
OY = P(2,II - 0(2,11 
DZ = P!3.Xl- Q(3,!1 
CHKLI I I = RAO!OX,DY,OZI 
40 CGNTINUE 
DO 50 I = 2, 3 
CHKZ =<CHKLIII- CHKLill 
CHK2 = ABS ( CHK2 I 
IFICHK2.LT.1.E-31 GO TO 45 
PRINT 108,(CHKLILI,L=1,31 
108 FORMAT!///,72H SS$$ THIS JOB ABORTED, THE LE'IGTHS Of THE INPUT 
lPG ARCS ARE NOT S$SS ,/,48H SSS$ EQUAL. THE LENGTHS ARE AS FOLL 
ZOWS: S$$$ ,/, 5G15.61 
GO TO 2000 
45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
C** TH~ FOLLOWING DO LOOPS FIND THE ROTATION MATRICES 
C** NEXT SET UP THE FIRST POSITION PQR MATRIX 
DO 55 I = 1 ,3 
PORII,ll = PC!,l) 
PORI I ,2 I = 01 I, 11 
55 PORI! ,3) = Rll ,11 
C** NEXT FIND THE INVERSE OF PQR 
IS = 2 
CALL AINIPOR,PINV,PMAG,ISI 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE MAGNITUDE 
C AND INVERSE OF THE MATRIX POR 
C PRINT 1000,PMAG,((PINVII,JI,J=1,3l oi=1o31 
ClOOO FORMATI///,ZSH THE MAGNITUDE OF POR IS: ,/,Gl5.6,/, 
C l26H THE INVERSE OF PQR IS: ,!,313G15.6,/ II 
IFIIS.NE.l01) GO TO 60 
PRINT 109 
109 FOPMATI///,o8H $$$$ THE INITIAL POINTS P JND 0 IOE SUCH THAT TH 
lE MAGNITUDE SSSS ,/,52H $$$$ OF THE MATRIX PQF IS ESSENTIALLY l 
ZERO. $$$$ I 
GO TO 2000 
60 CONTINUE 
C** NEXT FINO THE ROTATION MATRICES 
DO 65 I = 1,3 
DO <65 J = 1, 3 
DO 65 K = 1,3 
65 ROT12(K,Joll = 0.0 
DO 80 I = z, 3 
00 70 J = 1 ,3 
POR2(J,11 = PIJ,II 
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PCRZI J,31 = RCJ, I I 
70 CON Tl NUE 
ll075J=.t,J 
DO 75 K = 1,3 
00 75 L = 1 .3 
75 ROT12(l,K,JI = PQRZCK,LI "PINVCL,Jl + ROTl2CJ,~,JI 
PRINT 1001, It ((R0Tl2CI,J,KI,K=l,31,J=lt31 
1001 FORMATC///,64H THE COMPUTED ROTATIONAL ,.ATRIX FROM POSITION ONt: 
l TO POSITrDN,IZ, 4H IS: ,/,(3G15.611 
C** NEXT FIND THE ROTATION ANGLE PHI 
PH!III = .5*1ROT1211t1tll + ROTl21!,.<,21 + ~C:Tl<.II,-;,31- L.l 
PHIIII = ACOSIPHIIIII 
PHI DC 11 = PHI I I/ PI 
PRINT llO.I,PHIOIII 
110 FORMATC///,52H THE ROTATION ANGLE F~O~ PnSJTlON ONE TG POSITION 
1 , 12,16H, IN DEGREES IS: ,/,Gl5.61 
C** NEXT FIND THE OTHER ANGLES 
Tt-1111 = PHIIII I 11. + GRI 
TH21 II = THUll * GR 
C** NEXT DEFINE THE DESIGN EQUATION PARAMETEPS 
Cl = SINITH21III 
C2 = SJNI THll I II 
C3 = ROTl21 I,2, 31 - ROT1211 ,3,21 
C4 = ROT12(J,3,ll - RGT121It1t31 
C5 = ~OTlZI I,l ,21 - R0Tl21I ,z,ll 
Cll.tl = C1*C3 
Cl I ,21 = C1*C4 
C I 1 , 31 = C 1 *C 5 
CCI,41 = -MI1l*C2*C3- Ml2l*C2*C4- MI31*C2*C5 
1 + 11. + RCT121l,i,ll.+ ROT12CI,2,21 + ROT121 !,3,JII 
2 *ICOSITHliiil- CDSITH21!lll 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PMINT QUT ThE INTERMEDIATE 
C COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH ROTATION, AND THE DESIGN COEFFICIENTS. 
C PRINT l002.I,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,CCII,JI ,J=l,41 . 
C1002 FORMATI///,SOH FOR THE MOTAT ION Fll.OM POSITION ONE TO POSITION , 
C 112, 18H, THE COEFFICIENTS ,; ,14H Cl-C5 ARc: ,;, 5G15.6,/ 
C 241H AND THE FOUR DESIGN COEFFICIENTS ~RE: ,;, 4G15.6l 
80 CONTINUE 
C1 = -1./CI 2,31 
Cl1,ll = C12r1l*C1 
Cll,21 = Cl2o21*C1 
CC1,31 = CC2,4l*C1 
C I 2 , 11 = C 13 ,l l + C I 3,3 I *C 11 til 
cc2,21 = cc3,21 + cc3,31*Cil,21 
Cl2,3l = CC3,4l + C(3,3l*CI1t31 
Al = CC1,11*C11r11 + 1. 
A 2 = C I 1, 21 *C I l , 21 + 1. 
A3 = 2 • *C 11 ,11 *C I 1, 2 I 
A4 = 2.•Ciltll"CI1 ,31 
A 5 = 2. •C I 1, 2 l *C I 1, 31 
A6 = C I 1 , 3 I *C I 1 , 3 l - 1. 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO. PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIE~T 
C MATRIX AND THE A COEFFICIENTS AFTE~ THE FIRST SUBSTITUTI~~. 
C PRINT 112, C1, I ICC I,JI,J=l,31, I=l,zl,A1t A2,A3, ·\4,A5,A6 
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C lR THE FiRST SU~STITUTIUN IS:!, 213Gl5.6,/l, 27H TH~ A ('j<JFJCIE C 2"1TS 4RF:, 2!3Gl5.6,/ll 
C** TH1S STARTS THE FI~AL SUBSTITUTION IELI~i~hTLS AYJ C(l,U = -CI2,1J/CI2,21 
C(l,il = -CI2,3l/C(2,2J 
81 = A1 + Cll,lJ•IC(l,1l*A2 + A3J 
B 2 = A4 + C ( 1, 11 *I 2 • *C ( 1, 2 l *A 2 + A 5 l + C I 1, 2 J ~A 3 63 = A6 + C(l,21*1C(l,2l*A2 + A5l 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRI~T CUT ThE COEFfiCIENT C MATRIX AND 6 COEFFICIENTS AFTER THE SECOND SUBSTITUTION. C PRINT ll3,Cil,ll,Cil,2J,B1,62,S3 
C 113 FORMAT(///,56H AFTER THE LAST SuBST!TION THF COEFFICIENT MATRIX C 1 IS: .Jo2Gl5.6,/, 45~ AND ThE FINAL QUADRATIC COEFFICIENTS Alo\E: C 2,/, JG15. 61 
DIS = B2*62 - 4.*6 1*83 
IFIDIS.GT.O.J GO TO 89 
PRINT 2006,DIS 
2006 FORMAT(!//, 14H DIS IS , Gl5.6l 
CCMP = 62/ (2.*611 
COMP = DI S/COMP 
COMP = ABS I COMP I 
IF( COMP.LT.035 l DIS = O. 
IFID!S.EQ.O.l GO TO 89 
GO TD 2000 
89 CONTINUE 
D IS : SORT ( D I S l 
!COUNT =1 
90 CONTINUE 
IFIICOUNT.EQ.21 GO TO 95 
Alll = 1-62- DISI/12.*611 
GO TO 190 
95 CONTINUE 
Alll = 1'-62 + DISJ/12.*811 
190 CONTINUE 
IFIICOUNT.GE.3l GO TO 2000 
Al21 = Cl1o1l*AI1l + C(l,2l 
A(3J = -(C(3,li*Aill + C(3,21*AI21 + Cl3,4ll/C13,3J G1 = RADIAIU,AI2l,AI3lJ 
A(ll = Alli/G1 
A12J=AI2JIG1 
A(31 = Al3l/G1 
!COUNT = !COUNT + 1 
PRINT, 114, I ~I L l , L = l , 31 , I A I Ll , L = 1 ,3 I 
114 FORMATI///,43H ThE AXIS OF THE SUN GEAR I POINT '4) IS: 1 ,/,3Gl5.6,/,56H THE COMPUTED AXIS OF THF PLANET ~EAR IPO!N 2T AI IS: ,/,3Gl5.6 l 





D = 1. - A*A - 6*B 
RAD2 = C*SCRT I D J 
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D : ~*A + B~B + C*C 




CHK : A*A + B*B - 1. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBflDUT INE AI N (A, AINV, A'1AG, IS) 
FIRST FIND THE I'AGNITUOE OF THE "'AHIX 
THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO FINO THE !NVERS~ OF~ (3,3) '1ATR!X A, 
THE INVERSE IS RETURNED TN A!NV AND THE MAGt<ITUDE IN AMAG. IF ONLY 
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MATRIX A IS DESIRED, IS ShOULD B= SeT TO 1. IF 
BOTH THE MAGNITUDE ANll Tl-i[ !NVi:?.SE AR5 DES!PC:'l, I~ SHCLILD BE SET TO 
ll!MENSION .1\(3 ,3 I ,AINVI3o3 I 
AMAG = Al1,ll*A(2,2l*AI3,3) + AI1,21*AI2,3)*~(3,1) 
+ A(1o3l*AI2oll*A(3,2l- A!3tll*Allo2l*Ailo3l 
2 - A!2o1l*A(1,2)*A(3,3l - All,1l*A(3,2l*AI2,31 
1FIIS.E0.1l GO TO 15C 
Al : 1.1 AMAG 
AINV( hll = lAI2o2l*A!3.3l - Al3,2l*U2,3li*A1 
AINVllo2l : lAI3,2l*Ailo3)- Allo2l"'AI3,3))"'A1 
AINVIlo3i = IAI1o2l*Al2,31- A(2,2l*A(1,3ll*A1 
AINVI2.1) = lAI3oll*AI2,3l- Al2oll*A(3,3li*A1 
AINVI2,2) = lA11ol)*Al3,31- A13oll*AI1,3)1*A1 
AINI/(2,3) = IAI2tl l*Ailo31 - All,ll*AI2o311*A1 
AIN\'(3,11 : IAI2.ll*Al3o2l- A{3,li*AI2o2ll'"Al 
AINV(3,2l = IAI3,ll*AI 10 2) - Jllltll*AI3.ZI l*A1 




-.2 .3 1. 
1. -.113094 .226181 
-.00757381.173646 
-. 3 • 4 
-.503378 .350705 
-.679041 .256321 
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THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO T~KE FC'UP. GIVE~ nGIC !'GOY POSITIONS 
WHICH LIE ON A SPHERE ANO COMPUTE A GEAREC SPH~RICAL CYCLOIDAL 
CRANK MECHANISM WHICH WILL GUIDE A ~IGID BUOY, CJ,'INECTED TO THE 
PLANET GEAR, THROUGH THE FOU!> GIVEN POSITYCII:S. 
THE VAR !ABLES USED ARE AS FOlLDWS : 
Ir:: - INPUT DATA CHCICE PARAMETER; IFIPST NTA CA~D WITH AN 
11 FORMAT) 
IC=l, CCORCINATES GIVEN ARE ASSUMED TO LIE ON A UNIT SPHERE. 
IC=2, THE X AND Y COORDINATES OF EACH PCJNT A,i.E GIVEN !'I THE 
FIRST 20 COLUMNS WITH A +1. CR t -1. IN THE NeXT 10 
COLUMNS TO GIVE THE SIGN OF T~E Z COOPD!NATE. 
GR - THE GEAR RATION = ITHE RADIUS OF THE SUN GEARI/ITHE 
RADIUS OF THE PLANET GEAR I; I SECOND DATA CARD WITH AN 
FlO.D FORMATI 
M - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESUN COOPDINATES Of TH= AXIS 
OF THE FIXED SUN GEAR; (ELEVENTH OATA CARO WITH AN F1D.O 
FORMAT; CNLY THE l COORDINATE OF M IS INPUT I 
A - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COOPDII\ATES OF Tf'E AXIS OF 
THE PLANET GEAR IN ITS ORIGINAL POSIT!Ot-.. 
P.Q - VECTORS CONTAINING THE CARTESUN COORDINATES OF TWO 
POINTS ON THE PLANET GEAR; THIRD ~ITA CARD--Pl; 
FOURTH DATA CA~D--P2 
FIFTH DATA CARD--P3 
SIXTH DATA CARD--P4 
SEVENTh OAT A CARO--Ql 
EIGHTH DATA CARD--02 
NINTH DATA CARD--03 
TENTH OATA CARD--04 
FORMATTED AS EXPLAINED UNDER VARIABLE IC ABOVE. 
R - A VECTCR CONTAINI~G THE CARTESIAN COOROI~ATES OF THE 
RESULT OF RCTATING Q ABOUT P THROUGh AN ANGLE OF 
NINETY DEGREES. 
PQR - A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE VECTU"S P, Q, AND R. 
PI'IV- A MATRIX WHICH IS THE INVERSE OF POR. 
PQR2- A HATR IX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE 
SECOND POSITIONS OF P,C, ANO R. 
ROT12- THE ROTATION MATRIX FRO" POSITION CNE TO POSITION TWO. IT 
IS THE PRODUCT OF POR2 AND P!NV 
PHI -THE TOTAL ROTATION ANGLE REQUIRED TO GO FROM POSITION ONE TO 
PO SIT I ON TWO. 
THl (I l - THE ROT AT !01>,1 OF A ABOUT M WHEN THE MECHANISM GOES FROM 
POSITICN ONE TO POSITION I, THETA Ot<E. 
TH2111- THE ROTATION OF P ABOUT A WHEN TH~ M~CHAN!SM GOES FROM 













































c ** ***:?: * *** **** ** *** •• ***. *********** ***** .. **** * ** •• *•* ** *** *** ***** ******* * *** ** COMPLEX Zl5 l 
REAL M( 31 "'* 
DIMENSION A(31,P1.3,4 ), 013,41, R(3, 41 ,PQR I 3, 3l ,P lNVI3,3 l ,POR213 o31 































































C** READ IN DATA 
READ 100,!C 
100 F OR'-'A Tl Ill 
PRINT 101olC 
101 FORMAT(lH1,37H THE INPUT DATA ChOICE PARAMETH. = ,!21 
READ 102 , GR 
PRINT 103,GR 
103 FORMAT(///,28H THE INPUT GEAR RATIO IS: ,/,Gl5,61 
P.EAD l02,((P(!,JI,I=l,3J,J=1o4l,!IQI!,JI,I=lo3l,J=1,41 
PRINT 104,( !PI Io JloJ=1o41li=1o31, I IQ( loJI ,J=l,4l .1=1,31· 
102 FO~MATI3F10o0l 
104 FORMAT(///,50H THE INPUT RIGID BODY POSITIO~S ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
1,/,45H PCINTS P; WHERE EACH COLUMN IS ONE POINTol/o3!4G15,6,/l, 




105 FORMATI///,61H THE INPUT Z COORDINATE OF THe SUN GEAR AXIS (PO! 
1NTMI IS: ,/,Gl5,61 
GO TO I 5,151, IC 
5 CPS = 0 ,O 
0010J=l,4 
CP = RADIP(1,Jl,PI2,JI,PI3,JII - 1. 
CO= RADIQ(l,JI,0(2,JI,Q!3,Jll - 1, 
CPS·= CPS + ABS!tPi + ABSICQI 
10 CONTINUE 
IFICPS.LT,0.031 GO TO 30 
PPI NT 106 
106 FORMAT I///, 51H S$$$ INPUT DATA POINTS NOT ON UNIT SPHERE, UU 
1 o/o60H SUS INPUT DATA USING INPUT DATA OPTION NUMBER TWO,$$$ 
2$ I 
GO TO 2000 
C** CALCULATE THE Z COORDINATES OF THE P AND Q POINTS 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 25 J = 1,4 
CP = CHK!P(1,J),P(2,Jil 
CQ = CHKIQ!l,JI,QI2,JII 
IFICP,LE,O,l GO TO 20 
iFICO.LE.O,I GO TO 20 
PRINT ll5,J,CP,CO 
115 FORMAT(///, 73H SS$$ THE INPUT P,AND Q ARE TOO LARGE TO BE ON T 
1HE U'IIT SPHERE, $$$$ ,/,4Xo2HJ= .I2o/o4Xo 3HCP=,G15,6, 
2 /,4X,3HCQ=,G15~6l 
GO TO 2DOO 
20 CONTINUE 
P(3,J I = RAD21PI 1oJI ,PI 2,J) ,P(3,JI I 




C** NEXT FIND THE COORDINATES OF POINT R 
DC 35 I = 1,4 . 
R!l,II = Plloli*Piloii*Oil,!l + 1Pil.II*PI2.II-PI3tlll*0!2,!1 
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R12.Il = IP(1,Il*PI2,Il+PI3tlll*OI1rll + P12,!l><P(2tll*IJI2rll 
1 + IPI2,!l*PI3.Il-Pll.Xll*Ol3.Il 
35 R.13.Il = IP11.II*PI3rll-PI2,Yll"'011rll 
1 + IPI2rll*Pl3,II+Pil.III•Q(2,!1 + P(3,li*P13.Il*OI3,11 
PRJ NT 107, ((RI l .J I rJ.=1 r41 ,I =1 ,3) 
107 FORMATI///,68H THE COORDINATES OF THE CCMPIJTCD ~ S ARE AS FOLLO_ 
1WS. EACH COLUMN .!rl7H IS ONE POINT. ,/,(4G15.6)) 
C** CHECK THE LENGTH OF PIIIOIII 
D040I=1.4 
OX = P 11 , II - Oil til 
DY = P( 2,1 I - 012.11 
DZ = Pl3,1)- 013,11 
CHKU II = RADIDX,DY,Oll 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I = 2, 4 
CHK2 = CHKLIIJ - CHKLI11 
CHK2 = ABSICHK21 
IFICHK2.LT.1.E-31 GO TO 45 
PRINT lOS,ICHKllll rL=1,41 
108 FORMAT!///, 72H U$$ THIS JOB ABORTED, THE' LENGTHS CF THE INPUT 
1PG ARCS ARE NOT $$$$ ,/,48H S!SS EQUAL. THE LENGTHS ARE AS FOLL 
20wS: S$SS ,/, 5G15o6l 
GO TO 2000 
45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
C** THE FOLLOWING DO LOOPS FIND THE ROTATJJN-MATR!CES 
C** NEXT SET UP Tl->E FIRST POSITION PQP MATRIX 
DO 55 I = 1,3 
PQRII,ll = PIJ,1l 
PQR II ,21 = IJII ,1) 
55 P OR I I , 31 = R I I , 11 
C** NEXT FIND THE INVERSE OF PQR 
IS = 2 
CALL AINIPQR,PINV,PMAG,I Sl 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE MAGNI TUOE 
C AND THE INVERSE OF THE PQR "'ATRIX. 
C PRINT 1000,PMAGriiPINVIJ,JI,J=1,3l ,J=lr31 
C1000 FORMAT(///,28H THE MAGNITUDE OF PIJR IS: ,/,Gl5.6,/, 
C 1·26H THE INVERSE OF PQR IS: ,/,313G15.6,/I) 
IFIIS.NE.l01l GO TO 60 
PRINT 109 
109 FORMAT( II I, 68H $$$$ THE I NI T!lll POINTS P liND IJ ARE SUCH THAT TH 
1E MAGNITUDE $$$$ ,/,52H $$$$OF THE MATRIX PQR IS ESSENTIALLY l 
ZERO. SSS$ l 
GO. TO 2000 
60 CONTINUE 
C** NEXT FIND THE ROTATION MATRICES 
00 65 I = 1t3 
DC 65 J = 1 ,3 
DO 65 K = 1.4 
65 ROT121K,J.II = 0.0 
00 80 I = 2r4 
DO 70 J = 1,3 
PQR21J,11 = P(J,II 
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0164 PQP.2(J.31 = RIJ.II 






















































00 75 J = 1 ,3 
DO 75 K = 1,3 
DO 75 L = 1,3 
75 ROT12(J,K,JI = PCR2(K,L) * PlNV(L,JI + 0 JT12(J,K,JI 
PRINT 1001, I,((ROT12(J,J,KI,K=1,31,J=1.31 
1001 FORMAT(///,64H THE CO~PUTED ROTATIONAL MATRIX FRO~ POSITION ONE 
1 TO POS!TION,J2, 4H IS: ,/,(3G15.611 
C** NEXT FIND THE ROTATION ANGLE PHI 
PHI(!) = .5*1ROT12Il,l.ll + RDT12( 1,2,21 + ROT1211.3,31 - 1.1 
PHIIII = ACOSIPHIIIII 
PHID( II = PHil! 1/Pl 
PRINT 110,l,Ph1Cill 
110 FORMATI///,52H THE ROTATION ANGLE FPOM POS'Tlr~ ONE TC POSITION 
1 , 12.16H, IN D~GREES IS: ,/,Gl5.6l 
C** NEXT FIND THE OThER ANGLES 
THllll =PHI(!) I llo + GRl 
TH2111 = THllll * GR 
C** NEXT DEFINE TtiE DESIGN EQUATim< PARAMETERS 
C1 = SINITH21lll 
C2 = SINITH11Ill 
C3 = '<0Tl21!,2,31 - ROU211.3,21 
C4 = ROT12(!,3,11 - ROT121!,1,3l 
C5 = ROT121!,1,21- ROT12IJ,2.11 
Gil ,11 = C1*C3 
CII,21 = C1*C4 
CII ,31 = Cl*C5 
Cl I ,41 = -C2*C3 
C(!,51 = -C2*C4 
Cl!,61 = 11. + ROT121!,1.11 + ROT121!,2,2l + ROT121I,3.311 
1 *ICOSITHlllll- COSITH211111 -C2*CS*MI3l 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OLT THE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND DESIGN COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH ROTATION. 
C PRINT 1002, I,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5.1CII ,JI,J=1,6l 
C1002 FORMATI///,SOH FOR THE ROTATION FRO~ POSITION ONE TO POSITION , 
C 112.18H, THE COEFFICIENTS ,/,14H C1-C5 ARE: ,/,5G15.6,/,42H ~ 
C 2NC THE SEVEN DESIGN COEFFICIENTS tRo: ,/, 214G15.6,/Il 
80 CCNTINUE 
C** AT THIS POINT WE HAVE FIVE EQUATIONS. 
C** THREE OF THE FORM: 
C** C21AX + C22AY + C23AZ + C24MX + C25MY + C26Ml + C27 = 0 
C** A~D TWQ: AX**2 + A1*•2 + AZ**Z- 1 = 0 
C** ~X**Z + MY**2 + ~z••z - 1 = 0 
C** THIS STARTS THE FIRST SUBSTITUTION IELI<'11NOTES ~YI 
C1 =- 1./((2,51 
Cll,ll = Cl2.li*C1 
Cl1,21 = CI2,21*C1 
C 11, 3 I = C ( 2.3 I *C 1 
Cl1,41 = CI2,4I*C1 
Cl 1,51 = C(2,61*Cl 
Cl2,11 = C13,11 + C(3,51*CI1dl 
Cl2,21 = Cl3,21 + C(3,51«Cil,21 
Cl2,3l = C( 3,31 + CI3,51*CI1,~l 
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Cl2,5l z Cl3,6l + Cl3,5l~CI1,5l 
Cl3oll = Cl4oll + Cl4,5l*Ciloll 
Cl3,21 = Cl4,21 + Cl4t51*CI1,21 
Cl3,31 = Cl4,31 + Cl4,5l*Cil,31 
Cl3,41 = Cl4,41 + CI4,51*Cil,41 
CC3,5l = C(4,61 + CI4,51*Cil,Sl 
El = Cll tli*CU,ll 
E2 = Cllt2l*C(l,21 
E3 = Cl1,3l*Cil,3l 
E4 = Cll,41*CI1,41 + 1. 
ES = 2.*Cll,li*Cll,21 
E6 .. 2o*Cll,ll*Cil,3 I 
E7 = 2o*CI1,li*Cil,41 
E8 = 2o*Cil.li*Cil,51 
E9 = z.•cn,2l*Cil,31 
E10 = 2o*Cih2l*Cll,ltl 
Ell = z.•cn,2l•ct 1, 51 
E12 = 2o*Cl1t3l*Cil,41 
El3 = 2o*Cil,3l*CI1.51 
El4 = 2.•cu.,4l*Cil• 51 
E15 = HI31*HI31 - 1o + CI1,51*Cil,SI 
CALL SCAI E 1, E2, E3, E4,E5, E6,E J,E 8, E9 ,E 10 ,E 11, E 12, El3, E14t El5 ,o., 
1 o.,o.,o.,o.,o.,tsl 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND THE E COEFFICIENTS AFTER THE FI~Sl SU!'ISTITUTIONo 
C PRINT 1005, II CC J,J i, J=l• 5 I, 1=1• 31, El, E2, E3, E4, e:·s, E6i E7; E8,E-9;eio; 
C 1E11,E12,E13~E14,El5 
Cl0.05 FORMATI///,61H AFTER THE FIRST SUBSTITUTION, THE COEFFICIENT MA 
C lTRIX IS: ,/,315G15.6,/I,/,31H AND THEE COEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/, 
C 2315Gl5.6.111 . 
C** THIS STARTS THE SECOND SUBSTITUTION !ELIMINATES HXI 
C 1 = - 1. /C 12 , 41 
Clltll = Cl2oli*Cl 
Cll,21 = CI2,21*Cl 
Cll,31 = CC2,3l*Cl 
Cll,41 = CI2,51*C1 
Cl2•11 = Cl3,11 + CC3,4l*Cil,ll 
Cl2o21 = CC3,21 + Cl3o41*Cil,21 
Cl2,3l = Cl3,31 + CC3,4l*Cil,31 
CC2,41 = Cl3,51 + Cl3,4l*CI1,41 
fl = El + Cll,ll*ICil.li*E4 + E71 
FZ = E2 + Cll,21*1Cil,21*E4 + ElOI 
F3 = E3 + Cllo31*1Cilt3I*E4 + El21 
F4 = E5 + Clloli*I2.*Cllo21*E4 + ElOI + Cllo2l*E7 
f5 = E6 + Clloll*l2o*Cilo31*E4 + E121 + Cllo3l*E7 
f6 • EB + Cfl,ll*f2.*Cil,4l*E4 + El41 + C(l,41*E7 
F7,. E9 + CC1,21*12o*Cil,31*E4 + El21 + Cllt3l*E10 
FB z Ell + Cll,21*12o*Cilo4l*E4 + El41 + Cllo41*El0 
F9 = El3 + Cl1o31*12.•Cil,4l*E4 + E141 + Cll,41*El2 
FlO= El5 + Cllt41*1Cil,4l*E4 + El41 
CALL SCACF1 ,F2, F3tf4o F5,Fb, F7o Fa, F9,FlO,O.,O.,O. ,o., Q.,O. ,o. ,o., 
1 o. ,o. 'o. ,101 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX ANIJ THE F COEFFICIENTS AFTER THE SECOND SUBSTITUTION. 
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Cl006 FORMATI/// 1 61H AFTER TH~ SECOND SUBSTITLTICN, THE COEFFICIENT M 
C lATRIX IS:,/,214G15.6o/l,/o31H AND THE F COEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/, 
C 2314Gl5.6,/l l 
C** THIS STARTS THE THIRD SUBST!TUTION 
Cl = - l./CI2,3 l 
C I 1 ol l = Cl2,ll *C l 
C!l,Zl = Cl2,2l•Cl 
C(l .31 = C(2,4l,j<CJ 
A1 = Fl + Clloll*I·C{ loll*F3 + F5l 
A2 = F2 + Cllo2l*ICI lo2l*F3 + F7) 
A3 = F4 + Cl1 1 ll*I2.*Cil 1 2l*F3 + F71 
A4 = F6 + C(l,li*I2.*Cil.3l•F3 + F91 
AS = FS + Cllo2l*I2.*Cilo3l*F3 + F91 
A6 =FlO+ Cll,3l*ICI1,3l*F3 + F91 
B 1 = C I 1, 11 *C I 1, 11 + 1. 
82 = Cllo2l*Cilo21 + 1. 
B3 = 2.*Ciloli*Cil,21 
84 = z.•cc 1.11•c1 1,3, 
B5 = 2.*C(l,21*C!l,31 
86 = Cll,31*Cil,31 - 1. 
I Ell ,.INA TES 
+ Cll,21*F5 
+ C!l,3l*F5 
+ Cl 1,3I*F7 
HI 
C CAll SCAIAl,A2oA3,A4,A5oA6oO.,O.,O.,O. ,o. ,c. ,o. ,o. ,o. ,o., 
c 1 o.,o.·~o.,o.,o.~6t 
C CALL SCA(Bl,B2,83,B4,B5,S6,0.,0. ,o.,o. tO• ,o. ,o. ,o.,o. ,o., 
c 1 o.,o.-,o.,o.,o.,6J 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE \JSED TO PPJNT OtJT THE' COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND THE A AND 8 CGEFFICIENTS AFTER THE THIRD SUBTITUTJON. 
C PRINT l007,tCI!,II,l=1,3l,Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,Bl,B2oB3,84,B5,B6 
Cl007 FORHATI///,67H AFTER All THE llhEAR SiJBSTITUT!ONS, THE FINAL CO 
C lEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/,3Gl5.6,/,59H THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE TWO SEC 
C 20NO ORDER EQUATIONS ARE: .lo213Gl5.6,/J,/,19H AND THE SECOND: , 
C 3/,213Gl5.6,/ll 
C** AT THIS POINT THERE ARE TWO EQUATIONS 
C** Al*AX**2+A2*AY**2+A3*AX*AV+A4*AX+A5*AY+A6=D 
C** Bl*AX**2+B2*AY**2+B3+AX*AY+B4*AX+B5~AY+B6=0 
C** ELIMINATE THE AX*AY TERM · 
Cl = B3*Al - A3*Bl 
C2 = 83*A2 - A3*B2 
C3 = B3*A4 - A3*84 
C4 = B3*A5 - A3*35 
C5 = B3*A6- A3*B6 
I EC.N 11 
I EON 21 
c 
c 
THE FOLLOWING C AROS CAN BE USED TO PR !NT OUT ThE COEFFI CI EN TS 




PRINT 1008, Cl,C2,C 3,C4,C 5 
FORMATI///,31H THE COEFFICIENTS Cl-C5 ARE: , /, 21 3Gl5.6,/J.I 
TAKE THIS EQUATION AND COMPLETE THE SQUARE TO GET EQN 3 
JF!Cl*C2.LE.D.I GO TO 2000 
IF!Cl.GT.O.I GG TO 85 
C 1 = -Cl 
C2 = -C2 
C3 = -G3 
C4 = -C4 
C5 = -C5 
85 CONTINUE 
C** 
Rl = CS- C3*C3/14.*Cll - C4*C4/14.*C21 































































































ANC AY = AY'/SQRTIC21 - o5*C4/C2 INTO fON 3, AND EQN 1 
WHICH GIVES ~AX'**2 + AY'**Z + Rl = 0 AND M<GTI-'ER EQUATION OF 
TH!: FORM Dl*AX'**2+D2*AY'**2+fl3*AX'"'AY'+04"AX'+Ll5"AY'+06 = 0 
OC1 = l./C1 
OC2 = l./C2 
SC1 = SQRTIDC11 
SC2 ~ SQRTIDC21 
01 = OC1*Al 
D2 = OC2* A2 
D 3 = SC 1* SC2*A3 
D4 = SC1*1A4- C3*0C1*A1- .5*C4*0C2*A31 
D5 ~ SC2*1A5 - C4*0C2*A2 - a5*C3*0Cl*A31 
D6 = -.5*C3*0Cl*A4- a5*C4*0t2*A5 + .25*C3*C3*CC1*0Cl*A1 
1 +a25*C4*C4*JC2*0C2*A2 + .25*C3*C4*0Cl*C;C2'"A3 + A6 
CALL SC A ( 01 ,02 , 03,04, 05, D6, 0 •, 0 • ,.0., 0 •, O. , o. , 0., 0 •, 0 • , 0., O. , 
1 o. ,o. ,c. ,a. ,6) 
THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT DLT THE COEFFIC!E~TS 
OF THE TRANSFORMED SECOND DEGREE EQUATION. 
PRINT 1009, Ol,02oD3,04oD5oD6 
FORMATI/// 1 28H THE 0 COEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/,13Gl5.611 
TAKE THIS LAST EQUATION AND REWPITE AS: 
0 l*AX**2+D2*A Y**2+04*AX+D 6 = D3*AX"' II Y+D 5*AY 
SQUARING BOTH SIDES YIELDS AN EQUATION IN AX**Zt AX, AND AY**2 
SO SUBSTITUTE FOR AY**2• YIELDING THE FOLLCW!NG COEFFICIENTS 
Oil I = Ol*Ol + 02*102 - 2.*011 + 03*0 3 
0121 = 2a*l Dl*04 - 0~2*04 + 03*D51 
0131 = 2a*D2*D2*Rl + 04*0't- 2o*Ol*02*Rl + 2a*Dl*06 - 2a*D2*D6 
l + D3*D3*Rl + 05*05 
0141 = 2a*ID4*D6 - 02*D4*Rl + D3*D5*Rll 
DIS) = D2*D2*Rl*Rl + 06*06- 2.*D2*D6*Rl + D5*D5*R1 
CALL ZPOLRI0 0 4,Z,IERI 
PRINT 1011,1DIIloi=1,51,1ZIII,I=l,41,1ER 
lOll FORMATI///,42H THE INPUT POLYNO~IAL COEFFICIEIIITS ARE: , 3G"1.5.6 
C** 
C** 
ltlo 2Gl5.6,/,28H THE RESULTING ROOTS ARE: tlo~ 4( 2Gl5.6t!HI ,/), 
2 /,39H THE ERROR PARAMETER FRO~ ZPOLR IS: , !31 
DiJ 90 1 = lo4 
J = 2* I - 1 
K = 2*1 
FIJI= REALIZIIII 
FIKI = AIMAGIZIIII 
90 CONTINUE 
DO 200 1 = 1,4 
J = 2*1 - 1 
K = 2*1 
CHECK= ABSIFIKII 
IFICHECK.GT.l.E-51 GC TO 95 
CALCULATE CORRESPONDING AY' 
AYS = -FIJI*FIJI - Rl 
Al21 = SORTIAYSI 
NOW BACKTRANSFORM TO THE ORIGINAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Alll = FIJI*SCl - a5*C3/Cl 
A121 = Al21 *SC2 - • 5*C4/C2 
Al31 = -ICI2.li*A!ll + C(2,2l*AI21 
Mill = -ICI3,li*Aill + Cl3,2l*AI21 
Ml21 = -ICI4tll*Aill + CI4,21*AI21 
+ ti2,411/CI2,31 
+ Cl3, 31*AI31 + Cl 3,511/C(3,41 
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1 + C(4,6li/C(4,51 
PRINT 11l,IMllloL=1,31, IA(Ll,L=l.3l 
111 FORMATI///,53H THE COMPUTED AXIS OF TH~ SUN GEAP. (POINT Ml IS 
1 ,/,3G15.6 9 /,56H THf COMPUTED AXIS GF THE PLANET GEAR IPOIN 












0 = 1. - A*A - B*B 




D = A*A + B*B + C*C 








FIRST FIND THE MAGN1 TUDE OF THE MATRIX 
THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO FIND THE INVERSE OF A (3 9 31 MATRIX A, 
THE INVERSE IS RETURNED IN AINV AND THE MAGNITUDE IN AMAG. IF ONLY 
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MATRIX A IS DES~ED, IS S~OULD BE SET TO I~ 
BOTH THE MAGNITUDE AND THE INVERSE ARE DESIRED, IS SHOULD BE SET 
DIMENSION A(3,31,AINV(3,3l 
AMAG = A(l,1l*AI2,21*AI3,31 
1 + A(1,31*AI2oll*Al3,21 
2 - Al2,li*Ail,2l*Al3,31 
IF!IS.EQ.ll GO TO 150 
A1 = lo/AMAG 
+ All,21*A(2,31*Al3,11 
- Al3,li*AI2o21*All,31 
- AU,li*AI3, 21*Al 2, 31 
AINVI1,1) = IA(2,2l*Al3o31 - A(3 9 2I*Al2,3ll*Al 
AINV(1,21 = 1Al3,21*All,31- Allo2l*AI3o3li*A1 
AINVIl,31 = (A(l,2l*AI2,31- Al2 9 2I*A(l,31l*Al 
AINV(2,ll = IAI3oli*AI2dl - A(2,li*AI3,3ll*A1 
AINV(2,21 = (Ail,li*A(3,31- A(3,li*AU,31l*Al 
AINV(2,3l = IA12,11*Ail,31- A(ltli*AI2,3li>~<A1 
A!NV( 3.11 = IAC2,li*A(3,21 - Al3 9 li*A(2,21 I*Al 
AINV(3,21 = (A(3.li*Ail 1 21- A(1 9 li*Al3,21l*A1 
AINV(3,31 = IA(l,li*A12o21 - Al2.ll*AI1,2li*A1 







A 12 I = A2 
A( 31 = A3 
Al41 = A4 
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Al51 = A5 
Al6 I = A6 
Ill 71 = A 7 
AlB I = 118 
11(91 = A9 
AI 101 = AlO 
A Ill I ~ All 
AI 121 = A12 
AI 131 = Al3 
A 1141 = A14 
AI 151 ~ A15 
All61 = Al6 
All7J = A17 
AI 181 = AlB 
All91 = Al9 
Al201 = A20 
A121J = A21 
AMAX = ABSIAI111 








ADIV = 2./AMAX 
A1 = A1*ADIV 
A2 = A2*ADIV 
A3 = A3*ADIV 
A4 = A4*ADIV 
A5 = A5*AO!V 
A6 = A6*ADIV 
A7 = A7*ADIV 
AB = AB*ADI V 
A9 = A9>1<AOIV 
A10 = A10*ACIV 
All = All'•ADIV 
Al2 = Al2*ADIV 
Al3 = A13*ACIV 
A14 = Al4*AD!V 
A15 = A15*AO!V 
A16 = Al6*ADIV 
Al7 = Al7*ADIV 
AlB = A1B*ADIV 
A19 = A19*ADIV 
A20 = A20*ADI V 
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C*****************************~***•***~********=****n*****~***~************~**** C** THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO TAKE FIVE GIVE~ RIGID BCDY POSITIONS ** 
C** WHICH liE ON A SPHERE AND COMPUTE A GEARED SPHERICAL CYCLOIDAL ** 
C** CRANK MECHANISM WHICH WILL GUIDE A RIGID BODY, CONNECTED TO THE ** 
C** PLANET GEAR, THROUGH THE FIVE GIVEN POSITIONS. ** 
C** THE VARIAeLES USED ARE AS FOLLOWS : ** 
C** IC - INPUT DATA CHDICE PARAMETER; !FIRST DATA CARD WITH AN ** 
C** 11 FORMATI ** 
C** IC=1, COORDINATES GIVEN ARE ASSUMED TO LIE CN A UNIT SPHERE. ** 
C** IC=2, THE X AND Y COORDINATES OF EACH PCINT A~E GIVEN IN THE ** 
C""" FIRST 20 COLUMNS WITH A +1. DR A -1. IN THE NEXT 10 ** C** . COLUM~S TC GIVE THE SIGN OF THE l COORDINATE. ** 
C** GP- THE GEAR RATION= !THE RADIUS OF THE SUN GEARI/ITHE ** 
C** RADIUS OF Tt-E PLANET GEAR I; I SECOND DATA CARD WITH AN ** 
C** FlO.O FORMAT) ** 
C** M - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE AXIS ** 
C** OF THE FIXED SUN GEAR. ** 
C** A - A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COCPCINATES OF THE AXIS OF ** 
C** THE PLANET GEAR IN ITS ORIGINAL POSITION. **· 
C** P.O- VECTORS CONTAINING THE c"ARTES IAN COOFDINATES OF TWO ** 
C** POINTS ON THE PLANET GEAR; THIRD DATA CARD--Pl; ** 
C** FOURTH DATA CARO--P2 ** 
C.** F(FTH DATA CARD--P3 ** 
C** SIXTH DATA CARD--P4 ¥* 
C** S EVENT H DATA CAR D--P5 ** 
C** EIGHTH DATA CARD~-01 ** 
C** NINTH DATA CARD--02 ** 
C** TENTH CATA CARD--03 ** 
C** ElEVENTH DATA CARD---04 ** 
C** TWELFTH DATA CARD--05 ** 
C** FORMATTED AS EXPLAINED UNDER VAR !ABLE !C ABOVE. ** 
C** R- A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF TH~ ** 
C** RESULT OF ROTATING 0 ABOUT P THROUGH AN ANGLE OF ** 
C** NINETY DEGREES. ** 
C** PQR - A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE VECTOF.S P, O, AND R. ** 
C** PINV - A MATRIX WHICH IS THE INVERSE OF PCR. ** 
C** PQRZ- A MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS ARE THE CARTESIA~ COORDINATES OF.THE ** 
C** SECOND POSITIONS OF P,O, AND R. ** 
C** ROT12 - THE RCTATION MATRIX FROM POSITION CNE TO POSITION nro. IT ** 
C** " IS THE PROOl.'CT OF POR2 .AND PINV ** 
C** PHI - THE TOTAL ROTATION ANGL~ REQUIRED TD GO FROM POSITION ONE TC ** 
C** POSIT I CN TW C. ..* 
C** TH11ll- THE ROTATION OF A ABOUT~ WHEN THE ~ECHANISM GOES FROM ** 
C** POSITION ONE TO POSITION I, THETA ONE. ** 
C** TH2(II -THE RCTATICN OF P ABOUT A W~EN THE MECHANISM GOES FROM ** 
C** POSITION ONE TO POSITION I, THETA TWO. ** (**************************************************"***************************** (****************************************************************************•** COMPLEX Zl51 
BEAL Ml31 ** 




































































101 FORMATI1H1,37H THE INPUT DATA CHOICE PARA~ET2R = ,I21 
READ 102 , GR 
PRINT 103,GR 
103 FORMATI///o28H THE INPUT GEAR RATIO IS: ,/,G15.6) 
READ 102,(1PII,JI,I=1,31,J=l,5),1(QII,ji,I=l,3l,J=1,51 
102 FURMATI3FlO.OI . 
P R I NT 1 04 , I I P I I , J I , J = 1, 5 l , I= 1, 31 , I I fl C I , J l , J = 1, 5 I , I = 1 , 31 
104 FORMAT(///,SOH THE INPUT RIGID BODY POSITIONS AKE AS FOLLOWS: 
1,/,45H POINTS P; !.HERE: !:ACH COLU"N IS ONE PO!NT.,t,3(5Gl5.6,/l, 
2//,45H POINTS Q; WHERE EACH COLU~N IS ONE PGINT.,/,315Gl5.6,/ll 
PI = 355.11113o*180.1 
GOTD (5,15), !C· 
5 CPS = 0.0 
DO 10 J = 1,2 
CP = RADIPil,J),P(2,JI,PC3,JII- l. 
CO= RADIQI1,J),CI2oJI,QC3,Jll - 1. 
CPS = CPS + ABSICPI + ABSICCI 
10 CONTINUE 
IFICPS.LT.0.031 GO TC 30 
PRINT' 105 
105 FORMATI///,51H SS$S INPUT DATA POINTS NOT ON UNIT SPHERE. $$$$ 
1 ,/,60H $$$$INPUT DATA USING INPUT DATA CPTION NUMBE~ TwO.$$$ 
2$ l 
GO TO 2000 
C** CALCULATE THE Z CDCRDINATES OF THE P AND Q POINTS 
15 CONTINUE 
DG25J=Llo5 
CP = CHK(PC1oJI ,P(2,JII 
CQ = CHK(Q(1,JI,CC2,Jil 
IFCCP.LE.O.I GO TO 20 
IF(CQ.LE.O.I GO TO 20 
PRINT 115,J,CP,CQ 
115 FORMAT!///, 73H $$$$ THE INPUT P,AND Q ARE TOO LARGE TO BE ON T 
lHE UNIT SPHERE. $SSS ,/,4X,2HJ= ,!2,/,4X, 3HCP=,Gl5.6, 
2 /,4X,3HCQ=,Gl5.61 
GO TO 2000 
20 CONTINUE 
P(3,JI = RAD2(P(l,J),PC2,JI,P(3,JII 




C** NEXT FIND THE COORDINATES OF POINT R 
DC 35 I = 1, 5 
Rlloii = Plloii*P(l,Il*OCl,II + 1Pil,II*P(2,!)-P(3,IIl*Q(Z,II 
1 + I P I lw I I *PI 3 ,I I +P I 2 ,I II *0 13 ,I I 
F1(2,I I = 1Pil.II*PI2 ,!I+PC3.III*OI 1,1 I + P12,I l*PI2.I I*Q( 2,1 I 
1 + IP12,ll*PI3oli-Pil,lll'~'Q(3,!1 
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1 + (PC2.II*P13.II+Pil,IIl*OI2.II + PC3,!1*PC3,li*'JI3,!1 
PRINT 106,((R(!,J),J:1,~1,1=1o31 
106 FORMATI///,68H THE COORDINATES OF THE CO~PUTED R S AKE AS FOLLO 
1WS, EACH COLUMN tltl7H IS ONE PUINT. ,/,C5G15o6ll C** CHECK THE LENGTH OF PIIIQIII 
DO 40 l : 1, 5 
OX= PI1,II - 011,11 
DY = Pl2tii- Q( Z,!l 
Dl = P13.II - 013,!1 
CHKLI II = RADIDX,DYtDZI 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I : 2, 5 
CHK2 = CHKLIJI - CHKLI11 
CHK2 = ABSCCHKZl 
IFICHK2oLT.1.E-31 GO TO 45 
PRINT 107,(CHKL(LI ,L:1 ,51 
107 FORMATI///,72H $$$$ THIS JO~ ABORTED, THE LENGTHS OF THE INPUT 
1PG ARCS ARE NOT U$$ ,/ ,48H $\$$ EQUAL. THE LENGTHS ARE AS FOLL 
20WS: SSSS ,/, 5G15,61 
GC TO 2000 
45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
C** THE FOLLOWING DO LOOPS FIND THE ROTATION MATRICES 
C** NEXT SET UP THE FIRST POSITJON'PQR MATRIX 
DO 55 I = 1.3 
PQR C I , 1 I = PI I , 11 
PQRC I ,21 = Q( I ,11 
55 PQRIIt3l = Rll,ll 
C** NEXT FINO THE INVERSE Of PQP 
IS = 2 
CALL AINIPQR,PINV,PMAG,ISI 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE ,USED TO PRINT OUT THE MAGNITUDE 
C AND THE INVERSE OF THE PQR MATRIX. 
C PRINT lOOO,PMAG,(IPINVII,JI,J=1,3l,!=1,31 
ClOOO FORMATI///,28H THE MAGNITUDE OF PQR IS: ,/,G15,6,/, 
C l26H THE INVERSE OF PQR IS: ,/,313G15,6,/II 
IFI IS.NE.lOll GO TO 60 
PRINT 108 
108 FOR~ATI///,68H $$$$THE INITIAL POINTS P A~D Q ARE SUCH THAT TH 
lE MAGNITUDE $$$$ ,/,52H $$$$ OF THE MATRIX PQR IS ESSE~TIALLY l 
ZERO, $$$$ ) . , 
GO TO 2000 
60 CONTINUE 
C** NEXT FIND THE ROTATION MATRICES 
DO 65 I = 1,3 
DO 65 J = 1 ,3 
DO 65 K = 1, 5 
65 ROTl21K,J.I I = 0,0 
flO 80 I = 2,5 
DO 70 J = 1, 3 
PQR21Jtll = P(J,!I 
PQR2(J,2) = Q(Jtll 
P QR 2 I J, 31 : R I J, I I 
70 CONTINUE 
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DO 75 K = 1, 3 
DC 75 l = 1,3 
75 R0Tl21I ,K,Jl = PQR2(K,L) * PINV(L,Jl + ROT12(!,K,Jl 
PRINT 1001, I,( IROT12(J,J,Kl ,K=1r31 .J=1,31 
1001 FQR~ATI/// 1 64H THE COMPUTED ROTATIONAL MATRIX FROM POSITION ONE 
C** 
1 TO POSITION,I2r 4H IS: ,/,(3G15,6Jl 
NEXT FINO THE ROTATION ANGLE PHI 
PHI Ill = ,5*(ROT12( I ,1,11 + ROT12(!,2,21 + POT12( !.3, 31 - 1,) 
PHil II = ACOSIPHIIIII 
PHIOIII = PHIIII/PI 
PRINT 109,I,PHIDII I 
109 FORMATI///,52H THE ROTATION ANGLE 
IS: ,f, Gl5,61 
ANGLES 
FROM POSITICN ONE TO POSITION 
C** 
C** 
1 , I2 ,16H, IN DEGREES 
NEXT FIND THE OTHER 
TH1111 = PHIIII I (1, 
TH2111 = TH11ll * GR 
+ GRl 
NEXT DEFINE THE DESIGN EOUATION PARA~ETERS 
Cl = SINITH211ll 
C2 = S!NITHl (Ill 
C3 = ROT1211,2.31 
C4 = ROT12II,3,ll 
CS = ROT12 I I ,1 ,z l 
Cl ltll = C1*C3 
C I I ,z l = C 1*C4 
Cl !,31 = _Cl*C5 
C ( I , 4 l = -C 2*C 3 
C (! ,5 I = -CZ*C4 
cn ,61 = -cz•cs 
- ROT121I ,3,21 
- ROT121 I ,1,3) 
- ~0Tl21It2.11 
Cl!,7l = 11, + ROT1211.lrll + ROT12(!,2,2l + ROT121I,3,3Jl 
1 *I COS ITHlll ll - COSITH21 I l H 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT T~E 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE DESIGN 
C EOUAT!ON PARA~.ETERS FOR EACH ROT.6TION. 
C PRINT 1002, I,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5.1CII,Jl ,J=1,7l 
C1002 FOR~ATI///,50H FOR THE ROTATION FROM POSITION ONE TO PSSITION , 
C 112,1BH, THE COEFFICIENTS ,/,14H Cl-C5 ARE: ,t,5G15,6,!,42H A 
C 2ND THE SEVEN DESIGN COEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/, 214Gl5.6,/ll 
80 CONTINUE 
C** AT THIS POINT WE HAVESIX EQUATIONS 
C** FOUR OF THE FORM: 
C** C21AX + C22AY + C23AZ + C24fo!X + C25MY + C26MZ + C21 = 0 
C** AND TWO: AX**Z + AV**2 + AZ**2 - 1 = 0 
C** MX**2 + MY**Z + MZ**2 - 1 = 0 





Cl = - 1,/CI2,61 
C I 1 ,1 I = C I 2, 1 l *C 1 
Ct1,21 = Cl2,2l*Cl 
Cll,31 = Cl2t 31 *Cl 
Cl1,4l = Cl2,4l*Cl 
Cl 1t51 = CI2,51*C1 
Cllt61 = Cl2,7l*Cl 
THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX FOR THE FIRST SUBSTITUTION, 
PRINT 1003,C1tiCI ltl ),I=1,6l 
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C 1 AND C ( l.ll TH Rt.. C I l ,6) ARE: ,/, 2 ( 4G15 .6 ,/ l l 
C** CO~PUTt THE COEFFIC!E"'TS AFTER SUBSTITUT!'·:c 
Cl2.ll ; Cl3.ll + Cl3,61*Cll,ll 
Cl 2.Zl ; Cl 3,21 + Cl 3,61*Cll,21 
Cl2,31; Cl3,31 + Cl3,6I*CI 1,31 
C(2,4l = Cl3,4l + Cl3,6I*Cl1,41 
Cl2,5l ; C!3,51 + C!3,ol*Cil,51 
Cl2,61 = C(3,71 + Cl3,61*C!l,61 
Cl3,ll = C(4,ll + C(4,61*C!1,1l 
C(3,21 = C(4,21 + CC4,6I*CC1,21 
C(3,31 = CC4,31 + C(4,61*Cll,31 
C(3,41 = C(4,41 + C(4,61*C(1,41 
C(3,51 = C(4,51 + C(4,61*Cl1,51 
C(3,61 = Cl4,71 + Cl4,61*Cll,6l 
Cl4.ll = Cl5,11 + C!5,6I*Cl1,1l 
(.(4,21; C(5,21 + C(5,6l*C(1,21 
C(4,3l = Cl5,31 + C(5,61*Cll,31 
Cl4o41 = Cl5,41 + C(5,6I*CI1,41 
Cl4,51 = Cl5o51 + C(5,6I*C( 1,51 
C(4,6l = C(5,71 + CI5,6I*C(1,61 
D1 = Cl 1,li*C( 1.11 
02 = Cll,21*Cl 1,21 
03 = Cll,3l*Cl1,3l 
D4; Cl 1,4l*Cl 1,4) + 1. 
D5 = Cl1,5l*Cil,5l + 1. 
D6 = C(l,6l*Cl1,6l - 1. 
07 ; 2. *C ( l ,1 l *C ( 1, 2 I 
08; 2.*Cll,li*Cil,3l 
09 = 2.*Cll.ll*C(l,4l 
0 l 0 = 2 • *C I l, l l *C l 1, 5l 
011 = 2.*C!l,ll*Cll,6l 
D12; z.•cll,Zl*Cilt3l 
D13 : 2o*Cilo2l*C(1,41 
014; 2o*Cilo2l*Cl1o5l 
015; 2.*Cilo21*Cll,61 
D16 ; 2o*CI1,3l*CI1,4l 
Dl7 = 2.*Cilo3l*Cl1,51 
D 1 9 = 2. *C l 1, 3 I *C ( 1, bl 
019 : 2o*CI1o4l*Cll,5l 
020; Zo*Cl lo41*Cl lobi 
021 : 2o*Cilo5l*Cl 1,61 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN !'IE USED TO PRI~T OUT Ti-'E COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND THE D COEFFICIENTS AFTE 0 THE F!RST SUBSTITUTION. 
C PRINT 1004, ((C! I,Jl,J=1ob),I:l,4loD1oD2oD3oD4,D5,D6,07,08,09,rllo, 
C lDll,Ol2,Dl3,Dl4,015,Cl6,017,0l8,Dl9,020oD21 
Cl004 FO~~AT(///,tOH AFTER THE FIPST SUBSTITUT!CN, THE CCEFF!CIENT MA 
C lTRIX IS: ,/,416Gl5.6,/l,/o31H AND THE 0 COEFFICIENTS 4RE: ,/, 
C 24!6G15.6,/Il 
C*• THIS STARTS THE S~COND SUBSTITUTION lELIM!~ATES ~Yl 
C1 = - l./C(2,5 l 
Cll,ll = Cl 2.ll*C1 
Cll,Zl; C(2,21+Cl 
Cll,3l ; Cl2o3l*Cl 
Cll,4l; C(2,4I*Cl 
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Cl2oll = Cl3oll + Cl3o51*Citoll 
Cl2 o21 = Cl 3o21 + CI3,51*Cil,21 
Cl2o31 = Cl3,31 + Cl3o51*Cilo31 
Cl2o41 = Cl3o41 + Cl3o51*Cilo41 
Cl2o51 = Cl3o61 + Cl3o51*CI1o51 
C13oll = Cl4oll + Cl4o51*Ciloll 
Cl3o21 = Cl4o21 + Cl4o5I*Cilo21 
Cl3o31 = Cl4o31 + CI4,5I*Cilo31 
Cl3o41 = Cl4o41 + Cl4o51*Cilo41 
Cl3,5,1 = Cl4o61 + Cl4o51*Cil,5l 
El = Dl + Cllol1*1Cl1oli*D5 + 0101 
E2 = D2 + Cllo21*lCih21*D5 + Dl41 
E3 = D3 + Cl1o31*lCilo31*05 + Dl71 
E4 = D4 + Cllo41*1Cl1o41*05 + D191 
E5 = D7 + Clloll*l2o*Cllo2l*D5 + Dl41 + Cllo2l*D10 
E6 = D8 + Cl1oll*l2o*Cilo31*05 + D171 + Cllo31*Dl0 
E7 = D9 + Cl1oll*l2.*CI lo41*05 + 0191 + Cllo41*01D 
E8 = 011 + Cl1olr*l2o*CiloSI•D5 + 0211 +.Cilo51*Dl0 
E9 = Dl2 + Cllo21*12.*Cilo31*05 + 0171 + Cll,3I*Dl4 
ElO = Dl3 + Cllo21*12o*Cilo41*05 + Dl91 + Cllo41*Dl4 
Ell = Dl5 + Cllo21*12o*Cilo51*05 + D211 + Cl lo51*Dl4 
El2 = Dl6 + Cllo31*1ZoO<,Cil,41*05 + 0191 + Cllo41*Dl7 
El3 = 018 + Cllo31.*l2o*Cilo51*D5 + 0211 + Cl 1 0 51*017 
E14 = 020 + Cll,4l*lZ.*Cilo51*05 + 0211 + Cllo51*019 
El5 = D6 + C.Uo51*lCil.o51*05 + 0211 
CALl SCAI Elo E2o E3.o E4o E5o E6, E7, E8o E9, E lOoE 1,1, El2~ Ei3.,E l4,·E 15, 0., 
1 0~ ,o. ,o. ,o. ,o. ,15) 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND THE E COEFFICIENTS AFTER THE SECOND SUBSTITUTION, 
C PRINT 1005,11CIIoJI,J=lo51oi=lo31 ,E/,E2,E3,E4oE5,E6oE7oE8oE9 0 E10, 
C 1ElloE12oE13oE14,El5 
ClODS FORMATI///o61H AFTER THE S..ECONO SUBSTITUTION, THE COEFFICIENT M 
C lATRIX IS: olo31 5Gl5.6o/J o/o31H AND THE E COEf'FlCIENTS ARE: ,/, 
C 2315G15.6,/II 
C** THIS STARTS THE THIRD SUBSTITUTION IELH!INATES MXI 
Cl =- l,/CI2,41 
Cl1oll = Cl2oli*C1 
Cl 1o21 = Cl2o21*Cl 
Cllo31 = C(2,3I*C1 
Cllo41 = Cl2o51~Cl 
Cl2o1l = Cl3oll + Cl3o4l*Ciloll 
Cl2o21 = Cl3,21 + Cl3o41*Cilo21 
Cl2o31 = Cl3o31 + Cl3o4I*Cilo31 
Cl2o41 = Cl3o51 + Cl3o41*CI1o41 
Fl = El + Clloll*lCI lo li*E4 + E71 
F2 = E2·+ Cllo21*1Cllo2l*E4 + ElOI 
F3 = E3 + Cllo31*1CI lo31*E4 + E121 
F4 = E5 + Clloll*l2o*Cilo21*E4 + ElOI + Cllo2I*E7 
F5 = E6 + Cllo1l*l2o*Cilo3I*E4 + E121 + Cl1o31*E7 
F6 = E8 + Cl1oll*l2o*Cllo41*E4 + E141 + Cllo41*E7 
F7 = E9 + tll,21*12o*Cilo3l*E4 + El21 + Cllo31*El0 
FB =Ell+ Cllo21*12o*Cilo41*E4 + El4) + Cllo41*El0 
F9 = El3 + Cllo31*12.*CI 1o4l*E4 + El41 + Cll,41*E12 
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o.,o.' c.' 10) 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN REUSED TO PRINT (li.JT THE COEFFICIENT 
C MATRIX AND THE F CCEFFICIENTS AFTER THE THIRD SUBSTITUTION. 
C PRINT l006,(1CI IoJI,J=1o4I,J;l,21,Fl,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,FB,F9,FlO 
C1006 FCR~ATI///,60H AFTER THE THIRD SUBSTITUTION, THE COEFFICIENT HA 
C lTRIX IS: ,/,2!4Gl5.6,/l,/,3lH AND THE F CCEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/, 
C 2314Gl5.6,/ll 
C** THIS STARTS T~E FOURTH SUBSTITUTION 
C 1 = - 1. /C I 2 .3 I 
Cl1,1l = Cl2o1l*Cl 
Cl1o2l = Cl2,2l*Cl 
C!l,3l = C!2,4l*Cl 
A1 = Fl + Cl1tll*!Cil.ll*F3 + F51 
A2 = F2 + Cll,ZI*ICil,Zl*F3 + F71 
A3 = F4 + Clloll*l2o*Cl1,2l*F3 + F71 
A4 = F6 + Cll,li*I2.*Cllo3l*F3 + F91 
~5 = F8 + Cl1,2l*I2.*C(1,31*F3 + F9) 
A6 =FlO+ C!l,31*1Cil,3l*F3 + F9l 
+ Cl 1 ,2l*F5 
+ C( lo3l*F5 
+ C ( l ,3 I* F7 
CALL SCACAl,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0o,O.,o.,O.tO., 
1 o.,o.,c.,o.,o.,6J 
Bl = C ll.ll*C I 1 ,I I + 1. 
B2 = Cl 1 ,ZI*Cll ,21 + 1. 
B 3 = 2. *C I l .11 *C I l, 21 
B4 = 2.*Cllo1l*Cil,31 
85 = 2.*Cil,21*Cil,3l 
B6 = Cl 1o 3l*Cl 1.31 - 1. 
CALL SCA( Bl, 82, e3, B4,85,B6, 0 •• O., 0 .,o., a., O. ,Q., o., O. ,o., 
1 o. ,o.,c.,o.,o.,6) 
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENT 
C .. ATRJX ANO THE A AND B COEFFICIENTS AFTER THE FOURTH 
C SUBSTITUTION. 
C PRINT 1007o!CI 1, I 1, !=1, 31,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6oBl,B2,B3 ,B4,B5,B6 
Cl007 FORMAT(///,67H AFTER ALL THE LINEAR SUBSTITUTIONS, THE FINAL CO 
C lEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/,3Gl5.6,/,59H THE COEFFICJEJ>,TS OF THE TWO SEC 
C 20ND ORDER EQUATIONS ARE: ,/,213G15.6,/I,/,19H ANO THE SECOND: , 
C 3/o213G15.6,/II 
C** AT THIS POINT THERE ARE TWO EQUATIONS 
C** A1* AX** 2+ A2* AY**2 + A3*AX*AY+A4*AX +AS *AY+A6= 0 
C** Bl*AX**2+B2*AY**2+B3+AX*AY+B4*AX+~5*AY+B6=0 
C** EL JM !NATE THE AX*A Y TERM 
Cl = B3*Al - A3*B1 
C2 = B3*A2 - A3*BZ 
C3 = B3*A4 - A3*B4 
C4 = R3*A5 - A3*B5 
C5 = B3*A6- A3*B6 
IE ON 11 
lEON 2l 






1 o.·,o. ,o. ,o. ,o. ,51 
TAKE THIS EQUATION ANO COMPLETE THE SQUARE TC GET E'N 3 
THE FOLLOWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PF INT OUT THE COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE EQUATION WITHOUT A CROSS PRODUCT TEP,, 
PRINT lOOB,Cl,C2oC3,C4,C5 
FORHATl///,31H THE COEFF!CIE~lTS C1-C5 ARE: ,/,2(3Gl5.6,/l) 
IF!C1*C2.LE.O,l GO TO 2000 
lF!Cl.GT.O.l G(1 TO 85 
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c2 = -c2 
C3 = -C3 
C4 = -C4 















Rl = CS- C3*C3/14.*Cll - C4*C4/14o*C2l 
SUBSTITUTE AX= AX'/SORT!Cll - o5*C3/Cl 
AND AY = AY'/SQ'(TIC2l - .5*C4/C2 INTO EON 3, AND EQN ·1 
WHICH GIVES AX'**2 + AY'**2 + Rl = 0 AND ANOTHER EQUATION OF 
THE FORM Dl*AX'**2+02*AY'**2+03*AX'*AY'+D4*AX'+05*AY'+D6 = 0 
oct·= lo/C1 
OC2 = 1./C2 
SCl = SORT ( OCll 
SCZ = SQRTIOC2l 
Dl = OC1*Al 
02 = OC2*A2 
03 = SC 1*SC Z*A 3 
04 = SCl*IA4- C3*0Cl*Al - o5*C4*DC2*A31 
D5 = SC2*1A5- C4*0C2*A2 - .5*C3*0Cl*A31 
D6 = -.5*C3*0C1*A4- .~*C4*0C2*A5 + .25*C3*C3*GCl*OC1*A1 
1 +.25*C4*C4*0C2*0C2*A2 + o25*C3*C4*0C 1*DC.2*A3 + Ac 
CALL SCA(Dl,02,03,04,05,D6t0e,O.,O.,O.,O.,O.,o.,o.,o.,o.,:J., 
1 o.,o.,o.,o.,6) 
THE FOLLCWING CARDS CAN BE USED TO PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE SECON~ TRANSFORMED EOUATIO~ 
PRINT 1009, 01,02,03,D4,D~D6 
FORM4TI///o28H THE 0 COEFFICIENTS ARE: ,/ 0 (3G15o6l) 
TAKE THIS LAST EQUATION AND REWRIT!: AS: 
D1*AX**2+·D2*AY**2+C4*AX+D6 = 03*AX*AY+D5*AY 
SOUARING BOTH SIDES YIELDS AN EOUAT ION IN AX**2o AX, AND AY**2 
SO SUBSTITUTE FOR AY**2o YIELDING THE FOLtCWING CO~FFICIENTS 
Dill = D1*D1 + 02*102- 2o*Dll + 03*03 
Dl2l = 2.*(01*04- D2*04 + 03*051 
0131 = 2.*02*02*Rl + 04*04- 2o*D1*D2*R1 + 2."'Dl*D6 - 2.*02~06 
1 + D3*D3*R1 + 05*05 
0141 = 2.*104*06- D2*04*Rl + 03*D5*Rll 
Dl51 = D2*DZ*R1*R1 + D6*06- 2o*D2'"D6*Rl + D5*D5*R1 
CALL lPOLRI0,4,Z,IERI 
P R IN T 10 11, I 0 I I I , I = 1 , 51 , I Z I I I , I = 1 , 41 , I ER 
FORMATI///,42H THE INPUT POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS ARE: , 3G15o6 
1,/, 2G15.6,/,28H THE RESULTING ROOTS ARE:,/, 412Gl5o6r1Hlr/lo 
2 /,39H THE ERROR PARA~ETER FRO~ ZPCLR IS: , 13l 
DO 90 I = 1 ,4 
J = 2*I - 1 
K =. 2* I 
FIJI = REALIZII)I 
FIKI = AIMAGIZI!Il 
90 CONTINUE 
DO 200 I = 1 ,4 
J = 2*I - 1 
K = 2*I 
CHECK = ABS IF I Kll 
IFICHECK.LT.1.E-5l GO TO 9l 
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JFCCHECK.GT,0.0521 GC TO 95 
91 CCJ"JTI"lUE 
C*~ CALCULATE CORR=SPO"JDING AY' 
AYS = -F(Jl*FlJI - Rl 
A ( 2 l = SQ R TC A Y S I 
C** NO~ BACKTRANSFORM TO THE ORIGINAL COQRDI~ATE SYSTEM 
A(ll = FIJI*SCl- e5*C3/C1 
Al21 = Al2l*SC2- ,5*C4/C2 
Al3l = -1Cl2.ll*AUI + C(2,21*Al2l + Cl2,4ll/CI2,3l 
Mill = -IC(3.li*Alll + CC3,21*Al2l + CC3,31*AI31 + C(3,51 l/CI3,41 
Ml21 = -(C(4,ll*Alll + C(4,2I*AI2l + C(4,3l*AI3) + C(4,4l*'Hll 
1 + Cl4o6li/C(4,5l 
M(3) = -(C(5,1l*Alll + CC5,21*Al21 + Cl5,31*A(31 + C(5,41*Mll I 
1 + CC5,51*Ml 21 + C(5,711/C( 5,61 
PRINT llO,CMILl,L=l,31,(A(LI,L=l,31 
110 FORMATI///,53H THE COMPUTED AXIS GF THE SUN GEAR (POINT Ml IS: 
1 ,/,3Gl5,6,/,56H THE COMPUTED AXIS OF THE PLANET GEAR (POJN 
2T AI IS: ,/,3Gl5.6 I 
DO 92 L=2,5 
COl = COSITHl Ill I 
C02 = COSITH21LII 
Sl = SINITHlll II 
52 = SJNITHZILII 
V 1 = 1. - COl 
V 2 = l. - C02 
CHU.ll = Vl*Vl*IM!li*Allll*lMlli*Aili+MI21*Al21+M(31*Al311 
l + Vl*C02*M( ll *Mill + V1*S2* ("lli*Ml21*Al31-Mlli*Ml3l*Al211 
2 + COl*C02 + CDl*V2*Alli*Aill 
3 + Sl*V2*(1"121*Alli*Al31-M(31*Aill*AI2 II 
4 + Sl*S2*1-MI21* ACZI-M(31*Al311 
PRINT 120,CHI1.11 








D = 1. - A*A - B*B 




D = A*A + B*B + C*C 




CHK = A*A + B*B - 1, 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AINCA,AINV,AMAG, IS I 
C** FIRST FIND THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MATRIX 
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C** THE INVERSE IS RETUR~ED IN JIINV ANC T.HE MAGN !TUDE IN AMAG, IF ONLY "* 
C** TH~ M4GNITUDE OF THE MATRIX A IS DESIRED, IS SHOULD BE SET TO 1. IF ** 
C** BOTH THE MAGNITUDE AND THE INVERSE ARE DESIPED, IS SHOULD BE SET TO 2o** 
D !MENS! ON A I 3,31 oAI NVI3,31 
AMAG = Allo li*A I 2, 21 *AI 3,31 + A I 1 o21 *A I 2,3 l"'td 3 ol I 
1 + Allo31*AI2oli*AI3o21 - Al3oli*AI2o21*AI lo31 
2 - A12oli*Ailo21*AI3o31 - Alloli*A(3,21*AI2o31 
I F ( IS • EO • 11 GO TO 15 Q 
Al = 1./AMAG 
AINVI loll = IAI2o21*AI3o31 - A(3,21*AI2o311*Al 
AINVIlo21 = IAI3,21*AI1o31- A(lo21*AI3,3))¥Al 
AINVIlo31 = 1Ailo2I*AI2o31 - Al2o2l*Ailo311*Al 
AINVI2oll = (AI3oli*AI2,31 - Al2oli*AI3o3II*Al 
AINVI2o2 I = I All, li*AI3, 31 - AI 3,li*AI 1,3 I l*Al 
AINVI2o31 = IAI2oli*A(l,31 - Alloli*AI2o31 l*Al 
AINVI3oll = IAI 2oli*AI3o21 - Al3oli*A(2,2 II"'Al 
AINVI3,21 = IAI3oli*Ail,21- Alloll*AI3o2ll*Al 
AINVI3o3l = 1Ailoli*AI2o21- A(2,ll*Ailo21l*H 
150 CONTINUE , 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SCA I A1,A2 oA 3, A 4, A5, A6, A 7 ,A 8 ,A9, Al 0, A 11, A12 oA13 oA14 0 A15, 
1 A16 oAl7 oll18 oA19, A20, A21oNl 
DIMENSION Al211 
All I = Al 
Al21 = A2 
Al3l = A3 
Al41 = A4 
A( 5 I = AS 
Al61 = A6 
A17l = A7 
AI 81 = AB 
A(91 = A9 
AUOI = A10 
AI 111 = All 
All21 = A12 
A 1131 = A13 
AI 141 = .A14 
All51 = A15 
AI 161 = A16 
All71 = A17 
AllBI = AlB 
Al19l = Al9 
Ai 201 = A20 
Al211 = A21 
AMAX = A( 11 
DO 20 I = 2, N 
A I II = ABS I A II II 
IFIAIII.GT,AMAXI AMAX =Alii 
20 CONTINUE 
AOIV = 2./AMAX 
A1 = A1*ADIV 
A2 = A2*ADIV 
A3 = A3*ADIV 
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AS ~ A5*ADIV 
A6 = A6*ADIV 
A7 = A7*ADIV 
AB = AB*ADIV 
A9 = A9*ADIV 
A10 = A10*AOIV 
All = All *AD!V 
A12 = A12*AC!V 
A13 = A13*AO!V 
A14 = A14*ADIV 
A15 = A15*AD!V 
A16 ~ A16*ADIV 
All = A17*ADIV 
A 16 = A1B*AOIV 
A19 = A19*AOIV 
A20 = A20*ADIV 






-.2 .3 1. 
-.113094 .226161 1. 
-.00757361w173646 1. 
.106740 • 1463ll 1 • 
.227249 • 146282 1. 
-.3 .4 -1. 
-.503378 .350705 -1. 
-.6 79041 .256321 -1. 
-.814562 .123531 -1. 




COMPUTER ROUTINES USED TO FIND THE ROOTS 





c•• THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICAL •• 
CH ANO STATISTICAL LIBRARY (IHSU • THESE ROUTINES ARE THE ONES USED 44 
cu TO SOLVE THE FOURTH ORDER DESIGN FOLYNOMIAL. •• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE UHTST liER,NAHEI UERT0010 
C UERT0020 
C•UERTST•••••••••••••···LIBRARY 3••···--····----------··-·-·--·------··-UERT0030. 
C UERT 0 040 
C FUNCTION • ERROR MESSAGE GENERATION UERT0050 
C U::>AGE - CALL UERTSTUER,NAHEI UERT0060 
C FAk.AHETERS IER • ERROR PARAMETER• TYPE + N WHERE UERT 0 07 0 
C TYPE= 128 IMPLIES TERMINAL ERROR UERT008D 
C 64 IMPLIES WARNING WITH FIX UERT0090 
C 32 IMPLIES WARNING UERT0100 
C N = ERROR CODE RELEVANT TO CALLING ROUTINEUERT0110 
C NAHE - INPUT SCALAR CONTAINING THE NAME OF THE UERT0120 
C CALLING ROUTINE AS A &-CHARACTER LITERAL UERT0130 
C STRING. UERT0140 
C LANGUAGE • FORTRAN UERT0150 























IF UER2 .GE. 
IER1=4 
GO TO 20 
- AUGUST 1t 1973 
ITYPC2t41,IBITC41 
WARN 9 WARF,TERH,PRINTR 
C IBIT Ul , WARN I , C IBif( 2 I, WARf), UBIT Ul t T ERIU 
/10HWARNING ,10H 
10HWARNINGCWI,10HTH FIXI 




WARNI GO TO 5 
NON-DEFINED 
IF ciER2 oLTo TERMI GO TO 10 
TERMINAL 
IER1=3 
GO TO 20 
IF C IER2 .LT. WARFI GO TO 15 
WARNING CWIT H FIX I 
IER1=2 




IER2: IER2• IBIT UERU 
PRINT ERROR HESSAGE 
WRITE CPRINTR,25l <ITVPCI,IER11oi=1r2ltNAHEriER2tiER 
25 FORHATl2&H ••• I M S LCUERTSTt ••• ,2A10,4X,A6,4X,I2, 










UERT 0 24 0 
UERT025 0 

















UERT 043 0 
UE RT 0 44 0 
UERT 045 0 
UERT0460 









C FUNCTION • ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL ZPLR0050 
C COEFFICIENTS CLAGUERREI. ZPLROObO 
C USAGE - CALL ZFOLRCAtNDEGtZt IERI ZPLR0070 
C PARAMETERS A • REAL VECTOR Of LENGTH NDEG+1 CONTAINING THE ZPLR0080 
C COEFFICIENTS IN ORDER OF DECREASING ZPLROD90 
C POWERS OF THE VARIABLE CINPUTI • ZPLR01u0 
C NDEG -INTEGER DEGREE O( THE FOLYNOMIAL CINPUTl. ZPLR0110 
C Z • COMPLEX VECTOR OF LENGTH NDEG CONTAINING ZPLR0120 
C THE COMPUTED ROOTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL ZPLR0130 
C C OUTPUll. ZPLR0140 
C IER • ERROR FA RAHETER COUT FUTI ZPLRO 15 0 
C TERMINAL ERROR ZPLR0160 
C IER :: 129, INDICATES THAT THE DEGREE OF THE ZPLR0170 
C POLYNOMIAL IS GREATER THAN 100 OR LESS ZPLR0180 
C THAN 1. ZPLR0190 
C IER = 13~, INDICATES THAT THE LEADING ZPLR0200 
C COEFFICIENT IS ZERO. THIS RESULTS IN AT ZPLRD210 
C LEAST ONE ROOT, ZCNDEGI, BEING SET T(, ZPLR0220 
C POSITIVE MACHINE INFINITY. ZPLR0230 
C IER = 131, INDICATES THAT ZPOLR FOUND ZPLR0240 
C FEWER THAN NDEG ZEROS. IF ONLY M ZER0S ZPLR0250 
C ARE FOUND ZCJI 1 J=H+1,. •• ,NDEG ARE SET TO ZPLR0260 
C POSITIVE MACHINE INFINITY. ZPLRD270 
C PRECISION • SINGLE ZPLR0260 
C REQO. IMSL ROUTINES - UERTST,ZQAOC,ZQADR ZPLR0290 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN ZPLR0300 
C------------------------------------------------·--------------------·-ZPLRD310 





U !HENSION A C1 011, Z CNOEGI, DA C101 I, ACF1C 21 , OZ UO 0 I, ZPLROJ40 
1 ACF2 (2) 1 ACFC21 ,ACDIRC 21 1 ACC2 I, ACL C2l ZFLR0350 
DOUBLE PRECISION OA, OZNR,OZNI,DZOR,OZO I,OXT ,oz, ZPLR0360 
1 ox,oR,osc,ov,ox2,ov,oT,ou,oZERO,orwo ZPLR037D 
COMPLEX Z ZPLR0380 
COMPLEX CF1,CF2,CF,CDIRO,CSPIR,CDIR,C,CL ZFLR0390 
LOGICAL STARTD,SPIRAL ZPLR0400 
EQUIVALENCE CCF1oACF1C1JJ,CCF2,ACFZUJ>oCCF,ACFC11), ZPLR0410. 
1 <CDIR,ACDIRC1JJ,CC,ACI11J,CCL,ACLC11) ZPLR042D 
DATA RAOIX/2.0/ 1 ' ZPLROit30 
1 SINF/3641140000000000000008/, ZPLR01t40 
2 S DEPS/15611t0 000 00 OD 00 00 0 0 OBI, ZPLR045 0 
3 TWOD3/.66666666666667/ 1 ZPLR0460 
It RNLGRX/.69314718055~95/ ZFLROit70 
DATA FINITY/3776777777'77777777776/ ZPLR01t80 
DATA FO/O.O/,GAMA/0.5/,TH~TA/1.0/,PHI/O.Z/, ZPLR0490 
1 ZERO/O.O/,ONE/1.0/,TW0~2.0/,TENHJ/1.0E•3/, ZPLR0500 
2 OZEROIO.QDOI,THREE/3, OI,RNINE19.0I,OTW0/2oOOO/,ZFLROS10 
3 HALF/0.5/ 1 0PTFt11•1.25/ ZPLR0520 
. SINFSQ = SQRT<SINF) 
SINFT = SHIC"SQ 
SETASQ = ONf/SINFSQ 
I ER : 0 
N = NDEG 
Nf'1 : N+1 
IF IN.GT. 01 GO TO 5 
IfR = 129 
GO TO 9000 
<; iF IN.L£.10Cl Gel TO 10 
IER = 129 
GO. TO 900 0 
Ia CONI INUE 
DO 15 I=1,NP1 
OA<II = ACil 
INITIALIZE CONSTANTS ZPLR0530 


































IF CN.LE.21 GO TO 65 
ASSIGN 85 TO LSW 
SC : ZERO 
DO 20 I=1,NP1 
SCALING <WHEN N .GT, 21 
SC = AHAX1CSC,ABS<~N6L<DA<I)Ill 
20 CUNTINUE 
IF <SC,EQ,ZFROI G0 TO 30 
ISC = AL06(SCl/RNLGRX 
SC = RADIXHISC 
DSC = sc 
IF < S C, G£ , SIN F T I G 0 T 0 3 0 
SC = SINFT/SC 
DSC = SC 
DO 25 I=1,NP1 
DA<Il = DSC"'DA C!l 
25 CONTINUE 
30 00 35 I=1,NF1 
SCALE BY SC TO HAVE MAX(DACII ,I=1, 
NP11 APPROACH SINFT 
FIND NUMBER I OF CONSECUTIVE LEADING 
COEFFICIENTS EQUAL TO ZERO, 
IF <SNGL<DA <I l I olliE, ZERO I GO TO 40 
J = NF1-I 
Z<Jl : CMPLX<FINITY,ZEROI 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 9000 
40 IF <I.EQ.11 GO TO 65 
IER = 130 
DO 45 K=I,NF1 
J = K-I 
DA<JHl :: OA( Kl 
45 CONTINUE 
N = N-I 
GO TO 60 
SO N = N1 
55 N .:: N•1 
60 NP1 = N+1 
ASSIGN 85 TO LSW 
65 CONTINUE 
ITER :: 0 
IF CN•2l 70,75~80 
EACH VANISHED LEADING COEFFICIENT 
YIELDS AN !~FINITE ZERO, 
SLIDE COEFFICIENTS BACK 
RE•ENTRIES FOR CURRENT (REDUCEDl 
POLYNOMIAL, 
70 Zl1l = CMPLXISNGLI•DAI2l/0A(1ll,ZEROl 
GO TO 9000 
75 CAlL ZQADR ISNGL (DAU)) ,SNGL (0A(2)) ,SNGL l0A(3l), Z (21 ,zU> ,IIERI 
IF UIER.NE.Ol IEP '" 130 
GO TO 9000 
CHECK FOR ZEROS '" (Q,,O,) 
80 IF ISNGL<DA(NP1)) oNE.ZEROI GO TO LSW, (85,1001 
ZINl : CMPLXIZE~O,ZEROI 
GO TO 55 
85 CONTINUE 
XN = N 
XN1 :: XN-ONE 
XN2 : XN1•0NE 
X2N = T-UO/XN 
X2N1 :: X2N/XN1 
HENCEFORTH N ,GT, 2, DAUl oNE. 0.0 
AND OA INP 11 oNE. 0, O, INITIALIZE 
SOME USEFUL CONSTANTS, 
103 
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XN2N = XN2/XN 
N1 = N-1 
RTN = SQRT (XNI 
CALCULATE G , AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE 
NEAREST ZERO. INITIALLY G = 
CABS(GEOHETRIC MEAN Of THE ZEfOSI. 
G = EXP(CALOG<ABSCSNGL(0ACNP1J)ti•ALOG(ABSISNGLCOA(11I)Il/ 
1 XN+TENH31 
R = SNGL<OA<Nti/SNGL<OACNP111 
CALCULATE LAGUERRE-STEP CDIR ANC 
FEJER-BOUND FOR G. 
CALL ZQAOR { X2N1"''SNGU OA ( N-11 l, X 2N"'SNGL< DA ( N)) , SNGU OA CNPU I , C, 
1 Cfl,IKERI 
R = XN2N•R 
IF <IKER .E~. 651 COI~O z CMPLXCACC11/XN1oZEROI 
IF <IKER .NE. 651 COIRO= C/CHPLXCR•AC(11+XN1,R"'AC(2)l 
ABOIRO = ABS<REAL<COIRO))+ABSCAIHAG<CDIROII 
G = AHIN1(G,1.0001•AHIN1(ABSCAC(1)1+ABSCAC(211,RTN•ABDIR0)) 
R = G 
90 T = ABSCSNGL(OAC11ll 
S = ZERO 
DO 95 I=2o"' 
S = R•S+T 
T: R•T+ABS<SNGLCOACI)II 
95 CONTINUE 
S = R•S+T 
CAL~ULATE THE CAUCHY-LOWER BOUND R 
FOR THE SMALLEST ZERO BY SOLVING 
ABSCOACNP111 = SUM<ABS<OACIII 
•R••CNP1-U oi=1,NI 
USING NEWTON•S METHOD. 
T = IR 4 T-ABSCSNGL(0A(NP11111/S 
S = R 
R = SNGL<OBLECRI-DBLECTII 
IF CR.LToSI GO TO 90 
GO = AMIN1<1.445 4 XN•R,GI 
RO = D.99999•S 
ASSIGN 100 TO LSW 
100 CONTINUE 
FEJER : GO 
i.> = GO 
CDIR = COIRO 
UZNR = OZERO 
ABOIR = ABOIRO 
DZNI = OZE~O 
FN = ABS<SNGL(0A(NF1))) 
SPIRAL = .FALSE. 
STARTO : .FALSE. 
105 CONTINUE 
IF CABOIR • LE. G•GAMAI GO TO 
R/(244 U/NI - 1 I .LT. 1.445*N•R IS 
ANOTHER UPPER BOUND. 
INITIALIZE THE ITERATION TO BEGIN AT 
THE ORIGIN. 
RE-ENTRY POINT TO ACCEPT, MODIFY, 
OR REJECT THE LAGUE~RE STEP. 
ACCEPT COIR IF CABSICOIRI oLE.. 
GAHA•G. 
110 
REJECT COIR IF CABS<COIRI .GT. 
THETA•G. 
IF CABOIR .GT • G•THET AI GO TO 215 
MODIFY COIR so THAT CABS(COIRI = 
GAMA•G. 
IF (.Nof.(STARTJ.OR.SPIRAL).ANO.RO.GT.GAHA•G> GO TO 110 
V = GAMA•CG/ABDIRJ 
CDIR = CHPLXCV•ACOIRI11 ,V•ACOIRCZII 


















































































G = FEJER 
CL = COIR 
ABSCL = ABOIR 
FO = FN 
OZOR = OZNR 
DZOI = OZNI 
STARTO = .TRUE. 
OZNR = DZOR+ACUU 
DZNI = DZOI+ACU2l 
CONTINUE 
ITER : ITER+1 
ACCEPT PREviOUS ITERATE. SAVE DATA 
ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT ITERATE. 
CDIR AT THE ORIGIN IS IN THE 
DIRECTION OF DECREASING FUNCTION 
VALUE 
NEXT ITERATE IS ZN=CMPL XWZNR,OZNU. 
IS ZN CLOSE TO THE REAL AXIS 
RELATIVE TO STEP SIZE. 
IF <ITER.GT.2DO•NOEGJ GO TO 220 
IF <ABS(SNGL<OZNIJJ.LE.PHI•ABSCLI GO TO 175 
C ZN IS COMPLEX • 
C FACTORIZATION OF THE POLYNOMIAL BY 
C QUADRATIC FACTOR ( Z .... 2-X2"'Z+Rl 
C SUHCOAUl •z••<N-Il l = 
C ( z••2-x2• Z+Rl•SUH ( Z U l•zn IN-I- 2l J 
C + Z CN-11• CZ•XI + Z lNI FOR ALL Z , 
C THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL AT 
C CX,YI IS CF , FIRST DERIVATIVE OF 
C THE POLYNOMIAL AT lX, Yl IS CF1, 
C AND THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE 
C POLYNOMIAL AT IX,Yl IS z.•CF2, 
C WHERE (X, Yl IS A ZERO OF 
c z••2-x2•Z+R. 
C E IS ERROR BOUND FOR THE VALUE OF 
C THE POLYNOMIAL AND OZUl ARE THE 
C COEFFICIENTS OF THE QUOTIENT 
C POLYNOMIAL • 
C INITIALIZATIONS FOR EVALUATION LOOPS 
S = ZERO 
S1 = ZERO 
DT1 = DZERO 
T 1 = ZERO 
OT = DAIU 
C INOE X J IS USED TO CHANG£ OX ON THE 
C LAST ITERATION. 
J = 3 
C SET Z<X,YI TO ZN<ZNRoZNU • 
OX = DZNR 
DY = DZNI 
SC = CABSICMFLXCSNGLIDXI,SNGLCOYJll 
DSC = SC 
IF ISC.GE.SINFSQ.OR.SC.LE.SETASQl GO TO 140 
oxz = ox.-ox 
X2 = OX2 
DR = ox•ux.-oy•ov 
R :: OR 
OZIU = DAI2l+OX2•0AIU 
OZ!21 = UA131+1DX2•DZC11-0R•OAC1)) 
IF (J.LT.NI GO TO 130 
125 DX2 = OX 
X 2 = OX2 
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NLH = HAXOHU,JI 
00 135 r:·J,NLI" 
II = Si•~ 
51 = s 
S :: T1 + (X 2• S • II I 
011 :: DT1•0I? 
DT1 = OT 
T1 :: OT1 
DT·= COX2•JT·DIII+OZCI·21 
DZCII = OACI+11+CDXZ•OZCI·11•DR•DZCI-211 
CONTINUE 
If CJ.LT.NI GO TO 125 
GO TO 160 
OX = OX/OSC 
OY = CY/DSC 
OR :: COX•OX+OY•DYJ•OSC 
R = OR 
OX2 :: DX+OX 
X2 : DX2 
OZC11 = OAC21+CDX2•DAC1II•OSC 
DZC21 :: DAC31+CDX2•DZC11•DR•DAC1)1•DSC 
IF (JoLToNl GO TO 150 
DX2 :: OX 
X2 :: OX2 
J = N 
NLH :: HAXOCN1 9 JI 
00 155 I=J,NLH 
II = S1•~ 
51 = s 
S = T1+CX2•S-VI•DSC 
011 :: OT1•DP 
OT1 = OT 
T1 : DT1 
ov = oxz•oT-DII 
DT = DZCI•21+DV•DSC 
DZCII = OACI+11+COXZ•DZCI•11-0R•DZCI-21J•OSC 
CONTINUE 
IF (J.LT.Nl GO TO 1~5 
CF = CHPLXCSNGLCDZCNLMIJ,SNGLCDZNI•DZCNLH-11JI 
FN = CABSCCFI 
E = ABSCSNGLCDAC1liJ 
00 165 I=2,N1 
E = ABSCSNGLCOZCI·1lii+SC•E 
CONTINUE 
E:: SDEFS 4 CCRNINE•E•SC+THREE 4 ABSCSNGLCDZCN•11)1)+SC+ 
1 ABSCSNGLCDZCNIIII 
HAS AN ACCEPTABLE ZERO BEEN FOU~O 
IF CFN.LE.EI GO TO 195 
IF CFN.GE.FD.ANJ.STARTOJ· GO TO 215 
OV = DTHO•OZNI 
II = OV 
l = DT 
tiFt = CHPLXCSNGLCDZCNLM-11•(0114 CDT1*DlNIIII,SNGLCDV4 0TII 
CF2:: CHPLXCT·V•CII•SI,SNGLCDZNII•C3o+T1•V4 CV•S1111 
FINO THE LAGUERRE STEP AT ZN. 
X:: AHAX1CABSCACFC111,ABSCACFC2111 
C z CHPLXCACF1C111X,ACF1C21/X) I 
CHPLXCACFC1l/X,ACFC21/XI 
IF CCABSCC~l.GE.ONEI GO TO 170 
If CA8SCCF1/Cfl .GT. SINF, THERE IS 
A ZERO WITHIN N•Ci.O/SINFI OF ZN. 
IF CCABSCCF11.Gr.CABSCCf1 4 SINFI GO TO 195 
C :: CF1/Cf 
COMPUTE THE LAGUERRE STEP CDIR AND 
THE BOUND FEJER AT ZNo 




































































·1 Xi::N"ALt'l(ZJ J oiJI" ti.OU.ll<tLI"ltlJt.I(J 
FEJER = ABSCACDIRC11J+ABSCAC01RCZII 
C: CHPLXCXNZN•ACC1J,XNZN•ACCZJJ 
C : C•COIR 
C = CMPLXCACC11+XN1oACCZII 
COIR = COI~/C 
ABDIR = ABSCACOIRC111+ABSCACDIRCZIJ 
FEJER = AMIN1CRTN•ABOIR,FEJERI 
OX = DABSCDZNRI+DABSCDZNil 
DXT = DX+ABOIP 
C IS THE STEP SIZE NEGLIGIBLE 
IF CSNGLCDXT•DXl.EQ.ZEROI GO TO 195 
GO TO 105 
175 CONTINUE 
C ZN IS REAL 
C FACTORtZATION OF POLYNOMIAL BY 
C LINEAR FACTOR CZ·Xl AS FOLLOWS 
C SUHCDUCil•zncN-Ill = . 
C CZ-XJ•SUH CZCil•zn CN-I•U l + ZCNI 
C FOR ALL Z , 
C SO ZCNI IS VALUE OF POLYNOMIAL AT 
C Z=X , FIRST DERIVATIVE OF 
C POL YNOHIAL AT Z=X IS V t AND 
C SECOND DERIVATIVE OF POLYNOMIAl AT 
C Z=X IS Z• W • E IS ERROR BOUND FOR 
C THE VALUE OF POL YNOr1IAL AND O'Zt U 
C ARE THE COEFFICIENTS OF QUOTIENT 
C FOLYNOHIAL. 
DX = OZNR 
X = OX 
OZNI : DZERO 
ABX = ABSCXI 
DV = CAUl 
II = OV 
H = ZERO 
DZC11 = DAC2l+DX•DAC1l 
DO 180 I=2oN 
W = V+X•H 
011: DZCI•1l+OX•OV 
V = DV 
OZCIJ = OACI+1l+DX•OZCI·11 
180 CONTINUE 
F = SNGLCDZCNl l 
FN = ABSCFI 
E = ABSCSNGLCDAC1111•TW003 
DO 185 I=1,N1 
£ = ABSCSNGLCOZCIIIl+ABX•E 
185 CONTINUE 
E = SDEFS•CTHRE!:•ABX•E+AI3S!SNGLCOZCNl l)) 
C . HAS AN ACCEPTASLE ZERO BEEN FOUND. 
IF CFNoLEoEI GO TO 205 
C HAS THE FUNCTION VALUE DECREASED. 
IF CFN.GE.FO.ANO.STARTDl GO TO 215 
C FIND TH~ LAGUERRE STEP AT DZNR. 
IF CABSCFioGE.ONEI GO TO 190 
C If ABSCV/FI .GT. SINF, THERE IS 
C A ZERO WITHIN N•U.O/SINFJ OF ZN. 
IF CABSCVloGT.ABSCFI•SLNFI GO TO 205 
190 R : V/F 
CALL ZQADR CX2Nt•H,X2N•V,F,C,CF1oiKERI 
C ~ CALCULATE THE FEJER BOUND FOR 
C SMALLEST Zt.RO. 
FEJER = ABSCACC111+ABSCACC2ll 
R = XN2N•R 
CDIR = C/C~PLXCR•ACC11+XN1,R•ACCZJI 





































































FEJER = AHIN1<RTN"ABOIR,FEJER) ZPLR4010 
UX = OASS!OZNPl ZPLR4020 
C IS THE STEP SIZE NEGLIGIBLE. ZFLR4030 
UXT = OX+ABOIR ZPLR4u40 
IF !SNGLIDXT-LlXl .EQ,ZERO) GO TO 205 ZPLR4050 
GO TO 105 ZPLR4060 
c CZN IS A COMPLEX ZERO. ZFLR4070 
c STORE COEFFICIENTS OF QUOTIENT ZPLR4080 
c POLYNOMIAL IN OA ARRAY. ZPLR4090 
c OA!1) IS UNCHANGED FOR THE OEFLATEO ZPLR4100 
c POLYNOMIAL, ZPLR4110 
195 DO 2110 I=3 1 N ZPLR4120 
DA<I-11 = DZ<I-21 ZPLR4130 
200 CONTINUE ZPLR4140 
Z(Nl = CHPLX(SNGL(OZNRI,SNGL<DZNI)) ZPLR4150 
Z<N-1i = CONJG(Z(N)) ZfLR4160 
GO TO 50 ZPLR4170 
c ZN IS A REAl ZERO, ZPLR418 0 
c . STORE COEFFICIENTS OF QUOTIENT ZPLR4190 
c POLYNOMIAL IN DA ARRAY. ZflR4200 
c 0A(1) IS UNCHANGED FOR THE DEFLATED ZPLR4210 
c POLYNOMIAL, ZPLR42ZO 
205 DO 210 I=2 1 N ZPLR4230 
DAHl = DZU·U ZPLR4240 
210 CONTINUE ZPLR4250 
Z<Nl = CMPLX<SNGUDZNRl oZEROI ZPLR4260 
Gu TO 55 ZPLR4270 
C CURRENT LAGUERRE STEP IS ZPLR428D 
C UNACCEPTABLE. ZPLR4290 
215 CONTINUE ZPLR4300 
IF (,NOT,STARfDl GO TO 245 ZPLR4310 
C REDUCE Pt{EV IOUS LAGUERRE STEP BY ZPLR4320 
C HALF, ZFLR4330 
ABSCL = HALF•ABSCL ZPLR4340 
CL = CMPLX!HALF"ACL(ll ,HALF"ACL!Z)J ZPLR4350 
OX= DABS(OZNRI+OA9S(OZNil ZPLR4360 
OXT = OX+AaSCL ZFLR4370 
IF <SNGL(DXT•OXl,NE.ZEROI GO TO 115 ZP~R4380 
IF <FN.LT.E"XN•XNJ GO TO 240 ZPLR4390 
220 CONTINUE ZPLR4400 
IF (N,EQ,NDEGI GO TO 230 ZFLR4410 
DO 225 l=NP1 9 NDEG ZPLR4420 
Z<I·Nl :o: ZUl ZPLR4430 
225 CONTINUE ZPLR4'+40 
230 NTOH : NOEG•N+1 ZFLR4450 
DO 235 I=HTOH,NOEG ZPLR4460 
Z <I) = CMPLX IF INITY, ZERO l ZP LR447 0 
235 CONTINUE ZPLR4480 
IER = 131 ZFLR4490 
GO TO 900 0 ZPLR450 0 
240 IF CDZNil 195,205 9 195 ZPLR4510 
245 CONTINUE ZPLR4S20 
c IF .NOT. STARTO, HAS CZN BEEN ON THE ZPLR4530 
c INNER CAUCHY RADIUS. ZPLR4540 
IF <SPIRAL! GO TO 250 ZPLR4550 
c SET SPIRAL TO .TRUE,, PUT ZN ON THE ZPLR4560 
c INNER CIRCLE OF THE ANNULUS ZPLR4570 
c CONTAINING THE SMALLEST ZERO IN ZPLR4580 
c THE DIRECTION OF THE LAGUERRE STEP,ZPLR4590 
SPIRAL = ,TRUE. ZPLR4600 
CSPIR = CMPLX(OPTFM/XN,ONEl ZPLR4610 
ABSCL : ROI(XN•XNl ZfLR4&20 
C = CHPLXIIACDIRC1l/ABOIRJ"R0,(ACDIR(21/ABDIRJ•RO) ZPLR4630 
GO TO 255 ZPLR4640 
C SET ZN TO ANOTHER POINT ON THE ZPLR4650 
C SPIRAL. ZFLR4660 
250 C: CSFIR•CMFLX(SNGL<OZNRJ,SNGLIDZNIII ZPLR4670 
255 OZNR = AC<il ZPLR4&80 
DZNI = AC(2l ZPLR~690 
GO TO 120 ZFLR4700 
9000 CONTINUE ZPLR4710 
IF <IER.GT.OI CALL UERTST IIER,6HZPOLR ) ZPLR4720 
9005 RETURN ZPLR4730 
END ZPLR4740 
109 




C FUNCTION - FIND THE ROOTS OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION ZQOC0050 
C A•z••z+B•Z+C = 0.0, WHERE THE ZQOC0060 
C COEFFICIENTS A, ~. AND C ARE COMPLEX ZQDC0070 
C NUMBERS. ZQOC0080 
C USAGE -CALL ZQADCU,B,C,ZSMoZLG,IERI ZQDC0090 
C PARAMETERS A • COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION CINPUTI .ZQDC0100 
C B -COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION <INPUTI.ZQDC0110 
C C -COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION CINPUTI.ZQDC012ij 
C CNOTE • A, a, AND C MUST BE DECLARED TYFE ZQDC01JO 
C COMPLEX.J ZQOC0140 
C ZSM -ROOT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION COUTPUTI. ZQOC0150 
C ZLG -ROOT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION (OUTPUll. ZQDC0160 
C (NOTE - ZSH AND ZLG MUST BE DECLARED TVFE ZQDC0170 
C COMPLEX.) ZQDC0180 
C FOR THE ROOTS ZSM AND ZLG THE FOLLOWING ZQDC0190 
C CONDITION HOLDS - CABSCZSMI oLE. CAdSCZLGIZQDC0200 
C IER • ERROR PARAMETER ZQDCD210 
C WARNING CWITH FIXI ZQDC0220 
C IER : 65, IMPI..IES A=B•O.O ZQDC0230 
C IN THIS CASE, THE LARGE ROOT, ZQDC0240 
C ZLG: SIGNCFINITY,·BI, AND ZQDC0250 
C THE SMALL ROOT, ZSM: ·ZLG, WHERE ZQDC0260 
C FINITY = LARGEST NUMBER WHICH CAN BE ZQDC0270 
C REPRESENTED IN THE MACHINE. ZQOC0280 
C IER = &6, IMPLIES A=O.O ZQDC0290 
C IN THIS CASE, THE LARGE ROOT, ZQDCOJOO 
C ZLG:: SIGNCFINITYo•BI, WHERE ZQDC031D 
C FINITV = LARGEST NUMBER WHICH CAN BE ZQDC0320 
C REPRESENTED IN THE MACHINE. ZQDC0330 
C PRECISION - SINGLE ZQDC0340 
C REQD. IMSL ROUTIN::S - UERTST ZQDC0350 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN ZQDCO 360 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------ZQOCOJ70 





DIMENSION AACZI,t1BC21,CCCZI,ZSA(2),ZLAC21 ZQDCOitOO 
~OUBLE PRECISION DR,DI,O,D1. . ZQDC0410 
COMFLEX A,B,C,ZSH,ZLG,AO,BO,CO,ZS,ZL ZQDC0420 
EQUIVALENCE CAA<U ,AOI,!B8!11,BOI, CCCUI ,COl, IZSAUI oZSI, ZQDCD430 
1 ( ZL A (1 I , ZU , ( AA (1 l , .R I , ( BB ( 1 I , SRI , (CCC 11 t CR) , Z QDC 0 '+4 0 
2 CZSAUJ,ZSRioCZLAUI,ZLRI,CAACZI,AU, ZQDC0451l 
3 I BiH 2 I , B I I , ICC ( 2 I , Cl > , ( ZSA ( 2 I , Z Sll , ( ZLA ( 2 I , ZLI I ZQDC 0 46 0 
DATA FINITY/377677777777777777778/ ZQDC0470 
DATA RADIX/2, 0/, ZQDCO<t80 
1 RNLGRX/.69314718055995/ ZQDC04':l0 
DATA ZERO/O.O/,HALF/0.5/ ZQDC0500 
IER : 0 ZQOC0510 
A 0 : A 
130 : •B 
co :: c 
IFCAR .Nf. ZERO .OR. AI 
I'ER :: 65 
ZL : CMPLXCFINITYoZEROl 
PUT THE COErFICIENTS IN TEMPORAR~ TO ZQDC0520 
SAVE EXECUTION TIME. ZQDC05.30 
CHECK FOR A=ZERO OR C=ZERO. 






ZQDC 0 59 0 
ZQDC 0&00 
110 
ZS == ZL ZQDC0610 
IF<BR .EQ. ZERO .AND. 3I ,£Q, ZEROI GO TO 35 ZQDC0620 
.l.ER == 66 ZQOC063D 
ZS = CO/BO ZQOC0640 
GO TO 35 ZQOC0650 
5 IF<CR ,NE. ZERO .o~. CI ,N£, ZEROI GO TO 10 ZQOC0660 
ZS = CMFLX <ZERO, ZfROI ZQDG0670 
GO TO 30 ZQDC0660 
C SCALING TO AVOID OVERFLOW OR ZQDC0690 
C UNDERFLOW, SCALE THE COEFFICIENTS ZQOC0700 
C SO THAT A•C IS AFFROXIHATELY ONE. ZQDC0710 
C THE SCALE FACTOR CSQRT <A•CI FITS ZQDC0720 
C THIS REQUIREMENT BUT HAY CAUSE ZQOC0730 
C OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW IN THE ZQOC0740 
C SCALING FROCEOURE. ZQOC07SO 
C LET AMAX1(ABS<ARI,ABS<AIJI BE ZQOC0760 
C REPRESENTED BY RAOIX••IA AND LET ZQDC0770 
C AHAX1<ABS <CRI ,ABS<CD l BE . ZQOC0780 
C REFRESENTEO BY RAOIXHIC. ZQOC0790 
C THE SCALE FACTOR, SCALE, IS OEFINEOZQDC060 0 
C BY THE FOLLOWING FORMULA~ ZQOCQ610 
C SCALE=RAOIXHIS, WHERE ZQOC0620 
C IS=ENTIER<<IAHCHI/2) AND ZQDC0830 
C ENTIER IS THE MATHEMATICAL GREATESTZQOt;0840 
C INTEGER FUNCTION. ZQOC0850 
10 IS= <ALOG(AMAX1<ABS<ARI,ABS<AIIli+ALOG<AMAX1<ABS<CRI,ABS<Cilll+ ZQOC0860 
1 RNLGRXI/(RNLGRX+RNI.GRXl ZQOC0670 
SCALE : RAOIX••rS ZQDC0880 
C IF THE SClLE FACTOR .LE. ZQOC0690 
C OEFS•MAX(A8SU3RI ,ABS<Bl)) ZQOC0900 
C DO NOT SCALE THE COC:FFICIENTS. ZQOC0910 
TEMP= AMAX1<ABS<BRI,ABS<Bill ZQOCD920 
01 = OBLE<TEMPl ZQOCD930 
0 = 01tSCALE ZQDC0940 
0 = 0-01 ZQOC095 0 
IF CSNGUOI ,fQ, ZE~OI GO TO 2S ,· ZQOC0960 
C IF HAX<ABSCBRl tABSCBIIl .GE. ZQDCD970 
C DEPS•SCALE FACTOR THEN SCALE ZQDC096 0 
C BO. OTHERWISE SET 60 = ZERO. ZQOC0990 
. D = Di+SCALE ZQDC10DO 
0 = 0-SCALE ZQOC1010 
IF <SNGL(OI .NE. Z'::ROI GO TO 15 ZQDC1020 
BR = ZERO ZQDC1030 
8 I = ZERO ZQOC1040 
GO TO 20 ZQOC10'3 0 
1'3 BR: 18R/SCALEl•HALF ZQOC1060 
BI = <BI/SCALEI•HIILF ZQDC1070 
20 AR = AR/SCALE ZQOC1060 
AI AI/SCIILE ZQOC1090 
CR CR/SCALE ZQOC111i 0 
CI == CI/SCALE ZQOC1110 
C SOLVE AO•z••z-z.o•ao•z+CO=ZERO ZQDC1120 
OR= OBLEC9R)H2 ZQDC1130 
OI = DBLECBil"'C2.COO•OBLECBRll ZQOC111t0 
ZS = CMPLXCSNGL<<COR-DBLE<Bil••2)•0BLECARI•DBLEICRII+OBLECAil• ZQOC1150 
1 DBLE I CI l I , SNGL < <OI -OBLE CA Il•DBLE <CRl l -u BLE <ARl • OBLE <CU II ZQOC 11b 0 
ZS = CSQRT<ZSI ZQOC1170 
C CHOOSE THE SIGN OF ZS SUCH THAT ZQOC1160 
C CABS<BI=AMAX1CCAdS(B+ZSl,CABS(B•ZSII.ZQOC1190 
IF<OBLE<ZSRl•)B~E<BIV+DBLECZSU•OBLE<Bil .LE. ZEROI ZS = •ZS ZQOC1200 
80 : BO+ZS ZQOC1210 
C FERFORH THE FINAL COMFLEX OHRATION ZQOC1220 
C FOR THE ZEROS. ZQDC1230 
25 ZS : CO/BO ZQOC1240 
.30 ZL = BO/AI) ZQDC1250 
35 ZSM = ZS ZQOC1260 
ZLG = ZL ZQOC1270 
9000 CONTINUE ZQOC1280 
IF <IER .NE. 01 CALL UER.TSTUER,6HZQAOC I ZQOC1290 
9005 RETURN ZQOC1300 
END ZQOC1310 
111 




C FUNCTION - FIND THE ROOTS OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION Z~OROOSO 
C A•ZH2+B•Z+C z 0.0, WHERE THE ZQORD060 
C COEFFICIENTS At B, AND C ARE REAL ZQDR0070 
C NUMBERS. ZQDRD080 
C USAGE - CALL ZQADRU,a,C,ZSM,ZLG,IERI ZQDR0090 
C PARAMETERS A -COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION <INFUTI.ZQOR0100 
C B -COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION <IN?UTl.ZQDR0110 
C C - COEFFICIENT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION (INFUTI .ZQDR0120 
C ZS~ -ROOT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION <OUTPUT). ZQDR0130 
C ZLG -ROOT OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION COUTPUTI. ZQDR0140 
C <NOTE - ZSM AND ZLG MUST BE DECLARED TYPE ZQDR0150 
C COMfLEXI. ZQDR0160 
C IF ZSI'1 AND ZLG ARE RE.AL, THEN ZQDR0170 
C ABS<ZSMI .LE. ABSCZLGl. ZQOR0180 
C IF ZSH AND ZLG ARE COHPLE X, THEN ZQDRO 19 0 
C ZSH = CONJGCZLGI AND ZQDR0200 
C AIHAG(ZLGI .GT. 0.0. ZQDR0210 
C IER - ERROR PARAMETER ZQDRD 22 0 
C WARNING (WITH FIXI ZQDR0230 
C IER :: 65, IMPLIES A=B=O.O ZQOR0240 
C IN THIS CASE, THE LARGE ROOT, ZQOR0250 
C ZLG = SIGNCFINITY,-8), AND ZQDR0260 
C THE SHALL ROOT, ZSH a: - ZLG , WHERE ZQOR0270 
C FINITY : LARGEST NUMBER WHICH CAN BE ZQDR0280 
C REFRESENTEb IN THE MACHINE. ZQDR0290 
C IER :: 66, IMPLIES AzO.O ZQDRQJOO 
C IN THIS CASE, THE LARGE ROOT, ZQDRO 310 
C ZLG = SIGN<FINITY,-Bl, WHERE ZQDR0320 
C FINITY = LARGEST NUMBER WHICH CAN BE ZQDR0330 
C REPRESENTED IN THE MACHINE. ZQORDJ40 
C PRECISION - SINGLE ZQDR0350 
C REQO. IHSL ROUTINES • UERTST ZQDR0360 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN ZQOR0370 
c-------------·----------·----·--------··--------------··-···--------··-ZQDR0380 





DOUBLE PRECISION 0,01 ZQDR0410 
COMPLEX ZSM,ZLG,ZS,ZL ZQDR0420 
DATA FINITY/3776777777777777777781 ZQDR0430 
DATA RAOIX/2.0/, ZQOR0440 
1 RNLGRX/.69314718055995/ ZQDR0450 
DATA ZEROIO.O/,HALF/0.51 ZQOR0460 
IER = 0 ZQDR0470 
A 0 = A 
81 = -B 
co = c 
IF!AO .NEe ZEROl GO TO 5 
I ER = 65 
PUT THE COEFFICIENTS IN TEMPORARY TO ZQDR0480 
SAVE EXECUTION TIME. ZQDR0490 
CHECK FOR A=ZERO OR C=ZERO. 
ZL = CMPLX(SIGNCFINITY,81),ZEROl 











IF<B1 .EQ. ZERO) GO TO JO 
I ER = b& 
112. 
ZS = Ct-IPLXlCO/B1,ZEROl ZQDR0600 
GO TO 30 ZQOR0610 
S IF<CO .NE, ZEROI GO TO 10 ZQOR062D 
ZS = CMPLXlZERO,ZfROl ZQOR0630 
GO TO 25 ZQDR0640 
C SCALING TO AVOID OVERFLOW OR ZQOR0&5 0 
C UNDERFLOW. SCALE THE COEFFICIENTS ZQOR0&60 
C SO THAT A•C IS APPROXIMATELY ONE. ZQOR0&70 
C THE SCALE FACTOR SQRT (k"Cl FITS ZQDR0&60 
C THIS REQUIREMENT BUT MAY CAUSE ZQOR0690 
C OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW IN THE ZQOR0700 
C SCALING P ROCEOUR E, ZQDR 0 710 
C LET A=RADIXUIA AND C=RADIXHIC. ZQOR072D 
C THE SCALE FACTOR, SCALE, IS OEFINEOZQDR0730 
C BY THE FOLLOWING FORMULA~ ZQOR0740 
C SCALE=RAOIXHIS, WHERE ZQOR0750 
C IS=ENTIER <UAt-ICt-1) /21 AND ZQOR0760 
C ENTlER IS THE MATHEMATICAL GREATESTZQOR0770 
C INTEGER FUNCTION, ZQDR076D 
10 IS= IALOG(ABS<AOll+ALOG<ABSICOlHRNLGRX)I<RNLGRXf-RNLGRXl ZQOR0790 
SCALE = RADIX44 IS ZQDR0800 
C IF THE SCALE FACTOR oLE, ZQDR0610 
C DEPS4 ABS< 811 DO NOT SCALE ZQDR0820 
C THE COEFFICIENTS. ZQDR0630 
u1 :: C:dLECABSCB1l I ZQDR0840 
0 = 01+SCALE ZQDR0650 
U = 0•01 ZQORD860 
IF <SNGL(Ol ,EQ, ZE~Ol GO TO 20 ZQOR087D 
C IF ABSIB1l .GE. IJEPS•SCALE FACTOR ZQORO!l80 
C THEN SCALE 80. OTHERWISE SET ZQDR0690 
C BO s ZERO. ZQDR090 0 
BD = ZERO ZQDR0910 
0 = D1+SCALE ZQOR0920 
0 • O•SCALE ZQDR0930 
IF CSNGL<Ol oNE. ZERO) BO = (81/SCALEl 4 HALF ZQDR09i+O 
AO = AOISCALE ZQDR0950 
CO = CO/SCALF ZQOR0960 
C SOLVE AO•z••2·2.0 4 BO•Z+COzZERO ZQORD970 
00 = OBLECBOJ••2-DBLE<AOI•OBLECCOI ZQOR0960 
S = SQRT<ABS<DDII ZQOR0990 
IFCOO .GT. ZtPOl GO TO 15 ZQOR1000 
C COINCIDENT OR COMPLEX ROOTS ZQDR1010 
C CO .LE. ZERO). ZQOR1020 
ZL " CMPLXCBO/AO,ABSCS/AOll ZQDR1030 
ZS = CONJGClU ZQDR1040 
GO TO 30 ZQDR1050 
C DISTINCT REAL ROOTS !D .GT, ZEROI. ZQDR1060 
15 81 = SIGN<S,BOI+BO ZQDR1070 
20 ZS = CMPLX<C0/81,ZEROI ZQDR1060 
25 ZL: CHPLXCB1/AO,ZEROl ZQOR1D90 
IFCABSir(.EAL<Zlll .LT. ABS<REALCZSJll ZS: ·ZL ZQOR1100 
30 ZSM = ZS ZQOR1110 
ZLG = ZL ZQDR1120 
9000 CONTINUE ZQDR113D 
IF<IER .NE. OJ CAll UEiHSTCIER,6HZQAOR l ZQOR1140 
9005 RETU~N ZQDR115D 
END ZQOR116 0 
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